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Introduction 
 

Namibia’s natural resources and biological diversity are vital to 

the long-term sustainability of the country and the well-being of 

its people.  But the naturally stressed environmental conditions 

in this region of Africa coupled with growing socio-economic 

development exercise considerable influence on the state of all 

the country’s ecosystems. Unsustainable use of natural 

resources has exercised an immense pressure on the 

landscape of Namibia’s northern areas. To add to these 

burdens, climate change impacts such as an increase in 

extreme weather events that bring about abnormal temperature 

and precipitation patterns as well as long-term shifts in both 

towards less sustainable conditions drive nature closer to a 

tipping point. For a country whose people continue to be heavily 

reliant on natural ecosystems it poses a threat to human well-

being.  

Namibia has created a socio-economic and political system of 

Community Forests and Conservancies (Communal Wildlife 

Preservation Areas) under the umbrella of the so-called 

“Community-Based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM) 

program” to help safeguard the natural environment and to 

provide conditions for the sustainable existence of its rural 

communities. This approach is unique to Namibia and 

internationally renowned.  

Conservancies and Community Forests are community-based 

protected areas, which are led by local inhabitants, and 

facilitate the securing of the availability of natural resources and 

the services nature offers to humans supporting their wellbeing 

(the so-called ecosystem services). At the same time, new 

sources for income are developed for the rural population. 

Conservancies focus on the protection of the wildlife of an area 

whereas Community Forests seek to secure a sustainable 

usage of forest areas, meaning the extraction of both woody 

biomass as well as non-timber products. Both approaches aim 

at an empowerment of the local population in certain regions of 

Namibia through the transmission of knowledge and skills on 

forest- and non-forest resource management. At the same time 

the establishment of a permit system improves the financial 

situation of those communities involved in such projects (Dof et 

al. n.y.). 

However, the successful and sustainable management of 

Conservancies and Community Forests is still a challenge for 

local people who are dependent on territorial resources. One of 

the important challenges is the inclusion of knowledge about 

risks and consequences of climate change and natural 

resource depletion into management. A good management 

would anticipate predictable changes and future problems.  

The GIZ project „Biodiversity management and climate change“ 

supports the Namibian government with regional and local 

means to adapt to climate change. The assessment and 

evaluation of climate change impacts for the rural population 
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Fig. 1: Registered Communal Conservancies, Source: NACSO 2014, n.p. Fig. 2: George Mukoya and Muduva Nyangana Conservancy, Source: NACSO 2012, p.9 

and its environment through thorough analyses of 

vulnerabilities are an important part of this process, enabling 

the implementation of possible adaptation measures based on 

natural systems. This will help the communities of the 

Conservancies and Community Forests to improve their ability 

to accustom to climate change. 

The two Conservancies and Community forests (in the following 

called “Conservancies”), both founded in 2005, are located in 

the utmost north-east of Namibia, very close to the Caprivi strip 

and east of the city of Rundu. They neighbour each other, 

George Mukoya Conservancy bordering Muduva Nyangana on 

the western edge and both touching the northern border of 

Khaudum National Park.  

.
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Both Conservancies support relatively diverse flora and fauna. 

The landscape is dominated by a more or less regular pattern 

of dunes and interdunal depressions, which provide different 

natural conditions for land and natural resource use.  

 

Approximately 2.000 people living in several villages call 

George Mukoya Conservancy their home. It was named after a 

former traditional chief of the Giriku people in Kavango. On 615 

square kilometres they share it with local wildlife such as 

elephants, wild dogs, leopards, kudus, eland, or steenbok. The 

local economy is based on agriculture and cattle ranching 

(NACSO 2009a).  

 

The economy of the local inhabitants is predominantly 

subsistence living although some income is generated through 

local village craft industry, including hand crafts, harvesting of 

grass for thatching and gathering of Devil’s claw for commercial 

medicine purposes. More substantial means of earning are 

generated through carefully regulated tourist trophy hunting. 

The Conservancy’s management committee consists of 10 

people (3 women, 7 men), and 10 other support staff (3 women, 

7 men). 

 

Muduva Nyangana Conservancy, named after a famous 

elephant hunter, encompasses an area of 486 square 

kilometres, inhabited by about a population of 2.000 people, 

scattered across several small villages, existing under similar 

socio-economic conditions as those in the previous 

conservancy. Part of the conservancy is also set aside as a 

wildlife management zone.. The Muduva Nyangana 

management committee also includes 10 people (4 women, 6 

men) and offers staff jobs to 10 people as well (2 women, 8 

men)(NACSO 2009b). 

 

Both Conservancies are receiving small amounts of aid and 

support from donor agencies as part of a capacity building 

programme in partnership with local NGOs. As part of the 

programme the Centre for Econics and Ecosystem 

Management has been contracted by the GIZ (a German 

implementing agency, offering support for the establishment of 

development projects) to deliver adaptive management 

planning workshops (MARISCO) in an attempt to help resolve 

some of what are perceived to be growing problems relating to 

land use and natural resource degradation. MARISCO stands 

for "Adaptive Management of Risk and Vulnerability at 

Conservation Sites".  

 

More than 60 people, mainly inhabitants of the two 

Conservancies participated during the first workshop in March 

2015. They split up into two groups to discuss and analyze the 

socio-environmental conditions within each of the 

Conservancies. The workshops involved groups of participants 

working through the various stages of MARISCO, together with 

plenary discussions (performed as “peer reviews”, to ensure 

information exchange in-between the groups), and 

presentations the whole process was facilitated and guided by 
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two coaches and supported by an assistant. The method is an 

interactive process of analysis designed to generate a final, 

detailed socio-environmental analysis of conditions in both 

Conservancies, and which will eventually produce, by the end 

of the second workshop, strategies for future sustainable 

development. The final goal will be to design management 

measures that embrace adaptation to climate change based on 

natural systems, appropriately addressing the identified risks 

and opportunities. 

 

The training was implemented by the "Centre for Econics and Ecosystem Management e.V." (CEEM). Since its founding in 2011, as a 

joint initiative of Eberswalde University for Sustainable Development, Germany, and Writtle College, UK, the centre has promoted 

sustainable development with a focus on ecosystem management and adaptation to global change based on ecosystems. Developing 

a research portfolio focused on the needs of the environmental sector, it has cooperated with various institutions and organizations 

dedicated to the conservation and management of ecosystems, promoting innovation and application of scientific results in the 

management of natural resources. Among the centre’s innovations, the MARISCO methodology was developed in collaboration with 

and supported by GIZ. It has been applied in many projects on a global level (e.g. in Albania, Costa Rica, Germany, Korea, Ecuador, 

Guatemala or Peru). 
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The goal of the mission is: 

The strategic analysis of risks and vulnerabilities of the two Conservancies and Community Forests George Mukoya and Muduva 

Nyangana in the Kavango East Region in Namibia. The consultants from the CEEM seek to support the Namibian experts in: 

1. Improving their ability to individually apply the MARISCO method to adaptively assess the vulnerability of a region 

2. Assessing the vulnerability of the before mentioned regions and their natural environment (George Mukoya and Muduva 

Nyangana Conservancy) 

3. Identifying possibilities for measures to be put into practice that are able to reduce the vulnerability of the Conservancies and 

enable them to more appropriately adapt to climate change, with a special focus on ecosystem-based solutions.  

 

Phases and consultancy products 

Part I: 

- Conducting two field visits prior to the workshops 

(Ecosystem Diagnostics Analysis) to the two regions 

where the method is applied. First visit (March): one day 

in George Mukoya Conservancy and Community Forest 

and one day in Muduva Nyangana Conservancy and 

Community Forest, and a second –one day trip through 

both conervancies (July).  

- Creation of Ecosystem Diagnostics Report 

- Performing the first stage of the MARISCO study at 

Sarasungu River Lodge to more than 60 local 

participants of both regions, with an intensity of 3 days 

(24-26 March 2015). In this first part, participants: 

o Developed a systemic analysis of vulnerability and 

risk 

o Identified types of stress in the analysed natural 

systems, observable threats and chains of 

contributing factors that generate them, showing 

interactions in-between them 

o Performed an analysis of criticality, change, 

manageability, knowledge, systemic activity and 

prioritization of factors (to define and implement 

strategies to address vulnerabilities in the next 

workshop) 

- Development of a documentation report. 
 

 

Part II: 

- Performing the second phase of the MARISCO study at 

Sarasungu River Lodge with approximately 60 local 

participants to develop regional strategies (actions and 

measures to reduce vulnerabilities and / or improving 

their ability to adapt to climate change) 

- Systematization of the results and recommendations of 

the second phase of the workshop.  
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Part III (Closure): 

- Production of a detailed document containing the main 

results of the study 

- Provide relevant results to be presented at a meeting 

with counterparts and GIZ 

- Submit reports of activities and working days to GIZ. 

 

This report comprises the results of two MARISCO workshops 

which covered two Conservancies in Namibia (George Mukoya 

and Muduva Nyangana). The workshops build the main product 

of the consultancy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This report… 

…is: 

 A working paper that functions as a memory aid for the 

participants of the workshops and enables them to make 

use of the digitized results 

 A report of progress which is useful for future strategic 

work, possibly moderated by appropriate authorities 

 A report, which seeks to compile the workshop results in 

a comprehensive manner, especially including pictures, 

systematized tables and graphics.  

…is not: 

 A scientific document to describe the working steps and 

results of the workshops in detail 

 An extensive outline of the various steps and phases of 

the MARISCO method, as this can be investigated in the 

complete MARISCO manual 

 A management plan for the studied sites 

 A document suitable for publication, presenting the 

results to a broad public. 
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The MARISCO-method 

 

The MARISCO methodology can be described as an “All 

Inclusive” approach with the aim of encouraging  

 

 Including all people, experts, institutions, organisations 

and everybody else who lives or makes use of Namibia’s 

unique ecosystem. 

 Gathering and including all knowledge needed in order to 

understand the high complexity of the ecosystem. 

 Including the analysis of all factors and threats 

generating stress in territorial systems with focus on 

conservation areas. 

 Including the development of all possible strategies 

needed for preserving Namibia’s distinctive nature. 

 Including the reflection and reasonable handling of all 

future uncertainties impacting the conservation area by 

following the philosophy of adaptive management and 

ever ongoing learning. 

 

 

 

The methodology has been derived from the Open Standards 

for the Practice of Conservation (OS) developed by the 

Conservation Measures Partnership and further extended by 

the Centre for Econics and Ecosystem Management. This 

resulted in the development of a process cycle with the aim of 

creating a management plan that is both comprehensive and 

adaptive/flexible.  

 

MARISCO follows a step-wise, systematic procedure involving 

a representative group of stakeholders within a given project 

area. The values of the participants represented in the analysis 

should reflect the environmental and conservation interests of 

the living landscape, such as wildlife species, medicinal plants 

and people’s health. 

 

The method employed in MARISCO involves four interrelated 

phases with several steps conducted by the team of coaches, 

organizers and the participants of the workshops: 
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Phase I: Preparation and initial conceptualisation 
 

This phase starts with a broad desktop study of the different 

ecosystems in the region in order to provide a complete 

overview of the landscape and to establish perceived and 

potential problems as well as risks and threats. An important 

part of the exercise is to establish the geographical scope of 

management and study; and the analysis of important local 

environmental units/elements that are to be conserved 

(conservation objects) as well as their connections and 

interrelations. After having proposed an initial management 

vision, Phase I is fulfilled. 

 

Phase II: Systemic vulnerability and risk analysis 
 

This complex analysis of the current situation in the region 

targets the following: 

 Establishment of a sound/good understanding of the 

current status of the so-called conservation objects. 

 Identification of existing and potential stresses, threats 

and contributing factors. 

 Assessment of all these elements according to states of 

criticality, their influences  as well as levels of knowledge 

and manageability from the participants. 

 Setup of relations between stresses, threats and 

contributing factors to relevant stakeholders. 

 
 

Phase III: Comprehensive evaluation prioritisation and 

strategy formulation 
 

In this phase existing strategies are analysed, strategic gaps 

identified and new strategies are developed. The reasons 

therefore are: to improve the functionality of the conservation 

objects and to reduce the stresses and threats in the system 

that may risk a secure future of humans, wildlife and nature. 

Phase III ends with the design of a monitoring plan in order to 

ensure the effectiveness of the strategies. 

 

Phase IV: Implementation and (non-) knowledge 

management 

 

The focus of this phase is on the implementation of the 

developed strategic plan, strategic knowledge management 

and the evaluation of the implementation process. 

If you would like to get a complete and detailed overview of the 

principles and the methodological steps please consult the 

accompanying guidebook “MARISCO: adaptive Management of 

vulnerability and RISk at COnservation sites” (see website: 

www.marisco.training).  

 

http://www.marisco.training/
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Outline of the cyclic procedure of a MARISCO study including the ongoing identification of risks of increased vulnerability of the 

conservation targets or the same strategies. For further information please have a look at the MARISCO manual on our website 

(http://www.marisco.training/resources/manual/) or PowerPoint presentations about the various steps 

(http://www.marisco.training/resources/presentations/). 

http://www.marisco.training/resources/manual/
http://www.marisco.training/resources/presentations/
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Concrete workshop application and results 
 

The findings of the report draw on a combination of information extracted from some publications and from observations made in the 

field during a one-day excursion around both conservancies. In no way do any of the statements or conclusions represent the results 

of detailed field-based studies. The description and evaluation are intended to reveal the general character of the landscape, its use, 

and also to raise awareness of on-going or potential conflicts of interest manifest in the use of natural resources by local communities. 

Introductory talk on MARISCO  
 

After a warm welcome by different workshop team members, an introductory talk set the stage for the workshop exercise.  
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The consulting team presented background information about 

the MARISCO method as well as impressions and findings from 

their Ecosystem Diagnostics Analysis in both Conservancies. In 

a few days the team travelled through a good part of the 

territory, documenting observation with photographs that also 

helped to interpret satellite images that were consulted 

beforehand. 
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The participants were also introduced to these (Google Earth) 

satellite images as well as to the pictures from the ground that 

offered a direct comparison and deeper insight into the current 

situation of the natural systems of the Conservancies. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Travel route though George Mukoya Conservancy 
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Development of the conceptual model 
 
Human wellbeing (MARISCO cycle step 3) 
 

After the introduction the workshop started right away with the 

identification of aspects of “human wellbeing”. This included 

everything a person needs in order to happily survive. It 

encompasses a person’s basic needs and recognizable human 

benefits that can be derived from his/ her surroundings.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social systems and social services as source of human 

wellbeing (extension to MARISCO cycle step 3) 
 

In the next stage of the process “social systems” were identified 

along with the derived “social services”. “Social services” are 

best described as the advantages a person receives from 

others in the community or from legal institutions of his/her 

social environment – the so-called “social systems” (e.g. 

ministries, communities, families etc). 
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Ecosystem services as source of human wellbeing (MARISCO 
cycle step 3) 
 
The wide range of services provided by the natural environment 

were identified and linked to the range of human well-being 

outcomes.  During this stage of the exercise it was important to 

engage with popular terms and concepts of natural goods and 

benefits in order to best reflect local values.  

 
Major natural components (MARISCO cycle step 2) 

 

When deploying the MARISCO method nature is conveniently 

described in terms of “biodiversity objects”. These are natural 

components which are most important to a region because they 

play a major role in regulating the function of ecosystems and in 

sustaining biodiversity.  
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Mapping of land use activities and ecosystems (extension to 

MARISCO cycle steps 0 and 1) 
 

The most important elements of the natural environment as well 

as significant agricultural areas were mapped as accurately as 

possible to provide an accurate spatial record of the landscape. 

Through this it became visible which territories play an 

important role for the communities concerning food and 

resource provision.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

At the same time areas were identified which the ecosystem 

needs in order to be complete and healthy and produce all the 

services demanded by the humans. It became obvious that 

there is a lot of effort from the local communities not to intersect 

with the wildlife zone. It could be seen that regions coined with 

comparably high fertility and vegetation are nowadays mostly 

used for agriculture, putting those last havens at risk. 

 
All participants eagerly 

participated in all these 

steps. 
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Ecosystems and natural key attributes (MARISCO cycle steps 2 

and 4) 

 

After having described and analysed these elements the model 

was further developed and the most important key attributes 

(“Key ecological attributes” – elements that nature needs in 

order to function properly and deliver the goods and services 

humans depend on) then highlighted. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

At the end of the first workshop day the participants compared 

and explained their results to each other. Through this process 

similarities and differences between the two sites were 

highlighted, making it possible to identify common features of 

interest. 
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Stresses of nature (MARISCO cycle step 5) 

 

Day two of the workshop started with the identification of both 

obvious and less apparent “stresses” thought to be 

symptomatic of the threats leading to negative changes in the 

system.   

 
Threats that cause stresses (MARISCO cycle step 6) 

 

“Stresses” derive from “threats”, which are changes in nature 

that in the long run cause deterioration and degradation of flora 

and fauna (the “biodiversity objects”) and ultimately loss of 

human wellbeing. They are created by humans and lead to 

direct or indirect negative impacts on the functionality of the 

natural environment.  
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Threat mapping (part of MARISCO cycle step 9) 
 
Afterwards the participants were encouraged to identify on the 

map the likely location of the perceived threats.  Geographically 

‘placing’ the threats on the map allowed for a more effective 

analysis of scale-related disturbance at the possible far-

reaching impacts to other adjoining territories and ecosystems. 

Contributing factors to threats (MARISCO cycle step 7) 

 

Their underlying reasons are “contributing factors”, which are 

the actual root problems that need to be tackled. They are 

human activities that directly or indirectly have negative impacts 

on the ecosystem. 
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Criticality of problems (MARISCO cycle step 10) 

 

In the next step the participants began the process of 

prioritizing the range of stresses, threats and their contributing 

factors according to a set of criteria designed to determine level 

of severity.  A colour coding system was used to depict levels of 

severity in each case (red = very critical, yellow = moderately 

critical, light green = critical, dark green = very critical).  

A journey in a time machine: looking into the past and the future 
(MARISCO cycle step 5) 
 

To help participants with the task of recording past and 

predicted future trends they were asked by the facilitators to 

recall momentous events that have happened in their personal 

lives and to reflect on these in the context of changing times 

and possible future outcomes. The object of the exercise is to 

evoke amongst participants feelings of strong and ambitious 

hopes and wishes. 
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On the base of this encouragement, the next step was to further 

evaluate the past and future criticality of the “stresses”, 

“threats”, and “contributing factors”, as well as perceived 

changes in current trends. The object of the exercise was to 

reveal any obvious changes in the elements, in particular, signs 

of progressive environmental loss or degradation. Ultimately, a 

picture would emerge of socio-environmental features most 

stressed and under threat from human-induced factors. . The 

outcome of the exercise would help establish the terms of the 

next stage of identifying the most appropriate strategies to 

mitigate the problems. 

This process was started on day two and completed on day 

three. The group work for this part was extremely passionate 

and fruitful. 
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Ongoing peer review among the teams  
 

During several occasions, the participants were allowed to have 

a look at the conceptual model of the other group. 

Presentations, explanations and discussions followed. Through 

the process of sharing and exchanging knowledge each team 

was in a better position to evaluate their own results, and where 

necessary refresh their findings.   
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Manageability (MARISCO cycle step 14) 

At the end of the thorough and systematic analysis of the 

situation participants were in a better position to be able to 

assess their own level of knowledge and to consider their own 

needs as well as capabilities in resolving some of the priority 

problems. 
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Introduction of the second workshop 

 

The second workshop started with a welcome by Gerrit Bartels 

as a representative of the GIZ and by members of the team 

representing the Center for Econics and Ecosystem 

Management, Pierre Ibisch, Peter Hobson, Anja Krause, and 

Christina Lehmann.  

 
 

Transcribing all the information collected during the first 

workshop into a digitized format was a convenient way of 

presenting the participants with the necessary information for 

the next phase.  The final print out provided information on 

ranking lists for the contributing factors, stresses, and threats to 

the ecosystem, as well as matrices indicating the connections 

(arrows) that were drawn in-between the various elements of 

the conceptual model.  

 

 

The creation of this material was done between the two visits of 

the consulting team. The conceptual model was now brought as 

a big clear digitized poster. For each Conservancy a matrix was 

produced with details on the  connections between the rateable 

elements (contibuting factors, threats, stresses) of the model 

(1=there is a connection). These connections were inserted into 

the conceptual model in the form of arrows. The amount of 

arrows that each element produces and is influenced by, shows 

the “systemic activity” of an element, indicating  how active it is 
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in the whole network of elements. In combination with the 

ratings of criticality, knowledge, and manageability each 

contributing factor, threat, and stress was calculated a value: 

The “strategic relevance”. With the help of this the most crucial 

elements could be indicated – the ones that need more 

attention when developing strategies. This made it much easier 

to work with the results from the first workshop but also helped 

with  the continuation of the workshops.   

 

Review of results 

 

Participants in their separate conservancy teams spent some 

time checking through their results and making any necessary 

changes.  They had the opportunity to ask questions and make 

changes to the model, if necessary.  

 

 

 

Stakeholder mapping (MARISCO cycle step 15) 

Participants were asked to identify the main stakeholders in the 

system. They recorded onto cards those stakeholders who 

were thought to have positive or negative influences in certain 

areas before transferring the cards into the conceptual model 

alongside factors contributing to threats in the system. 
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Identification of locally applied strategies (modified MARISCO 

cycle steps 17 and 20) 

The next step was the first one out of three major parts. The 

participants were asked to describe the threats and stresses 

present in their surroundings and everyday lives.. For this 

purpose nine general areas of activity were identified: hunting 

tourism, water resource use; crop production; animal 

production; production of vegetables in gardens; use of forest 

resources for fire wood (cooking); use of natural material for 

crafts to sell; use of natural material for construction and tools 

natural materials sold for income (e.g. Devil’s claw). Small 

printed duplicates of the threats and stresses of each model 

were offered which the participants could match to the 

associated areas of activity (e.g. the stress “Shortage of water” 

was matched with the area of activity “Water resource use”). 

These small cards were pinned to four empty boards (hence, 

four smaller groups were split) and the participants’ stated their 

livelihood strategies accordingly – on light yellow cards (or by 

indicting with the letter “E” for “existing strategy”) they indicated 

how they dealt with those problems in their everyday life. In a 

second stage they added dark yellow cards (or indicating using 

the letter “C” for “complementary strategy”) to record possible 

solutions to some of the problems experienced in their lives.  
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Each group reviewed the results of the other.  

 

Afterwards the four groups presented and discussed their ideas 

with fellow conservancy members.  

 

Assessment of local strategies (modified MARISCO cycle steps 

18 and 21) 
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Finally, these strategies were rated (in the known 4-colour 

system of dark green, light green, yellow, red) according to five 

aspects: Resources, Acceptance, Technical feasibility, Ability to 

solve problems, Creation of new problems. In this step the 

participants were asked to comment on  the effectiveness of the 

existing and complementary (future) strategies to these 

problems as well as state their views on the following issues: if 

there are enough financial, material, and human resources; to 

what extent strategies are appreciated by the people; if from a 

technical perspective strategies could be put into practice; 

whether it is likely that this strategy will solve the problem it is 

tackling; and to what extent this strategy could create new 

problems that need to be dealt with.  The rating table can be 

found in Annex 3. 

 

All these steps were conducted on the first workshop day. 

The second day of the workshop day started with a review of 

existing and complementary strategies related to livelihood 

activities in the same nine areas of activity. The groups of both 

Conservancies were asked to exchange their perceptions.  
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A plenary session followed during which the results were 

presented to the whole group of participants and short 

discussions on these strategies were held.  

 

 

Identification of strategies applied by the Conservancies 

(modified MARISCO cycle steps 17 and 20) 

This discussion served as a bridge to the second bigger part of 

the workshop: Strategies of the conservancies. 

For this step each conservancy was split into four groups again 

– each group dealt with a certain thematic area (according to 

the thematic boxes of the conceptual models). Similar to the 

strategy development during the first day, the groups had 

empty boards and this time small duplicates of the contributing 

factors of their model. After analyzing and choosing the most 

crucial problems (pinned to the board) the participants indicated 

the existing problem-solving strategies the conservancy is 

already putting into practice. This step was followed by an 

exercise in which new ideas for future actions were suggested.  
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The whole process involved knowledge sharing and exchange 

of ideas between the two Conservancy teams. “To go shopping 

for ideas” on the strategy boards of other participants was a 

very pleasant and fruitful task. The participants were then 

required to select the five most crucial (livelihood- and 

Conservancy-) strategies in each group and incorporate these 

into their conceptual model.  This shows at which point of entry 

the strategies will make a change to the whole system.  
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During a final end-of-day plenary session each group presented 

and discussed their findings for existing and future strategies. 

  

 

 

 

 

Discussion of coherence of strategies (modified MARISCO 

cycle step 23) 

 

Day three started with a short summary of the preceding steps 

and an introduction to a rather different visual display of the 

strategies. The various relationships and interlinkages between 

the objects and different strategies were organized and 

structured as a pyramid. Four major layers were represented 

with the most important, the ecosystems and biodiversity 

positioned at the base of the pyramid.  The next level up in the 

pyramid was the local livelihood strategies followed by the 

strategies of the conservancy; and finally, at the top or apex of 

the model, the external authorities like NGOs and government.  

The idea of conveying the various levels of operation in this 

form was to demonstrate both the top down and bottom up 

processes of order, information flow and activities between the 

different tiers of society. 
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Identification and assessment of strategies applied by external 

organisations (modified MARISCO cycle steps 17, 18, 20 and 

21) 

In order to hear more about the actual activities of a few 

representative institutions, the Ministry for Environment and 

Tourism (MET), the Namibian Nature Foundation (NNF), the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF), the 

Directorate of Forestry (DoF), and the Gesellschaft für 

Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ – German Cooperation) 

gave brief introductions about their roles and activities. 
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In the following task, the third big step of this workshop was 

conducted, in which the strategies of these external authorities 

were to be collected and critically discussed. For this purpose, 

the participants were asked (in four groups) to write down 

failures and problems concerning the work and cooperation 

with these institutions. Participants were then required to draw 

up strategies to help solve some of the problems identified.  
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In order to have a comprehensive debate on these ideas 

together with the organizations that were present the results 

were presented in a plenary session with all participants. 

Members of the conservancy, members of the ministries and 

NGOs, other donors as well as the facilitators took part in the 

event. 

 

 

Spatial aspects of strategies 

 

Afterwards a debate on geographical questions was held in 

which relationships to the neighbouring Khaudum National Park 

and other private land to the east of the conservancies were 

discussed. A question addressing the existence of both 

conservancies and opportunities for merger was dispelled by 

participants from both conservancies on grounds of poor 

access, travel constraints and long distances to any facility 

such as shops or health clinics. However, the idea of adopting 

one joint vision was confirmed. 
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End of second workshop 

 

The proceedings of the second workshop were ended by the 

concluding remarks of representatives of the MET who thanked 

the participants for their enthusiastic work, and encouraged 

them to keep their enthusiasm concerning their roles in the two 

conservancies. Ministry representatives asked for their 

committed support in bringing the developed strategies forward. 

Peter Hobson as a representative of the Center for Econics and 

Ecosystem Management gave his final remarks on the 

passionate and fruitful engagement of the participants and was 

very optimistic concerning the implementation of their 

outcomes. Gerrit Bartels, representing the GIZ also appreciated 

the cooperation of all stakeholders involved in this workshop 

and project and wished for a continuous partnership between 

the conservancies themselves as well as external authorities  
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Results 

Complete conceptual models  
 

The conceptual models, which were developed during both workshops, have been digitised and connections between the elements 

were established. 
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George Mukoya 
 

As part of the second workshop 16 further contributing factors have been added to the model. Three of these elements occurred 

during the mapping out of livelihood strategies, and 13 elements when the ministerial level was discussed with the communities.  
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Muduva Nyangana 
 

As part of the second workshop 30 further contributing factors have been added to the model. Six of these elements occurred during 

the strategy development during the workshop and 24 elements when the ministerial level was discussed with the communities. 
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Ranking of stresses, threats, and contributing factors 

Ranking of stresses  
 

All elements that have been rated (red, yellow, light green, dark 

green) were ordered and ranked using a simple algorithm.  The 

following lists include all elements, ranked according to the 

rate-values given for the three categories stress, threat and 

contributing factor. The element at the top of the list and 

represented with the darkest colour code is the more important 

one and should be prioritized when drawing up strategies.  

 

George Mukoya 

 

The first most pressing stresses, according to their rating, refer 

to heat stress and a change in seasonality as result of climate 

change. Both seem to be known and understood very little by 

the community and the community seems to have the feeling 

that they cannot handle it. The third stress refers to low crop 

yield, where the community also seem to have limited 

knowledge and sense of manageability about its root causes.  

On the other hand, the lowest ranking stresses refer to 

changing grazing conditions due to shortage of land and 

changes in species compositions. The shortage of water is also 

among the lowest ranked stresses, which may be a result of 

drilled boreholes for groundwater when needed. Yet, it is rated 

by the community as hardly manageable with very limited 

knowledge.  

The stresses that are ranked in the middle refer to changes in 

the fire cycle, which could be caused by climate change. They 

also refer to degraded soils, a loss of habitats and lack of trees 

due to unsustainable resource use, which then may lead to 

disturbances of wildlife.   

The ranking of the stresses does not indicate a certain cluster 

of stresses occurring in the system, but a mixture of climate 

change related stresses and unsustainable resource use that 

may enhance each other. 
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Upyu unene kuvinamwe nyo navintje                                       

Heat stress
2 4 3 4 11 4 4 4

Liku tjindjo vinema                                                       

Changes in the seasonality
1 3 3 3 9 3 4 3

Muyangu wa udidi mulifuva                                                                                 

Low crop yield ( )̂
2 1 3 4 8 2 3 4

Mpire yahana lisaghero                                     

Alteration of the fire cycle
4 4 2 1 7 2 1 2

Livango lyavikorama masheshu namararoghavyo        

Loss of habitat
1 3 2 2 7 2 3 2

Kukengurura mulyo ya ngenditito - Vinka                                                                                                                               
Evaluation of strategic relevance - Stresses - George Mukoya

Table 1: Evaluation of the strategic relevance of the stresses identified in Georga Mukoya Conservancy 
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Muduva Nyangana 

 

The top quarter of the ranking is mentioning stresses that 

concern a negative change in soil fertility and plant growth. That 

shows that the community has recognized that the 

unsustainable usage of natural resources has led to a decrease 

of productivity of the ecosystem, which ultimately causes a 

decrease of food availability to the Conservancy members. 

The lowest ranked quarter of the list deals with wildlife 

exclusively, their absence and lack of migration opportunities, in 

particular. 

This contrast shows that the production of crops and 

vegetables seems to play a more important role to the 

inhabitants of the Conservancy than the availability of wild 

animals they can hunt or offer as hunting trophies. 

Of course, further stresses that concern vegetation growth or 

wildlife are present on medium ranks as well. Still, the medium 

rankings around 7 & 8 are predominantly stresses that are 

related to issues of water availability – to the community 

directly, as well as to the (agro-)ecosystem. 

  

Livhu lyaku djonauka                                                                                 

Degraded soils ( )̂
2 1 3 2 6 1 3 4

Liseshupo vitondo                                                     

Lack of trees
1 2 2 1 5 1 1 2

Litjida tjidolya vikorama                                            

Disturbance of wildlife
4 2 2 1 5 1 2 1

Likushinto lyamushoni                                              

Changes in the composition of grazing grass
1 2 2 1 5 1 1 2

Lisheshupo lya mema ndi mvhura                                

Shortage of water
4 2 1 1 4 1 4 4

Ghusheshu womalyero ghovikorama                  

Not enough grazing area/land
1 1 2 1 4 1 1 1
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Mushoni navitondo kukukuta

Trees and grass are drying out
1 4 4 3 11 4 4 1

Una ndima kwato muyango mwene mbuto kukuta

Decrease in agricultural production
1 3 3 4 10 3 4 1

Nangimbvura kwato vitondo namushoni kufa

Reduction of trees
1 4 2 4 10 3 3 1

Livhuntjene linakuru pa kwato kutapa muyangu

Infertile soil/ loss of fertility
1 2 3 4 9 3 1 1

Vikorama kambani marutu ghavyo mutongama 

nange kwato mema

Animals are losing weight due to shortage of water

1 3 2 4 9 3 4 1

Vikorama kudiruka viyende kehekuno morwa ya 

ndjara

Migration of wild animals due to less space

1 4 3 2 9 3 2 1

Kukengurura mulyo ya ngenditito - Vinka                                                                                                                               
Evaluation of strategic relevance - Stresses - Muduva Nyangana

Table 2: Evaluation of the strategic relevance of the stresses identified in Muduva Nyangana Conservancy  
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Livhu kukukuta

Dry land/ soil
1 1 3 4 8 2 4 1

Nyango nange mvhura kwato vyavyokuvare ka 

kukukuta kuvitya kwato ghutovali mukonda ya 

shitashingi

No rain > fruit will not grow

1 3 2 3 8 2 4 1

Ndjira datita ma vango ghamweya mukonda ya 

mandi

Loss of migration corridors (wild animals)

1 4 3 1 8 2 4 1

Mema kupuitira nange kwaro mishura yma kuroko 

ngudu nange kwenye

Seasonal change of water availability

1 1 2 4 7 2 4 1

Makora ghamwe kukara meme ghamwe kwato

General decrease of water resources
1 1 2 4 7 2 4 1

Mpire kumana vitodo mukonda shi kughupa mwa 

katatu ndine kwato kuvi ruwanita mukonda ya 

mpire na mushoni kunaku pwa

Suffering of trees and grass (due to burning)

1 4 2 1 7 2 4 2

Kuyakumandi vishanendya

Wild animals come to villages
1 2 2 3 7 2 2 1

Vikorama kudituka viyende kehekuno

Animals move more/ migration due to hunger
1 4 2 1 7 2 4 2

Vikorama vya sheshupa

Decrease of wild animals
3 3 2 1 6 1 2 1

Ezumbano lyomagwanekero

Loss of connectivity
1 2 2 1 5 1 4 1
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Ranking of threats  

George Mukoya 

 

The four most impacting threats, according to the rating, relate 

to climate change and indicate that climate change seems to be 

feasible and tangible in the region affecting the ecosystems 

with threats such as droughts in combination with lack of rain, 

increased variability of climate, and temperature increase. The 

rating also shows that the community may have little knowledge 

about climate change and its implications. Adding on to that, 

the community seems to have a feel of helplessness towards it 

expressed through the high rating of the manageability of the 

four threats. These four threats show a significantly high rating 

compared to the other threats that are occurring in the region.  

Most of the further listed threats belong to unsustainable use of 

natural resources and have a much lower rating than the four 

threats related to climate change. However, the amount of 

these threats is quite high, indicating a general overuse of the 

ecosystems in the region. The threats that are mentioned refer 

to deforestation and timber usage, soil degradation due to 

agricultural use, ground water extraction, poaching and 

unsustainable livestock keeping such as overgrazing and 

bringing domestic animals to habitats that the wildlife uses for 

grazing.  

Only another two threats relate to fire issues in the region and 

do not show significant rating. One threat suggests that forest 

fires occur uncontrolled, which is enhanced by stored dried up 

biomass in the ecosystems. The other threat indicates that not 

enough controlled burning is done beforehand so to reduce the 

amount and impact of forest fires. 
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Mbunga                                                                  
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Rukukutu                                                  

Drought
1 4 4 4 3 3 3 15 4 4 3

Likutjindjo ukaro wompepo/novinema                              

Increased variability of the climate
2 4 4 4 3 2 3 15 4 4 4

Mvhura kapiyina roko nawa                       

Lack of rain
2 4 4 4 3 2 3 15 4 4 4

Upyu unene                                                             

Increase in temperature
1 4 4 4 2 1 2 14 4 4 4

Mpire

Fire

Mpire kuyita udito                            

Forest fires
4 3 2 1 1 2 2 8 2 2 1

Lidjonauro wiya                                

Deforestation
4 2 2 1 3 2 3 8 2 1 1

Kukoka mema gho mulivhu                                          

Extraction of ground water (*)
4 3 2 1 1 1 1 7 1 2 1

Livhunkene mpire kukombanite nkondo 

dalivhu                                                 

Soil degradation (>)

1 3 2 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 1

Lidjonauro malitiro                          

Overgrazing
4 2 2 1 1 2 2 7 1 1 1

Kukengurura mulyo ya ngenditito - Matjilito                                                                                                                    
Evaluation of strategic relevance - Threats - George Mukoya

Likutjindjo lyantjitwe

Local climate change

Kuruwaneta marunone moukaro 

waudona

Unsustainable use of natural 

resources

Table 3: Evaluation of the strategic relevance of the threats identified in Georga Mukoya Conservancy  
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Muduva Nyangana 

 

Among the threats, local climate change seems to be the most 

significant field of elements that has an impact on the 

ecosystem. Especially the lack of water is focused on, limiting 

the functionality of the ecosystem.  

Anthropogenic impacts on the environment are mentioned on 

the following ranks: 

“Soil degradation” through inappropriate farming techniques  as 

well as “Inappropriate resource use” (“Cutting and selling of 

wood (building material, timber)”) is given a high level of 

criticality, as it does not just show a decrease of functionality of 

the ecosystem, but also a threat to agricultural yields and 

income as well. 

Fire plays a medium role (ranked 10 and 8), probably as it 

decreases the people’s resources (trees and animals). 

Issues concerning hunting activities (also before the 

Conservancy was established) receive medium to low ranks 

indicating that their importance is perceived rather low. 

Fragmentation through the building of fences, as well as the 

preparation of agricultural fields hinders wildlife from 

roaming and migrating, which seems to be an obvious 

change in the Conservancy (loss of food and products to 

sell), which is not prioritized very much, though. Threats 

belonging to “Disturbance and obstruction” are almost 

ranked lowest except for migration disruptions due to the 

border fence with Botswana (ranked 3rd place).  

  

Lidipayo vikorama kapishi paveta                          

Poaching
4 2 2 1 1 2 2 7 1 2 1

Ntje ne kulitira ngombe mumalyero gha 

vikorama                                              

Taking livestock to the grazing ground

4 3 2 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 1

Kutetaura vitondo                             

Chopping down of trees
4 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Mpire

Fire

Ntjenentjitwe kapiyinakupya kudipaya 

mushoni                                                

Lack of burning in some parts

4 1 1 1 3 1 2 5 1 2 1

Kuruwaneta marunone moukaro 

waudona

Unsustainable use of natural 

resources
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Ghupyu na rukukutu unene shimagho sha 

mvhura

Drier and hotter rainy season

1 4 4 4 4 4 4 16 4 3 1

Ntjene kapi yinaroko mvhura kuyaru kukutu 

If it dos not rain drought follows
1 4 3 4 2 2 2 13 3 4 1

Lidanganito

Disturbance and obstruction

Ndarate ezi zapita po katji ka Namibia na 

Botswana

Vet. Fences along Namibian/Botswanan border is 

a barrier for certain animals (Giraffe, small 

antilopes)

1 3 3 4 3 1 2 12 3 4 4

Livu lya djonauka, ndipo kwato 

mulyo

Soil degradation

Livu lya djonauka, ndipo kwato mulyo

Soil degredation
1 2 3 4 1 2 2 11 3 2 1

Kudira kuruwanika ntjitwe 

mughuhunga

Inappropriate resources use

Vitondo kuna kupwa konda shi ndjara no 

kuyirandesa

Cutting and selling of wood (building material, 

timber)

1 3 3 3 2 1 2 11 3 1 2

Mpire

Fire

Kuhwika mpire kusesupika yitji

Man made uncontrolled fires decrease tree 

numbers

1 4 3 2 1 1 1 10 2 1 1

Kukengurura mulyo ya ngenditito - Matjilito
Evaluation of strategic relevance - Threats - Muduva Nyangana

Likutjindjo lyantjitwe

Local climate change

Table 4: Evaluation of the strategic relevance of the threats identified in Muduva Nyangana Conservancy 
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Ranking of contributing factors 

 

Unfortunately, due to time constraints, not all contributing 

factors could be rated, which leads to a general splitting of the 

results. To create a comprehensive and more representative 

ranking, it would be recommendable to add a rating to the 

contributing factors from the second workshop and update the 

list. This analysis was done, focusing on both parts separately.  

Mpire

Fire

Vikorama kusesupa morwa  mpire

Animals decrease because of uncontrolled fire
1 3 2 1 1 2 2 8 2 1 1

Pakare kavaya ngakuku shana vandjovu 

hanashi paveto

Trophy hunting before Conservancy

1 3 2 1 3 1 2 8 2 1 1

Kusana pwahana veta kusesupika vikorama

Illegal hunting causes decrease in wildlife numbers 

in both zones (currently)

1 3 2 1 1 2 2 8 2 2 1

Ezonaguro lyoyikokema morwa vantu

Disturbance of animals due to existance of 

humans

1 4 2 1 1 1 1 8 2 1 1

Eligogano lyo vikorama no vantu morwa 

mapya aga vatura momapopora

Human wildlife conflict due to fields put on 

corridors 

1 3 2 1 1 3 2 8 2 2 2

Ediko nemango lyononda rate konofarama  

dakara lipume ezuva wa Muduva ngayi 

kondeva yikorama kutaguraka

Future fencing = small scale farms east of Muduva 

will block wildlife movements (incompatible land 

uses)

1 3 2 1 3 1 2 8 2 2 1

Kushana

Hunting

Pakar hanakuna likeye rero kavashanana ono 

opano kwato

Hunting  for subsistence before Conservancy

1 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 2

Lidanganito

Disturbance and obstruction

Kushana

Hunting
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George Mukoya 

 

According to the rating, socioeconomic and demographic 

contributing factors are the most critical drivers of change in the 

region. The main problem identified was the limited access to 

suitable farming land that has led to food insecurity and 

premature deaths in villages. These socioeconomic and 

demographic factors are closely interlinked, but the rating by 

the community suggests that these elements can be handled 

and are known quite well in overall. Only one factor from natural 

resource use is among the top ranking list that describes a 

decreasing productivity of crop fields. Whereas another 

contributing factor as part of socio-cultural issues indicates a 

reduction in caring for nature.  

A range of factors including the use of natural resources, 

economic, cultural factors and infrastructure were identified as 

contributors to various threats to the ecosystem. Poverty and 

unemployment are connected to other contributing factors like 

small-scale farming as well as the lack of education or 

awareness and cooperation among the community members, 

hindering efficient and sufficient income to the community. 

Factors such as too much livestock, fire, and wildlife conflict 

occur as problems that have to do with natural resource 

exploitation and degradation. A complex range of socio-

economic factors such as illness, poor infrastructure, poor 

access to water, presented a number of threats to ecosystems 

and human well-being.  Adding to this are problems to do with 

governance-related and institutional factors that depict a middle 

rating such as the lack of technical assistance for agriculture 

and the lack of health service on a regular basis.  

Climate change and natural underground fires show a medium 

high rating, but the rating indicates that the community gave the 

impression they know very little about it and are unable to 

manage it.  

Among the contributing factors awarded low rating values were 

fire, trees and land-use issues. However, the amount of these 

factors is large compare to the top ranking and middle ranking 

factors. For example, on one hand the trees are cut down too 

heavily and lead to deforestation on the other hand fires that 

are caused by humans as well as natural fires increase the 

pressure onto the forests in the Conservancy. Pressure on 

ecosystems is also exaggerated by the fresh movement of 

people into areas where wildlife lives or by the opening up of 

new territory around the villages.   

The factors that were added during the second workshop 

received only partial rating that resulted from their connections 

with other elements in the conceptual model. The more 

connections an element has, the more ‘active’ it is in the 

system. In the Conservancy the lack of training and the lack of 

infrastructure for education are the most connected factors 

among the partially rated factors that influence others. 
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Liruwaneto livhu                                      

Demand for land 
1 4 4 4 1 3 2 14 4 2 1

Ndjara                                                             

Hunger
1 4 3 4 2 3 3 14 4 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Vanta wovangi mumukunda                                          

Overpopulation
1 4 3 4 3 2 3 14 4 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Likuwederero lyokusana sana ndya 

Increasing demand for food ( )̂
1 2 3 4 4 4 4 13 3 2 3

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Mfa daghumwe woliro                                        

Death of family members
3 4 3 4 1 1 1 12 3 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Kukengurura mulyo ya ngenditito - Ovyo vyakwatetangako                                                                                                                        
Evaluation of strategic relevance - Contributing factors - George Mukoya

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Furthermore, the shifting land-use and insufficient working 

conditions and payments for workers that prepare the cutline to 

prevent fires, and missing local first aid provision are mentioned. 

These are followed by governance and institutional factors like 

land distribution issues and rights of natural resource use by 

Conservancy members. The lowest ranking factors are 

governance and institutional factors that relate to education and 

training as well as to lack of equipment for fire- 

 

fighting and delayed start and implementation of projects. 

The large amount of factors related to problems about governance 

and institutional factors indicate the need for assistance and 

support for community members to provide and secure their basic 

needs. Where the use of natural resources is mentioned highlights 

the need for adjustments and adaptation towards sustainable 

resource use brought on by the pressures of changing 

socioeconomic, demographic and socio-cultural factors. 

Table 5: Evaluation of the strategic relevance of the contributing 
factors identified in George Mukoya Conservancy
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Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Lishepo lyomuyangu mumafuva                            

Decreased productivity of crop fields ( )̂
1 2 3 4 2 4 3 12 3 2 3

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Lisheshupo lya livhu                                      

Small land
1 3 2 3 3 3 3 11 3 3 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Kupira kughamena nawa ntjitwe yetu

 Less care of/for nature
2 3 3 1 4 4 4 11 3 2 1

Mashongo mwanuke anasha kukushonga 

maliva kwabo     

Not enough money for education

4 4 3 1 2 3 3 11 3 2 1

Ruhepo                                                      

Poverty
4 4 2 1 1 4 3 10 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Farama dangeshefa da didi                                                 

Small scale farming (*) 
4 3 2 1 3 4 4 10 2 2 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Kupira uyiii                                               

Lack of education or awareness
4 4 1 1 3 4 4 10 2 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Shinano shire mukutun da muma vango 

vatunga vantu uyende kushi pangero

Long distance from the conservancy to the 

hospital

4 4 2 1 3 2 3 10 2 2 3

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Lipiro/ Kutapa kuvantu  muku shonga gya 

kuhamena kuunandima                      

Lack of technical assistance for agriculture

4 4 2 1 3 2 3 10 2 2 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Lipiro kunuwanena kumune                              

Lack of corporation among the community 

members

2 2 4 1 1 2 2 9 2 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Kudirawita mafuwa kuyita ghyutjirwe

Abandonment of cleared field by migrating 

farmers

4 4 2 1 2 2 2 9 2 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Kukara ra Nombe dodingi mulivargo lya 

lididi                                                                            

Too much livestock

4 4 2 1 2 2 2 9 2 1 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Kupira likuturoma/udwa                                 

Lack of motivation (*)
2 2 2 2 3 2 3 9 2 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Varuwani womonkungwa ntjitwe kuna 

kuhepa morwa kapi vava kutilira vakaremo 

moviruwana                      

Members in the conservancy are suffering 

because they are not employed permanantly

4 4 2 1 2 1 2 9 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics
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Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Mauvera                                                        

Illness (Malaria, TB, AIDS/HIV)
2 4 2 1 1 2 2 9 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Lipiro lya mema ghaku gwanena po

Lack of access to water
4 3 2 1 3 2 3 9 2 3 2

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vipangero vantu kuyendako rumwe tupu 

mumwedi mukondi ya ure nomavango 

owo                                      

Health service people just use go there once a 

month

4 4 2 1 2 2 2 9 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Kwanditu katakamitene mpire                        

Lack of fire prevention
2 4 1 1 2 2 2 8 2 2 1

Kuputura mafuva                                   

Clearance of land for agriculture
4 3 2 1 1 2 2 8 2 1 1

Dimutangu vantu kumwe novi korama                                                            

Human wildlife conflict (>)
4 3 2 1 2 2 2 8 2 2 1

Likushinto lya ukaro wa mpepo                     

Climate change
2 1 1 2 4 4 4 8 2 4 4

Mundiro wakutundilira mulivhu                                    

Natural underground fire
1 2 2 2 2 1 2 8 2 4 4

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Vantu vakushora unene wiya                         

Unnecessary burning by people
4 3 2 1 2 1 2 8 2 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Marongo ndipo madeuro gha kuhangura 

malyero ghavi muna ana pumbwa

Lack of use of rotational grazing practices

4 4 2 1 1 1 1 8 2 3 2

Lipiro marunone / viruwanito vya 

unandima                                                                        

Lack of resources / tools to use in agriculture

1 3 1 1 3 3 3 8 2 2 1

Lipiro viruwana                                 

Unemployment 
4 3 2 1 1 2 2 8 2 2 1

Kuwanamo maliva                                             

To make money
4 2 2 1 3 3 3 8 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Kuyangura vitondo vime kughupako 

mauvuva                                              

Collection of Non-Timber Forest products (*)

1 3 2 1 1 2 2 8 2 2 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Lipiro kuyiva mulyowa makushongo 

vakondi                                                   

Not knowing the importance of  education by 

parent

4 4 1 1 3 1 2 8 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use
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Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Lipiro kuyiva mulyowa makushongo 

vakondi                                                   

Not knowing the importance of  education by 

parent

4 4 1 1 3 1 2 8 2 2 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Lipangero litape unankondo kuvantu 

vawane vakunge ntjitwe                   

Government does not decentralise power to 

conservancies

4 2 2 1 3 2 3 8 2 3 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Deura Muku dimita mundiro                             

Lack of training in fire fighting
4 4 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 2 1

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Mpire ya tundilirango kuvantu                                                                  

Man made fires
1 3 1 1 2 2 2 7 1 2 1

Vantu kutunga mumavango gha vikorama                                                 

Settlement in wildlife zone
4 2 2 1 1 2 2 7 1 1 1

Liruwaneto unandima murupe rwarudona                                            

Inappropriate agricultural practice
4 2 2 1 1 3 2 7 1 1 3

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Kupira kuwona maudeuro                                         

Lack of training or awareness programmes
4 2 2 1 2 1 2 7 1 2 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Lipiro maliva ndi lipiro lyo vakwatitako 

muku tapa maliva                                             

Lack of funding

4 1 1 1 4 4 4 7 1 2 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Kupira uvivi wokupititira vantu                         

Lack of leadership skills
4 3 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Mpovali vantu vamwe kupitira mulikaro 

lyawo va wane livango                              

Some people occupy land through by their 

family

4 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1

Ndimukuda dimuse da parolje kulitira 

ngombe ndavo mulivango lyalikungo 

ntjitur                                                        

Some people from different or outside the 

conservancy bring to herd their cattle in the 

area 

4 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Kushora mpire vashane nemovi korama 

vadipa ya                                       

Burning forest fire for the reason of poaching

4 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Kupira kukara noghuyivi wa kuruwaneta 

maliva  

Lack of capacities in finance management

4 3 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Liruwanito vitondo 

Tree-related factors

Kuteta vitondo vaviruwanito 

kuvishongauranga                                 

Logging of trees for artcraft

3 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use
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Vitondo vya kuteta makura kughulita

Cutting of timber trees
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Kuteta vitendo vya nyango ashivayiwane 

nyango pepi                       

Cutting trees in order to get the fruits

4 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Kukoka Makanya                                      

Smokers
4 1 2 1 2 1 2 6 1 2 1

Kushora mpire ghumene wangu mushoni 

mumalyero gho ngombe                      

Burning to prepare the grazing grounds 

4 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Kupirauyivi wo komputa                             

Lack of computer skills
4 3 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Kupira kuroka mvhura mumalitiro gho 

kukutjindja tjindja                             

Lack of training in rotational grazing

4 2 1 1 2 1 2 6 1 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Kupira kuwona maudeuro                                      

Lack of training or awareness programmes
4 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 1 2 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Kupira kukara noghuyivi wa vishongaura                                              

Lack of artcraft skills
4 2 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Maudero gha. Vishongaura                                    

Lack of training in artcraft
4 1 1 1 2 1 2 5 1 2 2

Makende kushora mpire                             

Fires caused by beer bottles 
1 1 1 1 2 1 2 5 1 2 1

Mundiro kutundilira kumafuva                             

Fire burns when clearing the field to cultivation
4 1 2 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Lipiro kupya mavango shamwe 

kanuatikangako vokuvawira. Kukuvinduka                                          

Lack of fire fighters / Delay in coming to stop 

the fire

4 1 1 1 2 1 2 5 1 1 3

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Kupira kuroka mvhura mumalitiro gho 

kukutjindja tjindja                                         

Lack of training in rotational grazing

4 2 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vantu vana pumbwa madeuro

Lack of training for people (*)
4 4 4 4 1

Vihoka vya shorokango 

morwa mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Vihoka vya shorokango morwa 

mpo yetu

Socio-cultural factors

Dimudiru damandi

Shifting land use (nomadic lifestyle)
3 4 4 4 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Ntjontjo yisheshu ku vitaura vyaiikanda no 

mundiro, ntami kwaru wanitanga ndya 

dana umwavo

Low payments and no food provision for cutline 

worker (*)

4 3 4 4 1

Liruwanito vitondo 

Tree-related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livu murupe 

rongandi

Natural resource use
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Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Libikito hostel mu di ya mukunda da muwi

Lack of hostel for Conservancy school learners 

(*)

3 3 3 3 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Pantantani kwato ogho ana kutapo 

mbatero kehetuno anakuveto kuyenda 

pamuene kushipangero

No local first aid provision (*)

3 3 3 3 1

Udito wa litapero livhu

Land distribution issue
3 2 3 3 1

Kwato unankondo wa kuruwanita ntjitwe 

omo vana vishanene vantu. Ndjenditito 

dimwe dina heda kukena

Limited rights of resource use by the 

communities despite their needs (*)

3 2 3 3 1

Lishinta shito lya committee, yaliyendito

Reshuffling of the management committee
3 2 3 3 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Udito wa vitaura na magwanekero

Lack of communication due missing but much 

needed road infrastructure (*) 

3 2 3 3 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Uyivi wakuhamena kutere katwa kara 

nagho, ngoli mpito kwato

Local people are not given an opportunity to 

tender for catering in the Conservancy

3 2 3 3 1

Uministeli kapi waku utanga muviruwana 

vantu va mu Conservancy nampili momo 

vakara na ughivi

Lack employment by ministries and supporting 

organizations despite basic but good training (*)

2 2 2 2 1

Ndjenditito dimwe dina heda kukena

Lack of law explanations to the communities (*)
2 2 2 2 1

Pantantani vantu kuna ku waneka 

madeuro omo tudimita mundiro ndipo 

mpire, mara, viruwanita visheshu

No proper tool availability despite training on fire 

fighting  (*)

2 1 2 2 1

Kughupa shirugho sha shire mukutapa 

mbatero yira udito wa, mema, rutjendo, 

proyeka

Long time or long delayment of providing 

electricity supply and implementing new 

projects (*)

2 1 2 2 1

Uyendero kwato

Twa kambadaranga kukara navikunino vya 

ntekera ngoli kwato mbatero keheyino

Lack of transport; lack of support on irrigation 

systems for gardens by donors  (*)

2 1 2 2 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa ruha rongandi

Institutional factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors
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Muduva Nyangana 

 

The category of biophysical factors and socioeconomic factors 

are the most high-rated factors and could thus be seen as the 

most critical and influential fields in the system. Especially 

climatic aspects that trigger a lack of water (e.g. “Because of 

lack of clouds in the sky” or “High pressure of sunshine”). Many 

of these problems are again linked to basic needs in wellbeing 

that ultimately lead to an inevitable exploitation of the 

ecosystem (e.g. “Poverty” and “No food”).  

Cultural factors were awarded moderate to low rank values: 

Problems related to educational issues are rated between 10 

and 7, suggesting in the current climate of hardship it is not the 

primary concern of the people.  The invasion of the wildlife zone 

through community members is ranked highest among the 

cultural factors, showing a high sensitivity for this topic. Unmet 

expectations concerning the establishment of the Conservancy 

is a cultural factor that, being mentioned explicitly, should be 

taken into account seriously. 

Among the higher medium ranks the extensions of agricultural 

area as well as hunting-related factors are to be found. As it is 

mentioned reoccurring that in past times wildlife was not for 

sale, so not part of the Conservancy- and protection scheme, 

this seems to directly affect the communities in a hindering way 

and ultimately leads to illegal hunting. The two demographic 

factors “Increase of people from other regions/ other local 

villages” and “Increase of people”, tackling rising numbers of 

inhabitants in the region, are rated with values of 10 and 11, 

representing medium to high ranks and thus apparently 

contributing to the existing pressures on already scarce 

resources to survival. 

Apart from the frequent fires thought to originate in Botswana 

more general concerns of local fire hazard are given moderate 

interest.  

Issues concerning the financial situation of the participants and 

the circumstances leading to poverty, especially when the 

income is limited due to restrictions by the Conservancy, are 

also rated ‘moderate’ (e.g. “Lack of trophy quality elephants” – 

10; “Conservancy does not generate immediate benefit” – 9; 

“No money” – 9; “Loss of resources because of Conservancy” – 

9). This shows a relative resignation among the participants 

and at the same time quite a dependency on the Conservancy.  

Further issues concerning the lack of knowledge, lack of 

money, poaching or some few spatial factors are so far ranked 

lowest among the rated elements.  

The other rankings are only based on the influences these 

elements exercise on others and how they are being 

influenced. The structure and management of the Conservancy, 

as well as any formal dealings with ‘outside’ organisations is 

considered to be important in the lives of the local folk: It is felt 

that “Governments and donors ignore the needs of the 
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Mbunga                                                        

Group
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Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Eli Jjindjo lyo ukaro mpepo

Climate change issues
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 16 4 4 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Mundiro ghoku tundilira muma parambo 

Botswana ogho vadira kukeverera

Transboundary uncontrolled wind fire from 

Botswana

1 4 4 4 3 3 3 15 4 2 1

Mukonda kwato ndya

No food
4 4 4 4 1 2 2 14 4 4 1

Eligwederero lyepaparo nondya kumus 

nomapya

Increasing demand for food/fields

4 3 4 2 3 2 3 12 3 1 1

Ruhepo

Poverty
4 4 2 2 4 4 4 12 3 2 2

Kukengurura mulyo ya ngenditito - Ovyo vyakwatetangako                                                                                                                        
Evaluation of strategic relevance - Contributing factors - Muduva Nyangana

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Conservancy members (*)”. Other issues include the “Lack of 

joint patrol”, and socio-economic aspects, especially concerning 

income (e.g. “Staff salaries at Conservancy are very low 

compared to the level of nowadays”). 

Educational and further financial aspects appear on medium or 

lower ranks – this shows that in the current climate of hardship, 

education might play a less important role. By mentioning their 

financial difficulties the Conservancy members at the same time 

utter critique concerning the concept of “Conservancies” 

because they are not adequate alternatives for their former 

sources of income.  

Infrastructure-related factors were first mentioned in the second 

workshop and that the community is in the need of 

transportation and infrastructure.  
Table 6: Evaluation of the strategic relevance of the contributing 
factors identified in Muduva Nyangana Conservancy 
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Kupira maremo keguru

Because lack of cloud at the sky
3 3 2 2 4 4 4 11 3 4 1

Upyu unene

High pressure of sunshine
1 2 2 3 4 3 4 11 3 4 1

Kwato kuyimika muma

Cannot hold water (e.g. large soil particle)
1 2 2 3 4 3 4 11 3 2 1

Kungura vriwa konda yama kutji ndjo ukaro 

(mushiro ngo)

Increasing agricultural area due to climate change

4 3 3 1 4 4 4 11 3 2 1

Kunuagura virwa konda rukukutu

Increasing area for agriculture
1 3 2 3 1 4 3 11 3 1 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Kutundilira kumatita, vakoki makanya, 

kuvashani vikorama nakumaruha ghapandje 

yalikungirontjitwe

Bush fire , smokers, illegal hunters from outside of 

the CC cause fire

1 3 3 1 4 3 4 11 3 2 1

Mukondashi pashakare kapi lya kalire ko 

likungontjitwe

Because in the past there was no animal 

protection/ Conservancy

1 1 3 4 3 2 3 11 3 2 1

Kupira kugikigamo sinka somasano mokudira 

kuruganesa yinema

Lack of hunting demand > quota was not used

1 4 3 1 3 2 3 11 3 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Eligwederero lyovantu

Increase of people
1 1 3 4 3 3 3 11 3 2 2

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vantu kuvatuka murudi wa honguro, pakatji 

kavo navi korama vavo shimpe kuka tungamo

Wildlife cutline is invaded

1 4 3 1 2 3 3 11 3 1 1

Mundiro wakutu mbuka pa wene nagh 

kuyitapo shiponga ngudu mu Khaudum

Natural fire/ underground fire causes problem in 

Khaudum

1 2 3 3 1 2 2 10 2 2 1

Vamwe kwashora nga mundiro konda yana 

ndonduke ngava wane mwakuhu mu shoni 

inauwa

Some people burn wildfire in order to get much 

thatch grass next year

1 3 2 1 4 3 4 10 2 2 1

Pakare kapi vyakalipepandando ashi 

vikorama vyetu 

In the past it was not for sale our wildlife

1 1 3 4 3 1 2 10 2 2 1

Kupira kugwana nombinga dovanzovhu 

donongwa

Lack of trophy quality elephants

1 3 3 1 3 2 3 10 2 2 1

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

liruwanito livhu murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors
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Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Kapipakalire uyivi

We did not know/ have knowledge by then
4 3 2 1 4 4 4 10 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

maukaro gho vantu

Demographic factors

Lukughwederero shivaro shavantu 

vakutudnilira kumaruhashirongo ghapeke

Increase of people from other regions/ other local 

villages

1 3 3 2 3 1 2 10 2 2 2

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Livhu kwat mulyo

Poor soil
3 1 3 2 3 2 3 9 2 2 1

Mukonda kwato mana

No money
1 3 3 1 1 2 2 9 2 2 1

Vakungo nsitwe kapi ava gwana mauwa 

pousimbu

Conservancy does not generate immediate benefit 

1 3 3 1 3 1 2 9 2 2 1

Kukombanita vihepwa ndi viweka konda ya 

likungonkjitwe

Loss of resources because of Conservancy

4 1 4 1 3 2 3 9 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Kuhwika mpire morwa malisiro gonongomhe

Burning fields for grazing purposes
1 3 2 1 3 3 3 9 2 2 1

Mukonda ya kumona vikorama shimulyo 

kwato pashakare

Animals were not considered important in the past

4 3 3 1 1 2 2 9 2 2 1

Supo lyomavatero momavango gepeporo 

yikorama

Decrease in support for Conservancy 

4 3 2 1 2 4 3 9 2 2 1

Vantu vavo kwawana nga ghuwa waghunene 

nya ma mara maliva mashe ghu

Expectation concerning Conservancy were higher/ 

not met

1 3 3 1 1 2 2 9 2 2 1

Kupira udini noukonentu

Lack of knowledge and skills
4 3 2 1 1 4 3 9 2 2 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Kura madeuro

Lack of capacity building to the farmer
1 2 3 1 3 3 3 9 2 1 2

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

pavyene

Biophysical factors

Kwato mulyo ndi nkondo kuvimenwa

Poor nutrients
4 1 3 1 3 2 3 8 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

liruwanito livhu murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Kwa lidinagonoko rukunito

Lack of crop rotation uses
1 2 2 1 3 2 3 8 2 2 1

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors
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Ntundi liro yimine ya mundiro kundilira 

kumatita

Bush fire by locals for clearing of agricultural fields

1 2 2 1 3 3 3 8 2 2 1

Mundiro kuyapo ngodu vantu vakurara 

pakatji uye muruyendo anakaro livango 

nange kapi linakene mundiro kupya

Some of wildfire caused by people who are 

coming from one village to another by putting 

temporary compfire on the way

1 1 3 1 3 3 3 8 2 2 1

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vantu ava sana yikorama gona nono mbwa-

nawo ku hwika mpire yiposi vayi gwane 

moruzera

Hunting of small animals with dogs-causes fire

1 1 3 1 3 2 3 8 2 2 1

Kwato uyivi

Lack of knowledge in community level
4 3 2 1 1 3 2 8 2 2 1

Veta vayiyiva vantu ngoli kuvirughane na 

winatupu

People are aware of the regulations but they still 

do not obide

1 3 2 1 1 2 2 8 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Konda yalineni pito lifuva konda ya viye ra 

ngaghulite ghuparukemo

Reason for expanding crop fields is to harvest 

more to sell

4 3 1 1 1 2 2 7 1 1 1

Mulyo walivu lya liwa

Because it's important to have fertile soil/ land > 

settlement at certain area because of fertile soil

1 1 1 1 4 4 4 7 1 2 1

Mukonda ya mema ghamumalcora na 

matope

Because of water in pans and lakes

1 3 1 1 2 1 2 7 1 2 1

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vlishanohana pavetakushoro ka

Poaching (from outside > east)
1 3 1 1 1 2 2 7 1 2 1

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Kupira maku rongo

Lack of awareness on farming techniques
1 2 3 1 1 1 1 7 1 2 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Konda zokupira yimaliva yokutulisapo 

yigongi yoku lipa magano & noku randa 

yihepwa

Lack of money for conducting awareness and buy 

assets required

1 1 1 1 4 4 4 7 1 2 1

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Kwato maku shongo djuni unene po muwiya

No proper education in rural area specific in the 

inland by MESC

3 4 4 4 1

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Vishoroka vashorokango 

palivango lyongandi

Spatial factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vishoroka vashorokango 

palivango lyongandi

Spatial factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors
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Ndjenditito yakutapa mbatero (kapi vatera 

nga kovyo vana shana vantu va vene

Government and donors ignore the needs of the 

Conservancy members (*)

4 4 4 4 1

Kwato likeverero lyakukupakerera pakatji 

Lack of joint patrol

by MET, MSS, Conservancy, Dof

4 3 4 4 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Tunahepa vitaura

Insufficient and inappropriate roads (*)
4 4 4 4 1

Ntjontjo da likombanito limona mukonda ya 

dimutangu pakatji kavantu navikorama oyo 

ghatapanga MET na Nkungontjitwe kapi 

yaghwana

Human wildlife offsets are not fulfilling the losses 

(no compensation) (*)

2 3 3 3 1

Ndjambi yavaruwini yididi kuyi shetakanita 

naliparu lyantantani

Staff salaries at Conservancy are very low 

compared to the level of nowadays

3 2 3 3 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

liruwanito livhu murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Vana ndima kuruwanita ndjira damapuko 

muku lima ndi muku weka limona

Inappropriate techniques used in crop farming

3 3 3 3 1 2 1

Vantu ava sana yikorama gona nono mbwa-

nawo ku hwika mpire yiposi vayi gwane 

moruzera

Hunting of small animals with dogs-causes fire

3 2 3 3 1

Pantantani vantu kuna ku waneka madeuro 

omo tudimita mundiro ndipo mpire, mara, 

viruwanita visheshu

Lack of proper  tools for fire fighting despite 

training (*)

3 3 3 3 1

Tunahepa makusho ngomundimukunda

Lack of education in the Conservancy villages (*)
3 3 3 3 1

Shiruwo shadeura kapi shagwane na 

(shipupi)

Training time frame is very limited or short 

by MET, MAWF, GIZ, NNF

2 3 3 3 1

Dimudiru damandi

Shifting land use (nomadic lifestyle)
3 2 3 3 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vatapi mbatero vanahepa kutapa maliva      

kutwara muvihepwa vyavantu kapishi 

vakwame ntambo damakushongo ghavo

Donors need to fund projects based on people's 

needs not according to their level of education

3 2 3 3 1

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors
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Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Litowororo lyavayenditi knugo ntjitwe

Unsatisfying elections of management members 

by Conservancy members (*)

3 2 3 3 1

Kwato vitaura

No access to road, MW
3 2 3 3 1

Twapumbwa ghuyndero ntani viruwanita vya 

kudimitita mundiro

Lack of transport, tools to extinguish fires

3 2 3 3 1

Mauwa kuhameni kapi agwanene

Members' benefit are not enough
1 2 2 2 1

Mbatero yavimaliwa yavantiwe kapi ya 

gwanena (yididi)

Insufficient financial assistance for the community 

by MGECWF (*)

1 2 2 2 1

Twa kamba daranga kutunja vikumba mara 

kwato mughuli wamwene

Lack of market for crafts (*)

2 1 2 2 1

Ghusheshuwamemo mudimukunda

Lack of water in villages
1 2 2 2 1

Tunahorounandimo

Ghusheshuwamemo mudimukunda

Unsustainable agriculture by MWAF (*)

1 2 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Pitwahora mpire

Accidental bush fires (*)
1 3 2 2 1

Kapitwahoralishano hanapaneta

Illegal hunting (*)
1 2 2 2 1

Muvaro pulitiro wavikora vyakuvura kushana 

kapi wapwanga

Hunting quota are not finished every year 

by operator/ hunters

1 3 2 2 1

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Kapi tuna kuwaneka madeuro kuliamena 

kuvishongaura

Insufficient skills for craft making (*)

3 1 2 2 1

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vihoroka evi vyahorokanga 

morwa lipangero

Governance-related factors

Tunahepamberewo

Inappropriate Conservancy office (*)
2 2 2 2 1

Vantu vyetu kwa yenda nga shinanu shashire 

pakuyenda kumberegho va karuwane 

vingongi

People travel long distances to meetings

2 2 2 2 1

Kuyenda kanano kakare pakuyenda 

kushipangero

There is no first aid and the long distance to the 

clinic by MHSS

1 2 2 2 1

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

liruwanito livhu murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa matungo

Infrastructure-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economics

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors
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Vishoroka vya shorokango 

morwa liruwanito livhu 

murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors

Conservancy kukambadara kukandina 

mukudimita ngoli nakoghuvurashi

Conservancy tries to extinguish the fire but difficult

1 1 1 1 1

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Vishorokwa vashorokango 

mukonda ya avshani

Hunting-related factors

Lihanguro lyakupira kuwapera lya 

vikwaliparu mu udito ghwa dimutangu 

pakatji kavantu navikorama

Inadequate categorisation of wildlife in human-

wildlife conflict policy by MET (*)

1 1 1 1 1

Tunahepaukangungi

Unsatisfying health conditions (*)
1 1 1 1 1

Deura kuhamane kuli hamba lyamukuu, 

paligwane kero panyama

Lack of training concerning HIV/ Aids (*)

by MHSS, donor, NGOs

1 1 1 1 1

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango 

mukonda yo mpo yetu

Cultural factors
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Strategies 

 

During the second workshop the members of both 

Conservancies jointly discussed and developed strategies, 

which are to tackle underlying problems (contributing factors) 

that cause wide-reaching threats to the region.  

Existing and complementary strategies were identified. Existing 

strategies are strategies that are already in place and are being 

implemented. As they are part of management they are 

depicted in the pyramid. Complementary strategies are 

strategies that were added to the existing strategies by the 

Conservancy members during the second workshop when gaps 

became apparent in the model or in the pyramid or where the 

Conservancy members feel a need for action. 

As a result, the members of both Conservancies gathered 

almost the same amount of strategies with more than 100 

strategies for each Conservancy. These strategies consist of 

existing and complementary strategies and were then grouped 

into categories and fields of activities according to their level in 

the societal structure. They are listed down in the following 

tables. Due to the different stakeholders that are active in both 

Conservancies, four stakeholder-levels were identified, which 

indicate different groups of responsible parties: 

Ministerial/governmental; institutional including also NGOs and 

donors; Conservancy; community. 

The four socio-economic levels are founded on the services 

and benefits of the ecosystems (see pyramid diagram for each 

Conservancy). These levels were also divided into 

environmental, political and social fields of action.  

For both Conservancies the institutional, NGO and donor level 

show a rather small amount of strategies which could indicate 

that the existing strategies are not visible or perceived by the 

community. At the ministerial level both Conservancy member 

groups identified almost no existing strategies, possibly 

because of the lack of knowledge about governmental 

responsibilities and action, and also because of failure on the 

part of agencies and departments to demonstrate open action 

on the ground.   

Much of the action taken to safeguard livelihoods is carried out 

at grassroots level and little intervention from higher socio-

political positions is perceived by the people.  Moving up in the 

pyramid diagram, the strategies at Conservancy level indicate a 

focus on the social sphere, depicting more strategies in these 

fields and also in the political areas at Conservancy level. The 

same applies to the institutional, NGO and donor level where 

the focus shifts towards social aspects. 

The strategies and their grouping are explained in more detail 

in the following subchapters. 
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Strategic Triangle & 
Tables
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The 101 strategies that were mentioned and developed by the 

workshop participants are located at different spheres of 

responsibility: The community level and Conservancy level 

have a similar amount of strategies (43 and 38 respectively). 

The ministry level shows 12 strategies, the institutional-, NGO- 

and donor- field are held responsible for 8 strategies. This leads 

to the conclusion that there are many activities to be done on 

the more fundamental levels. At the same time community- and 

Conservancy level show quite a high amount of already existing 

strategies (half or more with 28 and 19 strategies respectively), 

whereas the activities lead by ministries and external 

institutions seem to be insufficient (3 existing strategies and 17 

complementary ones) so far. On the community level much 

action is already done in the environmental field with quite 

some ideas for future strategies, fewer in social-, none from a 

political perspective. Moving up the pyramid, the strategies on 

the Conservancy level show a focus on the environmental as 

well as the social sphere. For external institutions, donors, and 

NGOs as well as the government the focus lies on social 

aspects. 

The community level seems to have many strategies in place 

already, only one third are future solutions. They generally deal 

with basic needs in association with livelihood strategies: The 

supply of people with everyday necessities (agriculture and 

livestock as well as wildlife) and how to manage and ensure 

enough resources in the future (trees, fire, sustainable usage of 

resources). A great amount of strategies deal with securing the 

ecosystem functionality, in order to maintain yield and the 

availability of resources. The community members are thus of 

the opinion that an increased amount of vegetation will have a 

positive outcome on the agricultural production of the 

community. Therefore, strategies for trees mainly concern a 

reduction of the cutting of trees, especially illegally, as well as 

planting trees in the future. Concerning fire-related strategies it 

had been recognized that burning of trees and bush had been 

too intensive and need to be reduced. Still, this change of mind 

needs a stronger focus and appreciation: The necessity to 

spread information about sustainable measures of hunting and 

agriculture obtained throughout workshops is obvious – there is 

not enough knowledge and awareness so far. The participants 

acknowledged that human-wildlife conflicts often develop due to 

an invasion of the wildlife zone and thus a reduction of the 

habitat of wildlife. Therefore, the community members will seek 

to respect the border to the wildlife zone more strictly in the 

future. More sustainable farming systems are mentioned as 

strategies as well but experience a less strong interest. The 

sustainable use of resources focuses on a more responsible 

use of natural material and a few alternatives to acquire 

resources.  

Social aspects focus on alternative sources for income 

generation, compared to agriculture and livestock farming. 

Innovative ideas have been developed already and include: 

Plant production, bees, hunting, crafts. 

On the Conservancy level there are overlaps in the 

environmental field to the community level: Comprehensive fire 
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management plays a role here, especially as existing strategies 

(cutlines, early burning). In order to be able to fight an 

accidental fire outbreak education and tools are still necessary, 

though.  

Trees and the reduction of (illegal) logging are already 

managed through permits, but still needs further attention 

concerning implementation.  

The availability of water seems to be problematic (boreholes do 

not generate enough water for everyday use). This issue is 

seen as a responsibility of the Conservancy: The workshop 

participants understand water boreholes as more or less the 

only solution to this problem – an increase in the number of 

boreholes, deeper drillings, and diesel-free engines are desired.  

Belonging to the political category, participants identified that 

the management structure of the Conservancy is strong, but 

needs further development: Too few people are part of the 

committee and there is no exchange of members of the former, 

leading to one-sided interests of this decision-making body of a 

Conservancy for a long period of time.  The committee could be 

more helpful and effective if it was changed periodically and 

every Conservancy member would have the chance to become 

a member of this body.  

Infrastructural aspects were also important to the participants: 

In order to have more access to markets to purchase and sell 

products more transportation options are necessary: Vehicles 

and infrastructure could be the solution.  

The projects and efforts of the Conservancy are also 

recognized and appreciated trough existing strategies like 

“Setting up a community project (e.g. garden) (*)” or “Benefits 

distribution to Conservancy members or staff (*)”.  

A clearly significant topic from a social perspective on the 

Conservancy level is trainings:  They are seen as helpful and 

important and do not appear to be sufficient and effective 

enough so far. Awareness raising concerning farming 

techniques and alternatives for burning fields were the only 

strategies mentioned that exist but still need more attention so 

far. The workshop participants suggested an increase in the 

amount and length of trainings for the whole community in the 

following fields: Sustainable management of natural resources, 

conservation farming, dealing with finances, computer skills, 

cooperation management. 

 

Coming to the level of external institutions, NGOs, and donors, 

and the government only two strategies concerned slightly 

environmental/agricultural issues (food provision): “Provision of 

seed storage infrastructure (*)” and “Procurement of proper 

equipment for vegetable gardens (*)”.   

All other strategies focus on social aspects:  

Especially the communication and support from cooperation 

partners seems to be a pressing strategic field for the future. 

The “Spreading of information on Conservancy structure and 

mgmt. (*)”, also being necessary on the Conservancy level, 

plays an important role here.  

It was also noticed that the financial situation in and sometimes 

also due to the Conservancy is critical and the generation of 

jobs or other sources of income for the members of the George 
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Mukoya Conservancy is also a task of external institutions, 

NGOs, donors, and the ministries.  

The human-wildlife conflict is a serious point to tackle, as it 

depicts a definite disadvantage the community faces due to the 

implementation of the Conservancy. Especially the 

compensation of the members if wildlife harms their property or 

livestock should be revised as it is perceived as insufficient by 

the workshop participants: The government is seen in the 

responsibility to act here.  

Also, many participants feel that the educational sector is not 

well represented in the Conservancy: Schools, school material, 

and accommodation are desired. On top of that, the members 

request help for medical support and firefighting to feel safe and 

taken seriously. A more intensive communication with and 

support from the governmental side is desired in order to 

increase the mutual cooperation. 
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Strategy table George Mukoya 

The full amount of the developed strategies depicted in the tables below are grouped according to their area of activities and the 

societal level they belong to in order to be able to identify fields of activities more efficiently for each level applicable for both 

Conservancies.  

Table 7: Strategies identified for George Mukoya Conservancy 

 

Original wording from Workshop II Adjusted wording Ranking

Ministry level

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumatungo

Strategies related to 

infrastructure

Kumehoko tunashana nga tukare na lihauto pa mbere 

wa yetu nga tuku vatiliteko by MET, donors, NGOs

In the future, we want to have a vehicle at the Conservancy 

office that will help improve the transport crisis that the 

Conservancy is currently facing

Kumehoko tunashana nga tukare na lihauto pa mbere wa 

yetu nga tuku vatiliteko by MET, donors, NGOs

Improvement of infrastructure & mobility in Conservancy (*)

1

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kulitapero ndja

Strategies related to food 

provision

Tunashana viruwanita nga tuku vatiliteko muvikunino 

vyetu vya nteke ra by MAWF

We need proper equipment for our small gardens in the 

Conservancy

Tunashana viruwanita ngatuku vatiliteko muvikunino vyetu 

vya ntekera kutundilira KWAMAWF

Procurement of proper equipment for vegetable gardens (*)

1

Kuhova kupura vantu vatungo mumukunda, ashi kuni 

kwa wapero kutura vya makuliko

The government has to consult the residents of the area or 

that specific community about the land that they can take 

and use for development

Kuhova kupura vantu vatungo mumukunda, ashi kuni kwa 

wapero kutura vya makuliko

Improvement of land issue communication for development 

projects (*)

2

Vatapi mbatero vana hepa kuronga vantu kuhamena 

uwa udona waku litjindja-tjindjo committee

People have to be trained or educated about the advantage 

and disadvantage of reshuffling of the management 

committee

Vatapi mbatero vana hepa kuronga vantu kuhamena uwa 

udona waku litjindja-tjindjo committee

Spreading information on Conservancy structure & mgmt  (*)

4

Lipangero lidikite shure na hostel muwiya

by MET, donors, NGOs, CRN

Donors should look into the prospects of building school 

hostels so that local people get proper housing while 

attending school

Lipangero lidikite shure na hostel muwiya

by MET, donors, NGOs, CRN

Introduction of accommodation at Conservancy schools (*)

2

Kwatulitapo shure yamako shongo

Schools have been established

Kwatulitapo shure yamako shongo

Establishment of schools (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

ku madeuro

Strategies related to training

Lipangero litape unankondo kuvantu  yi ra momo lya 

tapa nkondo mukukukunga ntjitwe

The government has to fully empower the community 

members to the correct use of their natural resources, just 

as they have empowered the law of protecting the 

environment

Lipangero litape unankondo kuvantu  yi ra momo lya tapa 

nkondo mukukukunga ntjitwe

Awareness raising & training for sustainable use & mgmt of 

natural resources (*)

3

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumakushongo

Strategies related to 

education

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumaruha ghapandje 

ghaguma nkungentjitwe

Strategies related to external 

influence on Conservancies
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Vatapi mbatero va tusha neneko mbatero tuwane 

natwe tenderi yaku tereka by donors, NGOs

In the future, we want local people from the Conservancy to 

be awarded contracts to do catering in the Conservancy 

where necessary

Vatapi mbatero va tusha neneko mbatero tuwane natwe 

tenderi yaku tereka by donors, NGOs

Giving contracts for local events catering to Conservancy 

members (*)

4

Tunashana ntjontjo yiyeruke naku vauliranga ndya

by DoF, donors, Met

We want the pay-outs for Conservancy members that do the 

fire cutlines to be increased and for these people to be 

provided with food while in the field

Tunashana ntjontjo yiyeruke naku vauliranga ndya

by DoF, donors, Met

Increasing salary & food provision for inhabitants burning cutlines 

(*)

5

Lipangero litape unankondo ku rudi kuhamena litapo 

lya livhu

Government should give rights to Traditional Authority over 

land 

Lipangero litape unankondo ku rudi kuhamena litapo lya 

livhu

Government should give rights to Traditional Authority over land 

2

Uministeli na mbunga peke dakukufana dakona ku 

dimburura ughivi wavantu va mu Conservancy 

nakuvakuta muviruwana 

by MET, DoF, NGOs

The line ministries and other support organizations should 

recognize the knowledge and skills of Conservancy members 

and employ them in some departments where possible

Uministeli na mbunga peke dakukufana dakona ku 

dimburura ughivi wavantu va mu Nkungentjitwe nakuvakuta 

muviruwana 

kutundilira kwa MET, DoF, NGOs

Job provision through external authorities according to skills & 

knowledge (*)

3

Lipangero lina hepa ku tegherera kumaudito ghayantu

The government has to respond to the people's problems or 

complaints

Lipangero lina hepa ku tegherera kumaudito ghayantu

Government responding to people's problems or complaints (*)
5

Resou

rces

Accept

ance

Techni

cal 

feasibi

lity

Ability 

to 

solve 

proble

ms

Creatio

n of 

new 

proble

ms

Total

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumaruha ghapandje 

ghaguma nkungentjitwe

Strategies related to external 

influence on Conservancies

Lipangero nava tapi mbatero vana hepa kutapanga 

mbatero paruvede orovana vipumbuja va rwana

The government and donors have to provide or do things on 

time when have been asked for help

Lipangero nava tapi mbatero vana hepa kutapanga 

mbatero paruvede orovana vipumbuja va rwana

Speeding up cooperative action of external authorities (*)

Vakali kungo ntjitwe vana hepa kudikita ka pangero 

ghana pamberegho

Provision of building a clinic (at the office)

Vakali kungo ntjitwe vana hepa kudikita ka pangero ghana 

pamberegho

Provision of a clinic building (at the office) (*)

x

Lukukongo ntjitwe ngali katurapo liyerepeko vimaliva 

kuha mena mpir

Budget for fire fighting

Lukukongo ntjitwe ngali katurapo liyerepeko vimaliva kuha 

mena mpir

Increase of budget for fire fighting (*)

Likungontil twe ngalika punguranga maliva kuntere 

muka upapo udito wa (HWC)

Budgeting for compensation for human wildlife conflict

Likungontil twe ngalika punguranga maliva kuntere muka 

upapo udito wa (HWC)

Increase of budget for compensation of HWC (*)

Kutapako ntjiontjo kumuntu ana kombanito umona 

lyendi

Compensation to the loss of products/ property

Kutapako ntjiontjo kumuntu ana kombanito umona lyendi

Compensation for products/ property losses (*)
x

Crucial 

(mappe

d into 

model)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kulipopero

Strategies related to safety

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income 

generation

Kwato muhanguro

No cluster

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kudimutangu pakatji 

kavantu navikorama       

Strategies related to human-

wildlife conflict

Institutions, NGOs, donors level - social 

Rating
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Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumakushongo

Strategies related to 

education

Kuwira vanuke vihepva vya shure e.g. mbapira, pena

Provide school material to the children

Kuwira vanuke vihepva vya shure e.g. mbapira, pena

Provision of school material to the children (*)
x

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumaruha ghapandje 

ghaguma nkungentjitwe

Strategies related to external 

influence on Conservancies

Conservancy yiwane mbatero yaku tulitapo projeka 

mudimukunda (e.g. donars)

Conservancy needs donors in order to implement projects or 

community projects

Conservancy yiwane mbatero yaku tulitapo projeka 

mudimukunda (e.g. donars)

Acquisition of donors to implement projects at community level (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kulitapero ndja

Strategies related to food 

provision

Kutulitapo paupungwiro wambuto

Infrastructure of seed storage

Kutulitapo paupungwiro wambuto

Provision of seed storage infrastructure (*)

Kukoka mema kundandani da vitondo

Water harvesting from roofs etc.

Kukoka mema kundandani da vitondo

Setting up of water harvesting from roofs etc. (*)
4 2 1 4 1 2

Kuteya mema ghaku tunda kumvhura mposhi vagharu 

wanite kumeho yo shirogho

Water harvesting

Kuteya mema ghaku tunda kumvhura mposhi vagharu 

wanite kumeho yo shirogho

Setting up water harvesting (*)

2 2 4 4 4 3

Vana hepa kutura mbora da kushite sha liyuva 

mudimukunda odo dina hepo oyo mbatero

Solar powered boreholes must be set up in villages that need 

them

Vana hepa kutura mbora da kushite sha liyuva 

mudimukunda odo dina hepo oyo mbatero

Setting up solar powered boreholes in villages needing them (*)

x

Kutuvatera ko mbora ya solar panel tuna hepa 

modeuro shiweni omo tuparuka mudi mukunda

Boreholes that run on solar power should be fostered

Kutuvatera ko mbora ya solar panel tuna hepa modeuro 

shiweni omo tuparuka mudi mukunda

Provision of solar powered boreholes to communities (*)

x

Kumborora mbora

Drilling boreholes for underground water

Kumborora mbora

Drilling of boreholes for underground water (*)
2 2 2 3 3 2

Kumborora pamba dadingi, kutima matope gha mangi

Drill more boreholes, dig more wells

Kumborora pamba dadingi, kutima matope gha mangi

Drilling of more boreholes, digging of more wells (*)
4 2 1 4 1 2

Nkere mvhura kwato kutima matope, kumborora mbora

Increasing the amount boreholes 

Nkere mvhura kwato kutima matope, kumborora mbora

Digging of wells or drilling of boreholes if insufficient rainfall (*)
x 4 4 4 3 3 4

Vantu kunaru wanita mboro da nita kumaholi mu 

dimukunda dimwe

People use boreholes that operate on fuel

Vantu kunaru wanita mboro da nita kumaholi mu 

dimukunda dimwe

Increasing number of boreholes that run with alternative energy (*)

Kukatulitapo varuwani yalikandano mpire

Employee of fire fighting

Kukatulitapo varuwani yalikandano mpire

Training of a fire fighter (*)

Vampititi vali kungo ntjitwe vana hapa kukantoadora 

muku wana viruwanita vyaku gwanekapo

Leaders of the Conservancy have to avait tools for fire fighting

Vampititi vali kungo ntjitwe vana hapa kukantoadora muku 

wana viruwanita vyaku gwanekapo

Procurement of tools for fire fighting by Conservancy leaders (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumema

Strategies related to water

Institutions, NGOs, donors level - political

Institutions, NGOs, donors level - environmental

Conservancy level - environmental

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumundiro

Strategies related to fire
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Nakushora urashiuenene

Avoidance of frequend burning

Nakushora urashiuenene

Avoidance of frequent burning
2 2 2 2 2 2

Kuvavwira kukuvinduka kukenita vitaura, kutura 

vigongi mumumkunda

Early burning cutlines

Kuvavwira kukuvinduka kukenita vitaura, kKutura vigongi 

mumumkunda

Setting up of early burning cutlines (*)

3 2 2 1 1 2

Murudi

Cutlines

Murudi

Setting up of cutlines (*)
x

Kuputura vitaura vya kupopera mpire

Cutlines to prevent fire

Kuputura vitaura vya kupopera mpire

Setting up cutlines to prevent fire (*)
x

Twasha tetaura vitondo hanashi paveta

Unlawful cutting down of trees should be enforced

Twasha tetaura vitondo hanashi paveta

Enforcement of unlawful cutting down of trees (*)
2 2 2 2 2 2

Kuwana mbapira puli tiro mukuteta vitondo 

vanangeshe fa

Permit of tree harvesting

Kuwana mbapira puli tiro mukuteta vitondo vanangeshe fa

Giving out of permits for tree harvesting (*)
2 2 3 3 3 3

Kuyendaura na linomena litakamito

Patrolling

Kuyendaura na linomena litakamito

Establishment of patrolling (*)
3 3 1 3 1 2

Kukevera ntjitwe mayendomayuva mwedi namwaka

Resource monitoring

Kukevera ntjitwe mayendomayuva mwedi namwaka

Establishment of resource monitoring (*)
3 2 2 3 3 3

Peremeta/ Mbapira politiro

Permits

Peremeta/ Mbapira politiro

Provision of permits (*) 
x

Komiti ya likengururo madjonauro

Review panel committee

Komiti ya likengururo madjonauro

Reviewing of panel committee (*)

Vatulitapo uhameni wantjitwe

A representative committee is existing and many people are 

members in the conservancy

Vatulitapo uhameni wantjitwe

Conservancy with many members & a representative committee 

(*)

Conservancy level - social

Litapo deura lya ghuna ndima mukuwapukuru ra livhu

Training on agriculture to improve the land

Litapo deura lya ghuna ndima mukuwapukuru ra livhu

Training on agriculture to improve the land
3 1 1 1 1 1

Kutulikapo deura, yamaku shongo ngova karuwanite 

rawa

Awareness and further training for better resource 

management

Kutulikapo deura, yamakushongo ngava karuwaniteko 

varawana

Awareness & further training for better resource mgmt (*)

x

Ngawa kabu litepo uhameni wa ntjitwe ngava 

kahameneko navantje

Encouraging all community members to take part in 

conserving the environment

Ngawa kabu litepo uhameni wa ntjitwe ngava kahameneko 

navantje

Encouraging community members to conserve environment (*)

x

Kutulitapo deura ya va mpititi ngava ka pititire nawa 

vantu vavo

Further leadership training to enhance performance

Kutulitapo deura ya va mpititi ngava ka pititire nawa vantu 

vavo

Conducting more leadership training to enhance performance (*)

x

Vana hepa kutulitapo shimgho sha katulitanga deura 

vantu va wane uyivi

Time must be set aside to train people for knowledge 

enhancement

Vana hepa kutulitapo shimgho sha katulitanga deura vantu 

va wane uyivi

Increasing time to train people for knowledge enhancement (*)

x

Conservancy level - political

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumundiro

Strategies related to fire

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

ku madeuro

Strategies related to training

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuliyendito lya marunone

Strategies related to resource 

management

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

commitie da 

nkungentjitwe

Strategies related to 

Conservancy structures
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Ngatura tulitapo deura ngawa karuwa nene kumwe

Further training on cooperative management

Ngatura tulitapo deura ngawa karuwa nene kumwe

Conducting more training on cooperative mgmt (*)
x

Kutulitapo deura ya makushongo ghandjenditito maliva 

ngava kayendeite namo

Train people on how to manage the capital in order for them 

to be financially wise

Kutulitapo deura ya makushongo ghandjenditito maliva 

ngava kayendite nawa maliva

Training of people about smart financial capital mgmt (*)

x

Kutulitapo madeghuro ghakuhamena omo vavura 

kufuta ndipo ku tapa mbatero da vimaliva kuvaruwani

Conducting further training on financial managment

Kutulitapo madeghuro ghakuhamena omo vavura kufuta 

ndipo ku tapa mbatero da vimaliva kuvaruwani

Conducting further training on financial managment

Vantu vana pumbwa madeuro

People need training 

Vantu vana pumbwa madeuro

Provision of training for people (*)

Lingava kayitulitepo deura ya computer

Conducting computer literacy courses

Ngava katulitepo deura ya computer

Conducting computer literacy courses

Litapo mbudi na kushonga

Awareness

Litapo mbudi na kushonga

Information sharing and training (*)
3 3 1 3 1 2

Marongo noipo madeuro anapumbwa

Awareness (e.g. community meeting)

Marongo noipo madeuro anapumbwa

Awareness raising (e.g. community meeting) (*)
2 2 2 3 3 2

Kutapa marongo ku vanandima kuhamena pranikito

Awareness to the farmers

Kutapa marongo ku vanandima kuhamena mparukito

Increasing the awareness of the farmers (*)
x

Kuronga vantu kapishi kushora wiya

Raising awareness for a reduction of the burning of fields

Kuronga vantu kapishi kushora wiya

Raising awareness for reducing field burning (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumatungo

Strategies related to 

infrastructure

Vampititi valikungontjitwe vana hepa kukambadara 

kuviyendera

Leaders of the conservancy should make provisions of 

transport

Vampititi valikungontjitwe vana hepa kukambadara 

kuviyendera

Provision of transport by Conservancy leaders (*)

x

Ntekera damu olimukunda

Community project (e.g. garden)

Ntekera damu olimukunda

Setting up a community project (e.g. garden) (*)
3 3 3 3 3 3

Litapero mauwa gha mudimukunda (e.g. maliva)

Benefits distribution to the conservancy members or staff

Litapero mauwa gha mudimukunda (e.g. maliva)

Benefits distribution to Conservancy members or staff (*)
x

Kupiraura mbuto paku kuna

Crop rotation

Kupiraura mbuto paku kuna 

Establishing of crop rotation (*)
3 2 2 3 2 2

Nojenditito ya yiwa

Conservation farming system

Nojenditito ya yiwa

Setting up of conservation farming system (*)
4 2 3 1 1 2

Kusheshupika livhu lya mafuva

Stop extending cropping land

Kusheshupika livhu lya mafuva

Stopping crop land extension (*)
3 3 3 3 3 3

Kusheshupika shivaro shangombe 

Reduce the number of cattle

Kusheshupika shivaro shangombe 

Reducing the number of cattle (*)
3 3 3 3 3 3

Liruwanito mboreka

Use of fertilizers

Liruwanito mboreka

Usage of fertilizers (*)
3 2 2 2 2 2

Mboreka

Fertilizer

Mboreka

Provision of fertilizer (*)
3 2 2 2 2 2

Kuteke ra

Watering

Kuteke ra

Ensuring watering options (*)
3 2 2 2 2 2

Vantu vana kona kulita na kungeneka vimuna vyavo

Livestock must be herded and kept in Kraals all time

Vantu vana kona kulita na kungeneka vimuna vyavo

Herding and keeping of livestock in Kraals all time (*)

Nganditito dakuhamena ku 

unandima wambuto 

navikorama

Strategies related to 

agriculture and livestock

Kwato muhanguro

No cluster

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

ku madeuro

Strategies related to 

training

Community level - environmental
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Kuwanako ndipo kuturapo ndjenditito yimwe ya 

vinewanita yira rutoko ndi viwenge mukurenkita

Use of other fuel alternatives instead of wood (e.g. cow dung, 

maize cobs, manketti kennels)

Kuwanako ndipo kuturapo ndjenditito yimwe ya vinewanita 

yira rutoko ndi viwenge mukurenkita

Utilization of other fuel alternatives instead of wood (*)

2 2 2 2 2 2

Kuruwanita mapiko ghakuliyuna

Solar pots

Kuruwanita mapiko ghakuliyuna

Utilization of solar pots (*)
1 2 3 2 2 2

Kuruwani madikogha vikuni vyavididi

Using pots which use less wood

Kuruwani madikogha vikuni vyavididi

Utilization of pots that use less wood (*)
1 2 3 2 2 2

Kuwapukurura makora ghakere namema ghamayingi 

pa ruvede rwa mvhura

Improvement of natural pans for capturing enough water 

during rainy season

Kuwapukurura makora ghakere namema ghamayingi pa 

ruvede rwa mvhura

Natural pan improvement for rain water storage (*)

3 3 3 3 4 3

Nakushana shi vikorama kapi shipaveta

Prevention of poaching

Nakushana shi vikorama kapi shipaveta

Prevention of poaching
2 2 2 2 2 2

Kudjonagh ntjitwe na marumone ghavikorama

Preventing damage on the natural ecosystems and 

prevention of poaching

Kudjonagh ntjitwe na marumone ghavikorama

Prevention of damage on natural ecosystems & prevention of 

poaching (*)

2 2 2 2 2 2

Kutapeka vitondo vimwe

Planting of trees

Kutapeka vitondo vimwe

Planting of trees
3 3 3 3 4 3

Ku kuna vitondo vya vighanuke

Plant new trees

Ku kuna vitondo vya vighanuke

Planting of new trees (*)
3 3 3 4 3 3

Kutulitapo nkedi dalitepe ko vitondo

Explore idea of planting trees

Kutulitapo nkedi dalitepe ko vitondo

Exploring the idea of planting trees (*)

Lusheshupita litetauro lya tondo

Reduce cutting down trees

Lusheshupita litetauro lya tondo

Reducing the cutting down of trees (*)
3 1 1 1 1 1

Twasha tetaura vitondo horashi parea

Avoid logging of forest illegally

Twasha tetaura vitondo horashi parea

Avoidance of illegal logging of forest (*)
1 2 2 2 1 2

Nakushana shi vikorama kapishipaveta

By not cutting down trees from areas that serve as habitat to 

animals

Nakushana shi vikorama kapishipaveta

Reduction of logging of important wildlife habitat (*)
2 2 2 2 1 2

Kuruwanita vikuni munaru wa

Using wood in good ways

Kuruwanita vikuni munaru wa

Using wood in good ways
2 2 1 2 2 2

Kwato kuteta shitondo ha na mbapira pulitiro

No cutting of trees without a permit

Kwato kuteta shitondo ha na mbapira pulitiro

No cutting of trees without a permit
3 2 2 1 2 2

Nakuteta ura shi vitondo unene

Avoid exessive cutting of trees

Nakuteta ura shi vitondo unene

Avoidance of exessive tree cutting (*)
x 2 2 2 2 2 2

Kushagheka mpire ya muwiya

Kukeverera vantu ovo va tetauranga maughuva

Stop forest fire, control people harvesting timber

Kushagheka mpire ya muwiya

Kukeverera vantu ovo va tetauranga maughuva

Stopping forest fire & controlling people harvesting timber (*)

3 3 3 4 3 3

Naku tetaghwashi vitondo pamavango gha vikorama

No chopping down of trees in the game areas

Naku tetaghwashi vitondo pamavango gha vikorama

No chopping down of trees in the game areas
x

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

liruwanito marunone 

munaruwa

Strategies related to 

sustainable usage of 

resources

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuvitondo

Strategies related to trees
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Kuwapukura muyangu na kusheshupita maudito 

ghapara yi ka vantu na vikorama

Improve yield and minimize human wildlife conflict problem in 

community

Kuwapukura muyangu na kusheshupita maudito ghapara yi 

ka vantu na vikorama

Improvement of yield & minimization of HWC in community (*)

Vantu nga varuwanitanga ndungu na vitoromani vya 

kupwerera kundarata

The use of chili and tin fence

Vantu nga varuwanitanga ndungu na vitoromani vya 

kupwerera kundarata

Usage of chili and tin fence (*)

Kudjonaghntjitwe na marumona ghavikorama

No settling on wild animal grazing pasture and by not herding 

cattle on such areas

Kudjonaghntjitwe na marumona ghavikorama

No settling & pastoralism on areas preferred by wildlife (*)
2 2 2 2 1 2

Nakutungashi pama vango ghavikorama na kulitirama 

shi ngombe

No settling on wild animal grazing pasture and no herding 

cattle on such areas

Nakutungashi pama vango ghavikorama na kulitirama shi 

ngombe

No settling & cattle herding on wild animal grazing pasture (*)

2 2 2 2 2 2

Kushenda ura vitondo

Marking of trees (to shy back wildlife)

Kushenda ura vitondo

Marking of trees (to shy back wildlife)
1 3 3 3 3 3

Nakutunga shi pamavango gha kulyera vikorama

People should not settle on the game areas

Nakutunga shi pamavango gha kulyera vikorama

No settling of people in game areas (*)
x

Nakulitirashi vimuna mu livango lya vikorama

No livestock grazing into the wildlife zone

Nakulitirashi vimuna mu livango lya vikorama

No livestock grazing in the wildlife zone (*)

Kusheshupita mundiro

Reduce fire

Kusheshupita mundiro

Reduction of fire (*)

Makupukurure mumukunda mukukanda mundiro

To inform neighbours to avoid fire

Makupukurure mumukunda kuhamena mundiro

Informing neighbours to avoid fire (*)

Kukandana po mpire

Prevent forest fires

Kukandana po mpire

Prevention of forest fires (*)
3 1 1 1 1 1

Kapishi kyshora mpire

Ghugoro, ghupupu, ghuhahe, mweye, ghutundungu

People should stop forest fire

Kapishi kyshora mpire

Ghugoro, ghupupu, ghuhahe, mweye, ghutundungu

Initiatives of people to stop forest fire (*)

2 2 2 2 2 2

Kusheshu pita mudim (mandi) kehe mwaka

Do not burn

Kusheshu pita mudim (mandi) kehe mwaka

No burning (*)

Community level - social 

Ngesha fa dakughulita vitondo

Craft market

Ngesha fa dakughulita vitondo

Provision of craft market (*)
4 3 3 3 4 3

Vitungo ura, navisho ngaura

Crafts and weaving

Vitungo ura, navisho ngaura

Establishing crafts and weaving (*)

Kuweka mpuka

Farming with bees for honey production

Kuweka mpuka

Farming with bees for honey production

Shipata shavitondo vya nyango, e.g. maguni, ndungu, 

mango

Orchard garden

Shipata shavitondo vya nyango, e.g. maguni, ndungu, 

mango

Development of an orchard garden (*)

Kutulita po tupatagho na twa nteake ra

Vegetable gardens

Kutulita po tupatagho na twa nteake ra

Setting up of vegetable gardens (*)

Kuulita vikorama mu waneko maliva na nyama

Trophy hunting

Kuulita vikorama mu waneko maliva na nyama

Establishment of trophy hunting (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuvikorama

Strategies related to wildlife

existing strategy

planned strategy

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income 

generation

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumundiro

Strategies related to fire
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From the more than 100 identified strategies more than one 

third are existing strategies and two thirds are complementary, 

showing a clear need for an increase and/or adjustments of the 

existing strategies. According to their level of action the 

ministry/governmental level contains more than 20 strategies, 

which are exclusively complementary, which give the 

impression that activities initiated by ministries could be 

deficient. Out of these strategies, one third is related to 

infrastructure, indicating a need of the Conservancy members 

for infrastructure development like a road or a school most of 

all. Other strategies refer to training or sustainable resource 

use. The institutional, NGO and donor level comprises only 

three strategies, whereby two are complementary and one 

already exists. The complementary strategies deal with income 

generation and transport provision for the Conservancy 

members, indicating what could be done on this societal level to 

leverage the contributing factors leading to resulting threats.  

The Conservancy and the community level have almost 40 

strategies each and show the highest amount of actions applied 

and/or needed. About half of the strategies on Conservancy 

and community level already exist and mostly are done in the 

environmental field. On the other hand, the strategies on the 

Conservancy level have more strategies related to social 

perspectives, whereby most of them are complementary 

strategies related to training. The strategies in environmental 

fields on the Conservancy level mostly exist. Strategies related 

to political areas of action are increasing from Conservancy 

level, via institutional- donor- and NGO level towards 

government sphere, being highest on the government level and 

do not exist on community level.  

The community level seems to have about 20 strategies in 

place that already exist and another 20 strategies that are 

suggested future solutions. Most of the strategies in this level 

deal with basic needs related to livelihood strategies, which are 

about agriculture, livestock, water, and fire and tree usage in 

the environmental context. They also contain sustainable 

resource use so that the ecosystems the people depend on 

provide further services for them to secure their living.  

Another part of strategies relates to income generation whereby 

half of these strategies already exist and refer to community 

gardening projects or trophy hunting. Complementary strategies 

mention further gardening projects as foundation to generate 

income for larger projects. Strategies dealing with an 

adjustment of livelihood refer to hopes of the Conservancy 

members to receive assistance for new projects.   

The Conservancy level indicates a stronger focus on 

sustainable resource use, use of wildlife and fire related issues 

in the environmental fields. Furthermore, political areas in 

relation to environmental degradation are seen as important, 

which is reflected in strategies that include patrolling and 

penalties for poachers. A large amount of strategies relate to 

the social area by mentioning various strategies related to 

training, which are mostly complimentary and not existing yet.  
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On the level of institutions, NGOs and donors only three 

strategies are mentioned that relate to income generation, 

transport and cooperation issues. On the ministerial and 

governmental level, the strategies indicate a broad variety of 

actions needed such as implementation of projects, 

infrastructure needs, training and also sustainable resource use 

being guided from this level. None of these strategies seem to 

exist currently or are not perceived by the community members 

as existing. Being the largest group of strategies identified by 

the Conservancy members, strategies related to infrastructure 

are also being ranked by the Conservancy members as 

highest.  
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Original wording Adjusted wording Ranking

Ministry level

Lihauto

We need a car by  the Ministry of transport and donors

Lihauto

Car provision by Ministry of Transport & donors (*)
1

Kutulitapo vipange ro vya urdidi

Building clinics

Kutulitapo kiliniki

Building of clinics (*)
2

Likuma

Office built with bricks by donors

Likuma

Building of office with bricks provided by donors (*)
3

Lidikito lya mashale mudi mukanda dakumambo

A school needs to be constructed in the rural area

Lidikito lya mashale mudi mukanda dakumambo

Construction of school in rural area (*)
4

Shipangero

Hospitals should be built by MOHSS and donors

Shipangero

Building of hospitals by MOHSS and donors (*)
5

Liwapukurura vitaura vya mawiya

Rehabilitation of road in the inland is needed

Liwapukurura vitaura vya mawiya

Provision of road maintenance (*)
5

Vitaura vya garawe

Gravel roads by MOF and donors

Vitaura vya garawe

Development of gravel roads by MOF & donors (*)
9

Shure

We want to attend literacy classes by MOE and donors

Shure

Provision of literacy classes by MOE and donors (*)
6

Deura da kunkondopeka ukenentu dikarange ure 

wamakwedi 3-6

Training for capacity building at least should be 3-6 months

Deura dakunkondopeka ukonentu dikarange ure 

wamakwedi matatu dogoro hamboumwe

Provision of 3 to 6 months capacity building training (*)

7

Vantu vawane makusho ngo kuhamene ukangi 

naundjewa-ndjewa

People can be educated on health status

Vantu vawane makusho ngo kuhamene ukangi naundjewa-

ndjewa

Provision of health status education for people (*) 

12

Sola

Drill boreholes which use solar by MWRS and donors

Sola

Solar powered borehole provision by MOHSS & donors (*)
4

Vipata

Garden/ field for cultivation

Vipata

Development of garden/field for cultivation (*)
7

Litenito

We have to make cutlines by MOF and donors

Litenito

Development of cutlines by MOF and donors (*)
8

Likeverero

Patrol should be in place by MET and MSS and 

Conservancy-staff members

Likeverero

Patrol provison by MET, MSS & Conservancy staff (*)
2

Makukwata kano na liruwaneno kumwe pakukevera, 

kwe nkehe makwedi matatu

Joint patrols need to happen every 3 months

Makukwata kano na liruwaneno kumwe pakukevera, kwe 

nkehe makwedi matatu

Joint patrolling every 3 months (*)

10

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumatungo

Strategies related to 

infrastructure

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku 

madeuro

Strategies related to training

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

makeverero

Strategies related to patrolling

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

liruwanito marunone 

munaruwa

Strategies related to 

sustainable resource use

Strategy table Muduva Nyangana 

The full amount of the developed strategies depicted in the tables below are grouped according to their area of activities and the 

societal level they belong to in order to be able to identify fields of activities more efficiently for each level applicable for both 

Conservancies.  

Table 8: Strategies identified for Muduva Nyangana Conservancy 
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Lipange litererange ovyo vana shana vantu vavene

Government should be listening to the people's needs based 

on affordability

Lipange litererange ovyo vana shana vantu vavene

Government attendance to people's affordable needs (*)
1

Lifuto lya mbuto linakona kuyeruka kutwara mu mulyo 

wayo

Offsets for crops should be according to the value of the yield 

lost

Lifuto lya mbuto linakona kuyeruka kutwara mu mulyo 

wayo

Compensation of crop loss according lost yield value (*)

3

Mbatero yovanuke woruhepo novanitwe vayi yerureko

O.V.C. support needs to be rised

Mbatero yovanuke woruhepo novanitwe vayi yerureko

Provision of increasing O.V.C. support (*)
13

Vikorama navintje ovyo vyadjonauranga mbuto 

nakutura maparu ghavantu mushiponga vinahepa 

kuvitura mumbapira daveta

All game which can destroy crops, livestock and human life 

should be covered in the policy

Vikorama navintje ovyo vyadjonauranga mbuto nakutura 

maparu ghavantu mushiponga vinahepa kuvitura 

mumbapira daveta

Consideration of conflict causing game species in policy (*)

6

Tunashana mbapira pulitiro damuyangu dipwe kehem 

mwaka  - MET

We want quota to be finished every year, MET facilitated the 

process

Tunashana mbapira pulitiro damuyangu dipwe kehem 

mwaka  - MET

Facilitation of yearly quota fulfilment by MET (*)

8

Vahameni munkungontjitwe vanahepa kukara 

namupampi ntani vaghamabange, kuvarura na 

kutjanga ruvingirisa

Conservancy members need to provide somebody who is 

commited and can at least speak English, read and write

Kutapa maghuwa kuvahameni vamu Conservancy

Provision of committed & educated Conservancy member (*) 
9

Ndjambi yakona kuyiwapukurura

Salaries should be improved

Ndjambi yakona kuyiwapukurura

Salaries should be improved
11

Resour

ces

Accept

ance

Techni

cal 

feasibil

ity

Ability 

to 

solve 

proble

ms

Creatio

n of 

new 

proble

ms

Total

Institutions, NGOs, donors - social

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumatungo

Strategies related to 

infrastructure

Lihauto

Transport

Lihauto

Provision of transport (*)
x

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income 

generation

Maliva

Money

Maliva

Provision of money (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuliwanino kumwe

Strategies related to 

cooperation

Liruwaneno kumwe paka tji ka Conservancy, MET, 

T.A., donors

Cooperation between the Conservancy, MET, T.A., donors

Liruwaneno kumwe paka tji ka Conservancy, MET, T.A., 

donors

Cooperation of Conservancy, MET, T.A. & donors (*) 

3 3 2 2 3 3

Rating
Crucial 

(mappe

d into 

model)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

unankondo waliparu

Strategies related to quality of 

life 

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuvikorama

Strategies related to wildlife

Ndjenditito dakauhamena 

kulitulito maghano 

muviruwana

Strategies related to 

implementation
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Conservancy level - environmental

Kumborora pomba dadingi 

Drilling more boreholes

Kumborora pomba dadingi 

Drilling more boreholes
4 2 3 4 1 3

Kukoka mema kundandani da vitondo 

Water harvesting from roofs etc.

Kukoka mema kundandani da vitondo 

Harvesting water from roofs etc. (*)
4 2 3 4 1 3

Tunakonakuromba mbaterovatupe sola panel

We need solar power

Tunakonakuromba mbaterovatupe sola panel

Further introduction of solar power (*)

Mema ghakugkianena gha ntekerwa

Enough water for gardening

Mema ghakugkianena gha ntekerwa

Provision of sufficient water for gardening (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

Kutapa mema nama iyero gha kugwa nena 

kuvikorama 

Water infrastructure for animals

Kutapa mema nama iyero gha kugwa nena kuvikorama 

Provision of water infrastructure for animals (*)
4 2 2 3 3 3

Kutima matope gha mangi

Dig more wells

Kutima matope gha mangi

Digging of more wells (*)
4 2 3 4 1 3

Mvhura 

Rain

Mvhura 

Provision of rain (*)
4 2 3 3 3 3

Kukenita shitaura kumurudi shakuvhura kukandana 

mundiro wama parambo

Make cutlines at borders to stop fire

Kukenita shitaura kumurudi shakuvhura kukandana 

mundiro wama parambo

Making of cutlines at borders to stop fire (*)

1

Kudimita mundiro 

Control burning

Kudimita mundiro 

Conducting controlled burning (*)
3 3 2 3 3 3

Mavega ghakukarere rapo, ghakukevererera

Fixed root patrol

Mavega ghakukarere rapo, ghakukevererera

Conducting fixed root patrol (*)
3 2 2 3 3 3

Yakungi ntjinge

Patrol - monitoring

Yakungi ntjinge

Conducting of patrol & monitoring (*)
4 2 3 3 3 3

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuvikorama

Strategies related to wildlife

Livaruro vikorama

Game count

Livaruro vikorama

Conducting game count (*)
3 3 2 3 3 3

Conservancy level - political

Kashitiko kuvantu vakupira kuangura payeta

Illegal harvester should be fined heavily

Kashitiko kuvantu vakupira kuangura payeta

Setting of heavy fines for illegal harvesters (*)
3 2 3 2 3 3

Kuta pa matenengekero vakushongere ko 

waghungendi

People must be given fines

Kutapa matenengekero vakushongereko vantu

Introduction of penalty system (*)
x

Katapa kashitiko kuvantu vashoranga mundiro 

vakushongereko

Fire burner are to hearing and give fines

Katapa kashitiko kuvantu vashoranga mundiro 

vakushongereko

Giving fines to people that set a blaze (*)

Lishano lyahara veta

Report of illegal poaching activities

Lishano lyahara veta

Reporting of illegal poaching activities (*)
2 3 2 3 2 2

Litapo mbapira dakushanita

Awarding of hunting permits to the hunters

Litapo mbapira dakushanita

Awarding of hunting permits to hunters (*)
3 2 2 3 2 2

Liyerdro mfuto ya kufuta ntjene vana kukwata ove 

kuna kushgha

Increasing of fines if poachers found

Liyerdro mfuto ya kufuta ntjene vana kukwata ove kuna 

kushgha

Increasing of fines if poachers are found (*)

3 3 2 3 3 3

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kukushan hanashi paveta

Strategies related to poaching

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumashitiko

Strategies related to penalty

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumundiro

Strategies related to fire

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

makeverero

Strategies related to patrolling

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

liruwanito marunone 

munaruwa

Strategies related to 

sustainable resource use
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Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuliwanino kumwe

Strategies related to 

cooperation

Liruwaneno kumwe papntjika conservancy

Joint venture between Conservancy, MET and donors

Liruwaneno kumwe papntjika conservancy

Joint venturing of Conservancy, MET & donors (*)
x

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumafanaiko ghalivhu

Strategies related to spatial 

planning

Kuhangura kwa kutunga vantu na kwa viko rama

Zonation plan

Kuhangura kwa kutunga vantu na kwa viko rama

Development of a zonation plan (*)
3 3 3 2 3 3

Conservancy level - social

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Capacity building on skills and knowledge

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Conducting capacity building on skills and knowledge (*)
x 2 2 2 2 2 2

Likuwede rero lyaviko rama ngavikavuke

Increase of skills and knowledge

Likuwede rero lyaviko rama ngavikavuke

Increasing of skills and knowledge (*)
3 2 2 2 3 2

Madeuro

Training

Madeuro

Provision of training (*)
x

Kutapa madeuru kuvahameni vamu conservancy

Give workshops to Conservancy members

Kutapa madeuru kuvahameni vamu conservancy

Giving workshops to Conservancy members (*)
x

Atwe tuna shana deghura yakuyulilira

We need proper training 

Atwe tuna shana deghura yakuyulilira

Improvement of local training strategies (*)
x

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Gain knowledge and wisdom

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Acquisition of knowledge and wisdom (*)
x

Tuna hepa madeuro wenitu paruka mudimukunda detu

We need workshops on how to survive in our villages

Tuna hepa madeuro wenitu paruka mudimukunda detu

Providing workshops on survival in villages (*)
x

Kutapa mapukururo mudimukunda kunarantjeya

Giving advice to villages

Kutapa mapukururo mudimukunda kunarantjeya

Giving advice to villages

Vigongi vyo nkarapamwe

Awareness meeting

Vigongi vyo nkarapamwe

Conducting of awareness meetings (*)
2 2 2 3 3 2

Kutura vigongi mudimukunda mposhi takashe 

shupiteko maukaro ghetu

Awareness meeting to reduce the risks 

Kutura vigongi mudimukunda mposhi takashe shupiteko 

maukaro ghetu

Conducting awareness meetings to reduce risks (*)

Conservancy yatapanga mapukururo kuvantu 

kumundirona kuvikoroma

Conservancy give awareness on fire fighting

Conservancy yatapanga mapukururo kuvantu kumundirona 

kuvikoroma

Awareness raising by Conservancy on fire fighting (*) 

Matjingitu ghamuyangu 

Marketing of products

Matjingitu ghamuyangu 

Marketing of products
x

Matjingito

Advertisement

Matjingito

Setting up of advertisement (*)
x

Litapero mauwa kuva- tungimo vamu conservancy (e.g. 

maliva, nyama)

Equal benefit sharing to all Conservancy members e.g meat 

and money

Litapero mauwa kuva- tungimo vamu conservancy (e.g. 

maliva, nyama)

Equal benefit sharing with Conservancy members (*)

x

Nange vanahuruvahuli kuwura tuwanenemo maghuwa  

natuvantje

Benefit sharing

Nange vanahuruvahuli kuwura tuwanenemo maghuwa  

natuvantje

Ensuring benefit sharing (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku 

madeuro

Strategies related to training

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku 

madeuro

Strategies related to training

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income 

generation
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Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income 

generation

Conservancy yakambadaranga kutapa mauwa: maliva, 

nyama

Conservancy gives money and meat

Conservancy yakambadaranga kutapa mauwa: maliva, 

nyama

Provision of money & meat by Conservancy (*)

Kuromba mbatero va tu pr solar panel

Provide Conservancy with solar panel

Kuromba mbatero va tu pr solar panel

Provision of solar panel for Conservancy (*)

Kuwana viruwanita

Get enough tools

Kuwana viruwanita

Provision of sufficient tools (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

Community level - environmental

Kushagheka ndimitito ya madirudiru

Stopping of shifting cultivation

Kushagheka ndimitito ya madirudiru

Stopping of shifting cultivation
3 1 1 1 1 1

Ukonentu wandi mitito yayipe

Introducing new farming techniques

Ukonentu wandi mitito yayipe

Introduction of new farming techniques (*)
3 3 2 3 2 3

Kusheshupika livhu lya mafuva

Stopping to extend cropping land

Kusheshupika livhu lya mafuva

Stopping extension of crop land (*)
3 3 3 3 3 3

Nditito yayiwa

Conservation farming system

Nditito yayiwa

Establishing conservation farming system (*)
x

Litapo deura lya ghuna ndima mukuwapukurura livhu

Training on agriculture to improve the land

Litapo deura lya ghuna ndima mukuwapukurura livhu

Training on agriculture to improve the land
3 1 1 1 1 1

Kutaparu fughoruharu mine rwalifuva

Conserving one part of the field for future use

Kutaparu fughoruharu mine rwalifuva

Conserving one part of the field for future use
2 2 2 2 2 2

Lishinta shimbuto pakukuma

Crop rotation

Lishinta shimbuto pakukuma

Application of crop rotation (*)
2 2 2 2 3 2

Kuyitapo ntanga dadipe dakuyerura muyangu

Thinking about new seeds to improve crop yield

Kuyitapo ntanga dadipe dakuyerura muyangu

Introduction of new seeds to improve crop yield (*)

Kushayeka undimi wama diru diru

Avoid cultivation that is not rotational

Kushayeka undimi wama diru diru

Avoidance of non-rotational cultivation (*)

Kumana kukoka kudimita ntani u twikira naruyendo 

roye

Extinguishing the cigarette before going to one's destination

Kumana kukoka kudimita ntani u twikira naruyendo roye

Extinguishing of cigarette before leaving (*)

Kunenita kuntene damatita kumeno ugha shore

Removing grass at the sites before clearing the field

Kunenita kuntene damatita kumeno ugha shore

Removing of grass before field clearing (*)
x

Kukenita shitaura kumurudi shakuvura kukandana 

mundino wamaparambo

Cleaning of roads at borders to stop fire

Kukenita shitaura kumurudi shakuvura kukandana mundino 

wamaparambo

Cleaning of roads at borders to stop fire

Kumana kukoka kudimita tanko ntina ghuna kutiwikira 

naruyendo oko ghunatanika

Extinguish fire before going to your destination

Kumana kukoka kudimita tanko ntina ghuna kutiwikira 

naruyendo oko ghunatanika

Awareness raising on accidental fire risk (*)

Kukandana mpire ya mumawiya

Prevention of forest fire

Kukandana mpire ya mumawiya

Prevention of forest fire
3 1 1 1 1 1

Kushaghekampire ya muwiya

Stopping of forest fires

Kushaghekampire ya muwiya

Stopping of forest fires
3 3 3 4 3 3

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku 

unandima wambuto

Strategies related to 

agriculture

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumatungo

Strategies related to 

infrastructure

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumundiro

Strategies related to fire
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Ku  kuna vitondo vya vighanulse 

Planting new trees

Ku  kuna vitondo vya vighanulse 

Planting of new trees (*)
3 3 3 4 3 3

Kuruwanita vikuni vyapeke ghira rutoko na virwenge

Using alternative sources of firewood e.g. cattle dung, maize 

cobs

Kuruwanita vikuni vyapeke ghira rutoko na virwenge

Using alternative sources of firewood (*)
3 3 3 4 3 3

Kusheshupita litetauro lya vitondo 

Reduction of cutting down trees

Kusheshupita litetauro lya vitondo 

Reduction of cutting down trees
3 1 1 1 1 1

Kukeverera vantu ovo va tetauranga maughuva

Controlling of people harvesting timber

Kukeverera vantu ovo va tetauranga maughuva

Controlling of people harvesting timber
3 3 3 4 3 3

Mboreka

Fertilizer, manure

Mboreka

Provision of fertilizer, manure (*)

Na kushorashi virwenge ngoli kuvishuva mulivhu

Not burning crop residue but incorporate into soil

Na kushorashi virwenge ngoli kuvishuva mulivhu

No crop residue burning but incorporation into soil (*)

Liruwanito nbore 

Usage of fertilizers

Liruwanito nbore 

Usage of fertilizers
3 2 2 2 2 2

Ruto

Fertilizer  

Ruto

Provision of fertilizer (*)
3 3 3 3 2 3

Kusheshupika shivaro shangombe

Reducing the number of cattle

Kusheshupika shivaro shangombe

Reduction of cattle numbers (*)
3 3 3 3 3 3

Mukupira kukombanita marutu ghavyo na monyo 

davyo liwape vikare pepi

To avoid animals losing weight, they should stay very close

Mukupira kukombanita marutu ghavyo na monyo davyo 

liwape vikare pepi

Keeping animals close to avoid their weight loss (*)

Liyito vikorama mu likungo ntjitwe

Bringing wild animals into the conservancy

Liyito vikorama mu likungo ntjitwe

Bringing of wild animals into the Conservancy (*)

Kuhangura kwa mutunga vantu vikorama

Separating human and wildlife habitats

Kuhangura kwa mutunga vantu vikorama

Separating of human & wildlife habitats (*)

Community level - social 

Muyangu wamuwa wavikwavidi

Producing quality vegetables

Muyangu wamuwa wavikwavidi

Producing quality vegetables
3 3 3 3 4 3

Kutulitapo vipata mukene mukunda mukuwa nenamo 

viya tu kughaniteku projeka dadinene 

Putting up gardens in villages to generate income for larger 

projects

Kutulitapo vipata mukene mukunda mukuwa nenamo viya 

tu kughaniteku projeka dadinene 

Building village gardens for income to start larger projects (*)

x 1

Viruwana vyamudimukunda, shihonena vikuningo 

ntani navimwevyakughita viyeramo

Community project e.g. garden and other income generation

Viruwana vyamudimukunda, shihonena vikuningo ntani 

navimwevyakughita viyeramo

Developing community garden & other income options (*)

1 1 1 3 1 1

Mughuli runone

Buying of natural resources

Mughuli runone

Buying of natural resources
3 2 2 3 3 3

Livango lyakughulitira

Place for sale

Livango lyakughulitira

Provision of market place (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

Tantani vikorama vinakara muiyo konda 

kunakunighura

Trophy hunting

Tantani vikorama vinakara muiyo konda kunakunighura

Establishment of trophy hunting (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income 

generation

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku 

unandima wavikorama

Strategies related to livestock

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuliruwanito mboreka

Strategies related to fertilizer 

use

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuvitondo

Strategies related to trees

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kuvikorama

Strategies related to wildlife
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Stakeholders  

George Mukoya 

 

The participants of the workshop included seven stakeholder 

cards into the model and into thematic boxes of governance-

related factors, institutional factors, socio-economic factors, 

natural resource use factors, demographic factors, fire-related 

factors, and tree-related factors. By doing so they also identified 

the various stakeholders that have a more constructive or more 

hindering influence onto the elements in the above mentioned 

thematic boxes of the model, depicting their perceived situation 

of the themes. The community members then placed the seven 

stakeholder cards into the model according to where the 

stakeholder influence. The following thematic boxes were 

addressed: governance-related factors, institutional factors, 

socio-economic factors, natural resource use factors, 

demographic factors, fire related factors, and tree related 

factors.  

It is noticeable that local people like traditional authorities and 

neighbours as well as farmers are seen as hindering especially 

in fields of action like in governance-related fields, in 

institutional-related fields, in natural resource use. Adding on to 

that, at least one of these stakeholders is mentioned on each 

stakeholder card indicating their strong influence in decision 

making and daily life in the seven thematic groups: governance, 

institutions, socio-economics, natural resource use, 

demographic, fire and trees. On the other hand, traditional 

authorities as well as community members are mentioned also 

Kurumba mbatero

Asking for assistance

Kurumba mbatero

Enquiry for assistance (*)
x

Conservancy va wane mbatero yakutulitapo projeka 

mudimukunda

Conservancy should get assistance helping them to put up 

projects

Conservancy va wane mbatero yakutulitapo projeka 

mudimukunda

Provision of Conservancy assistance for new projects (*)

x

Lishinto mparumito

Changing of livelihood

Lishinto mparumito

Changing of livelihood

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

kumatungo

Strategies related to 

infrastructure

Magnane kero ghapafunguna

Phone communication

Magnane kero ghapafunguna

Establishment of phone connections (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

existing strategy

planned strategy

Ndjenditito dakuhamena 

lishinto lyamaparu 

ghavantu

Strategies related to change 

of livelihood
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as constructive stakeholders in their specific context on almost 

half of the cards according to their thematic groups like: 

governance, socio-economics, demographics, and fire.  

Ministries, donors, NGOs and institutions are mostly mentioned 

as positive stakeholders that have a good influence and support 

the Conservancies. They can be found on each of the seven 

stakeholder cards and are listed in up to two or three times on 

each card. Such strong positive representation of these 

stakeholders indicates their positive impacts of implemented 

projects onto the Conservancies.  

Donors are mentioned on almost each card, which may 

illustrate the implementation of current projects that induce a 

positive impact. Each of the stakeholder cards contains one 

reference to relevant Ministries, which also indicates an active 

role in the establishment of the Conservancies. However, the 

strategies identified on the ministerial level contain no existing 

strategies, except for one. This in turn highlights that the 

Conservancy members seem to have a need for further 

activities initiated and implemented in their Conservancies by 

their Ministries.  

Positive stakeholders of the governance related issues include 

the Ministry of Health and Social Services, NGOs, donors as 

well as local stakeholders like traditional authorities and 

community members. It may illustrate that the mentioned 

stakeholder work well together in governance related fields. 

Stakeholders with a more negative influence are donors, 

traditional authorities and neighbours, too, which indicates 

contradicting interest groups and opinions when projects are 

planned and implemented.  

Positive stakeholders in institutional fields are the Namibian 

government, donors and the Namibian Nature Foundation as 

acting NGOs. For institutional issues traditional authorities, 

churches, communities and neighbours are listed as negative 

stakeholders, which may indicate, again, opposing opinions of 

these stakeholders towards projects or envisioned solutions to 

improve institutional conditions.  

Positive stakeholders in socioeconomic fields are NGOs, 

traditional authorities, the Ministry, and donors indicating 

positive results of their actions in the Conservancies to improve 

socioeconomic conditions for the community. Farmers and 

overpopulation are seen as negative stakeholders for 

socioeconomic issues as they cause further pressure onto tight 

resources in the Conservancy.  

Positive stakeholders for natural resource use are Namibian 

government and the church whereby traditional authorities and 

farmers are seen as negative stakeholders. This may also 

indicate the increase in pressure onto the ecosystems by 

traditional social systems and increasing populations of the 

community.   

Positive stakeholders for demographic issues are, inter alia, the 

Namibian government, traditional authorities whereby traditional 

authorities are mentioned here as negative stakeholders, too. 
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        J         L

Uminisiteli wa Ukanguke na Ukali nawa wavantu

Ministry of Health and Social Services (MHSS)

Vatapi mbatero

Donors 

Vatapi mbatero

Donors

Vamaparambo

Neighbour

Vatungimo mudimukunda

Community members

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional Authorities

Mbunga dakukukarera

Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional Authority

Lipangero lya Republica ya Namibia

The Government of the Republic of Namibia (GRN)

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional authorities

Vatapi mbatero

Donors

Nkirishe

Churches

Liyendito Ntjitwe mu Namibia

Namibia Nature Foundation

Dimukunda

Communities

CFN

Vamaparambo

Neighbours

Vinka vya lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vinka vya mbunga da lipanegro 

Institutional factors

This may indicate contradicting opinions of traditional 

authorities of the various villages, which may hinder sustainable 

implementation of projects in the long-term.  

Positive stakeholders for fire-related issues are the Ministries, 

the Conservancy, NGOs, traditional authorities and foreign 

investors. The amount of stakeholders in this field indicates a 

field of work that is very relevant and important to be dealt with 

and that also receives international attention. Only farmers and 

hunters are mentioned as negative stakeholders, which could 

indicate that they deliberately start fires to clear areas or are not 

careful when using fire in the open.  

Positive stakeholders for tree-related issues are the Namibian 

government, the Conservancies and donors, which seems to 

highlight their efforts in conserving the ecosystems of the 

Conservancy and hereby especially the trees of the 

surrounding forests and bush lands. Negative stakeholders are 

community members and farmers, which probably harvest trees 

for timber and fire wood in an unsustainable way leading to 

degradation of the surrounding forests.  

Table 9: Stakeholders identified for George Mukoya Conservancy 
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Mbunga dakukukarera (ghira Mbatero ya Katolika kulihamba lyo 

AIDs)

NGOs (e.g. Catholic Aids Action)

Vanafarama

Farmers

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional auhtorities

Vantuvavangi vangi unene

Overpopulation

Uminisiteli wa Lishetakano pa Rudivharwa na Ukalinawa wavanuke

Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Wealfare (MGECW)

Vatapi mbatero

Donors (MCD, GIZ)

Lipangero lya Republica ya Namibia

The Government of the Republic of Namibia (GRN)

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional authorities

Nkirishe ya Katolika ka Roma

Roman Catholic Church

Vanafarama

Farmers 

Lipangero lya Republica ya Namibia

The Government of the Republic of Namibia (GRN)

Va Counciler

Councilers

GOPA (MCA)

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional authorities

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional Authorities

CFN

Lipangero (MET, DoF, MLR)

Government (MET, DoF, MLR)

Vashani

Hunters

Makungo ntjitwe (George Mukoya, Muduva Nyangana)

Conservancies (George Mukoya, Muduva Nyangana)

Vanandima

Farmers

Mbunga dapanaghu mwado (NNF, GOPA)

NGOs (Namibia Nature Foundation, GOPA)

Rudi (Mberewa ya Rudi, VDC)

Traditional Authory (TA, Village Development Committee)

Va virongo vya pandje

Foreign Investors

Makungo ntjitwe (George Mukoya, Muduva Nyangana)

Conservancies (George Mukoya, Muduva Nyangana)

Vanangesefa

Enterprenures

Liparengo (MET, DoF)

Government (MET, DoF)

Vandima

Farmers

Vatapi Mbatero (NNF, GIZ)

Donors (NNF, GIZ)

Vatungimo

Community members

Vinka vyakuhamena kuvitondo 

Tree-related factors

Vya vikwaliparu na likuliko 

Socio-economic

Vinka vyakuhamena kushivaro shavantu 

Demographic factors

Liruwanito marunone gha ntjitwe

Natural resource use 

Vinka vyakuhamena kumpire 

Fire-related factors
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Muduva Nyangana 

 

During the workshop seven stakeholder cards were placed into 

the model and into the following thematic boxes: governance-

related factors, institutional factors, cultural factors, socio-

economic factors, land-use related factors, and fire-related 

factors. 

In general the local inhabitants are indicated as the most 

powerful force evoking contributing factors that have negative 

impacts on the local ecosystem – especially farmers and 

community members are mentioned quite often. Ministries and 

donors are seen as supportive and positive stakeholders, 

exclusively. The donors and the MET are named as positive 

parties on almost each stakeholder card – their work seems to 

be very present and active. At the same time the newly 

developed contributing factors during the second workshop 

mention issues concerning the cooperation between 

Conservancies and donors and ministries. As the latter 

experience such a high esteem among the communities of the 

Conservancy, it is important that they make best use of their 

opportunities to support the livelihood of the local people. 

Among the governance-related factors local farmers and the 

MAWF are understood as having a negative influence in this 

thematic field. At the same time the MAWF, MET, donors, and 

also the traditional authorities could help the governmental 

issues mapped that lead to many cultural problems. 

Stakeholders that lead to institutional factors, especially the 

“Decrease in support for Conservancy”, are seemingly mainly 

local people – community members, illegal hunters and 

poachers. Parties that are mentioned that could help these 

circumstances are the MET, MSS, and donors. Apparently the 

community members see themselves as stakeholders that 

contribute to a declining assistance by external organisations to 

the Conservancy and at the same time put a lot of hope into the 

work of donors and ministries. 

Negative influences on the cultural sector are seen to be 

exercised by farmers and the MAWF. Again, at the same time 

the MAWF is mentioned as one of the positive stakeholders in 

this area as well, together with the MESC and donors. This 

shows that these bodies are both the source of negative 

developments here and still very actively improving the cultural 

aspects of the region, which shows the importance of these 

institutions to the communities of the Conservancy.  

In the field of socioeconomic factors the community is solely 

mentioned as “negative stakeholders”, possibly indicating that 

local inhabitants are the ones suffering from the critical financial 

situation. MICT, donors, churches, and the M.P.R. are seen as 

supporters concerning socioeconomic issues. 

Farmers and their agricultural activities are understood as 

drivers of negative changes in the land-use area. Their farms 
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Uminisiteli wa Unandima, Mema na Vimeno

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF )

Vanafarama

Farmers

Vatapi mbatero

Donors

Uminisiteli wa Unandima, Mema na Vimeno

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF)

Mberewa ya Rudi

CMC / Traditional Authority

Uminisiteli wa Ntjitwe na Vadinguli

Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET)

Uminisiteli wa Ntjitwe na Vadinguli

Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET)

Uhameni mumukunda

Community membership

Vatapi mbatero

Donors

Vashani hanashi paveta

Illegal hunters

Uminisiteli wa Litakamito na Likeverero

Ministry of Safety and Security (MSS)

Vashani hanashi paveta

Poachers

Uminisiteli wa Mbudi, Maghwanekero ntani na Ukonentu

Ministry of Information, Communication and Technology (MICT )

Vanafarama

Farmers

Vatapi mbatero

Donor

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional Authority

Nkirishe

Churches

Vatungimo mudimukunda

Community members

M.P.R.

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa ruha 

rongandi

Institutional factors

Vishoroka vyashorokango morwa 

lipangero

Governance-related factors

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

dimukaro damaparu

Socio-economic factors

and unsustainable practices are apparently seen as 

problematic to the ecosystem, also by the community. Donors 

like the NNF and ministries like the MET, MAWF, MLR seem to 

put a lot of effort into a positive change in the region concerning 

agricultural practices. 

Problems related to fire are caused by several stakeholders 

and reasons – the community is indeed mentioned as having a 

negative stake in this field, but a focus is put on “external 

reasons” like smokers, poachers and also natural ignition. The 

traditional authorities in cooperation with donors and 

governmental institutions like the MAWF or MET are 

recognized as having a positive influence on fire-related issues. 

 

 

Table 10: Stakeholders identified for Muduva Nyangana Conservancy 
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Uminisiteli wa Unandima, Mema na Vimeno

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF )

Vanafarama

Farmers

Vatapi mbatero

Donors

Uminisiteli wa Unandima, Mema na Vimeno

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF)

Uminisiteli wa Makushongo, Maudano na Mpo

Minisrty of Education, Sports and Culture (MESC )

Uminisiteli wa Unandima, Mema na Vimeno

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry (MAWF )

Mukunda

Community

Vatapi mbatero

Donor

Kukoka Makanya

Smoking

Uminisiteli wa Ntjitwe na Vadinguli

Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET )

Kushana hanashi paveta

Poaching

CMC Mpire yamuwiya

Natural fires

Mberewa ya Rudi

Traditional Authority (TA )

Uminisiteli wa Unandima, Mema na Vimeno

Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forest (MAWF)

Vanandima vayene

Farmers

Vatapi mbatero

Donor

Kuwederako kulifuva line nepe

Enlargement of farms

Vanafarama vamudimukunda

Communal farmers

Vatungimo mudimukunda

Community members

Liyendito Ntjitwe mu Namibia

Namibia Nature Foundation (NNF)

Uminisiteli wa Ntjitwe na Vadinguli

Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET )

Uminisiteli wa Livhu na Liwapukururo

Ministry of Land and Reform (MLR )

Vishoroka vya shorokango morwa 

liruwanito livhu murupe rongandi

Land-use related factors

Vihorokwa vyashorokango mukonda yo 

mpo yetu

Cultural Factors

Mpire (Livhu lya kuruwanita)

Fire-related factors
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Mapping of stakeholders and strategies into the model 

 

The following strategies are a part of the full amount of 

strategies that the participants of the workshop developed. The 

participants chose the 20 most important strategies and were 

asked to place the strategies in the model where the strategies 

would start to reduce contributing factors or threats. 

  

George Mukoya 

 

21 strategies were mapped into the model, out of which 10 are complementary and 11 existing. 
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Table 11: Strategies that were mapped into the model of George Mukoya Conservancy 

 

  

Institutions, NGOs, donors level - social 

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kulipopero

Strategies related to safety

Vakali kungo ntjitwe vana hepa kudikita ka pangero ghana pamberegho

Provision of building a clinic (at the office)

Vakali kungo ntjitwe vana hepa kudikita ka pangero ghana pamberegho

Provision of a clinic building (at the office) (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kudimutangu 

pakatji kavantu navikorama       

Strategies related to human-wildlife conflict

Kutapako ntjiontjo kumuntu ana kombanito umona lyendi

Compensation to the loss of products/ property

Kutapako ntjiontjo kumuntu ana kombanito umona lyendi

Compensation for products/ property losses (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kumakushongo

Strategies related to education

Kuwira vanuke vihepva vya shure e.g. mbapira, pena

Provide school material to the children

Kuwira vanuke vihepva vya shure e.g. mbapira, pena

Provision of school material to the children (*)

Conservancy level - environmental

Vana hepa kutura mbora da kushite sha liyuva mudimukunda odo dina 

hepo oyo mbatero

Solar powered boreholes must be set up in villages that need them

Vana hepa kutura mbora da kushite sha liyuva mudimukunda odo dina hepo 

oyo mbatero

Setting up solar powered boreholes in villages needing them (*)

Kutuvatera ko mbora ya solar panel tuna hepa modeuro shiweni omo 

tuparuka mudi mukunda

Boreholes that run on solar power should be fostered

Kutuvatera ko mbora ya solar panel tuna hepa modeuro shiweni omo 

tuparuka mudi mukunda

Provision of solar powered boreholes to communities (*)

Nkere mvhura kwato kutima matope, kumborora mbora

Increasing the amount boreholes 

Nkere mvhura kwato kutima matope, kumborora mbora

Digging of wells or drilling of boreholes if insufficient rainfall (*)

Murudi

Cutlines

Murudi

Setting up of cutlines (*)

Kuputura vitaura vya kupopera mpire

Cutlines to prevent fire

Kuputura vitaura vya kupopera mpire

Setting up cutlines to prevent fire (*)

Conservancy level - political

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kuliyendito lya 

marunone

Strategies related to resource management

Peremeta/ Mbapira politiro

Permits

Peremeta/ Mbapira politiro

Provision of permits (*) 

Conservancy level - social

Kutulikapo deura, yamaku shongo ngova karuwanite rawa

Awareness and further training for better resource management

Kutulikapo deura, yamakushongo ngava karuwaniteko varawana

Awareness & further training for better resource mgmt (*)

Ngawa kabu litepo uhameni wa ntjitwe ngava kahameneko navantje

Encouraging all community members to take part in conserving the environment

Ngawa kabu litepo uhameni wa ntjitwe ngava kahameneko navantje

Encouraging community members to conserve environment (*)

Kutulitapo deura ya va mpititi ngava ka pititire nawa vantu vavo

Further leadership training to enhance performance

Kutulitapo deura ya va mpititi ngava ka pititire nawa vantu vavo

Conducting more leadership training to enhance performance (*)

Vana hepa kutulitapo shimgho sha katulitanga deura vantu va wane 

uyivi

Time must be set aside to train people for knowledge enhancement

Vana hepa kutulitapo shimgho sha katulitanga deura vantu va wane uyivi

Increasing time to train people for knowledge enhancement (*)

Ngatura tulitapo deura ngawa karuwa nene kumwe

Further training on cooperative management

Ngatura tulitapo deura ngawa karuwa nene kumwe

Conducting more training on cooperative mgmt (*)

Kutulitapo deura ya makushongo ghandjenditito maliva ngava 

kayendeite namo

Train people on how to manage the capital in order for them to be financially 

wise

Kutulitapo deura ya makushongo ghandjenditito maliva ngava kayendite 

nawa maliva

Training of people about smart financial capital mgmt (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kumundiro

Strategies related to fire

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kumema

Strategies related to water

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku madeuro

Strategies related to training
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Observations: 

1) Quite a number of more direct positive influences onto 

the system than possibly negative ones  Shows that 

most strategies will help solve various issues that drive 

threats of the ecosystems and that they may have a high 

level of effectivity; 

2) The strategies seem to include and tackle a broad 

spectrum of fields that they are addressing, except for 

demographic factors and biophysical factors that show 

no direct influence from strategies, by doing so a 

comprehensive package of strategies has been chosen 

by the community members 

3) A few strategies show feedback loops, which illustrates 

that they are trying to address a contributing factor, but 

could be negatively influenced and slowed down by the 

factor. These strategies need careful implementation and 

monitoring and adaptation during the process if 

necessary. They are:  

o Strategy “Further leadership training to enhance 

performance” with contributing factors “Lack of 

funding” and “Reshuffling of the management 

committee” 

o Strategy “Encouragement of all community 

members to conserve the environment” with 

contributing factor “Lack of motivation” 

4) Highest density of positive influences of strategies onto 

governance related areas, socio-cultural and natural 

resource use concerning training and livelihood security, 

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku madeuro

Strategies related to training

Kutapa marongo ku vanandima kuhamena pranikito

Awareness to the farmers

Kutapa marongo ku vanandima kuhamena mparukito

Increasing the awareness of the farmers (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kumatungo

Strategies related to infrastructure

Vampititi valikungontjitwe vana hepa kukambadara kuviyendera

Leaders of the conservancy should make provisions of transport

Vampititi valikungontjitwe vana hepa kukambadara kuviyendera

Provision of transport by Conservancy leaders (*)

Kwato muhanguro

No cluster

Litapero mauwa gha mudimukunda (e.g. maliva)

Benefits distribution to the conservancy members or staff

Litapero mauwa gha mudimukunda (e.g. maliva)

Benefits distribution to Conservancy members or staff (*)

Community level - environmental

Nakuteta ura shi vitondo unene

Avoid exessive cutting of trees

Nakuteta ura shi vitondo unene

Avoidance of exessive tree cutting (*)

Naku tetaghwashi vitondo pamavango gha vikorama

No chopping down of trees in the game areas

Naku tetaghwashi vitondo pamavango gha vikorama

No chopping down of trees in the game areas

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kuvikorama

Strategies related to wildlife

Nakutunga shi pamavango gha kulyera vikorama

People should not settle on the game areas

Nakutunga shi pamavango gha kulyera vikorama

No settling of people in game areas (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kuvitondo

Strategies related to trees

existing strategy

planned strategy
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reflecting the need of the community for education and 

adjustment towards sustainable use of their natural 

resources 

5) Factors that may cause particularly negative influence on 

the strategies are:  

o “Lack of funding” as major hindrance; 

o “Long time or delayment until project 

implementation”; 

o “Lack of education or awareness”; 

o “Hunger” 

o “Climate change”. 

6) Except for the factors “Climate change” and “Long time 

or delayment until project implementation” these 

particular negative factors are all addressed by at least 

one strategy 

7) The overall amount of strategies related to training 

highlights the strong wish of the community members to 

gain knowledge and education in order to act well-

informed and exact onto the contributing factors and 

threats that cause pressure onto their ecosystems they 

depend on for their daily survival. 
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Muduva Nyangana 

 

20 complementary strategies were mapped into the model. 
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Institutions, NGOs, donors level - social 

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kumatungo

Strategies related to infrastructure

Lihauto

Transport

Lihauto

Provision of transport (*)

Conservancy level - environmental

Ndjenditito dakuhamena liruwanito 

marunone munaruwa

Strategies related to sustainable resource 

use

Tunakonakuromba mbaterovatupe sola panel

We need solar power

Tunakonakuromba mbaterovatupe sola panel

Further introduction of solar power (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kumashitiko

Strategies related to penalty

Kuta pa matenengekero vakushongere ko waghungendi

People must be given fines

Kuta pa matenengekero vakushongere ko waghungendi

Introduction of penalty system (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kuliwanino 

kumwe

Strategies related to cooperation

Liruwaneno kumwe papntjika conservancy

Joint venture between Conservancy, MET and donors

Liruwaneno kumwe papntjika conservancy

Joint venturing of Conservancy, MET & donors (*)

Conservancy level - social

Madeuro

Training

Madeuro

Provision of training (*)

Kutapa madeuru kuvahameni vamu conservancy

Give workshops to Conservancy members

Kutapa madeuru kuvahameni vamu conservancy

Giving workshops to Conservancy members (*)

Atwe tuna shana deghura yakuyulilira

We need proper training 

Atwe tuna shana deghura yakuyulilira

Improvement of local training strategies (*)

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Gain knowledge and wisdom

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Acquisition of knowledge and wisdom (*)

Tuna hepa madeuro wenitu paruka mudimukunda detu

We need workshops on how to survive in our villages

Tuna hepa madeuro wenitu paruka mudimukunda detu

Providing workshops on survival in villages (*)

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Capacity building on skills and knowledge

Kuwa nenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Conducting capacity building on skills and knowledge (*)

Matjingitu ghamuyangu 

Marketing of products

Matjingitu ghamuyangu 

Marketing of products

Matjingito

Advertisement

Matjingito

Setting up of advertisement (*)

Litapero mauwa kuva- tungimo vamu conservancy (e.g. maliva, nyama)

Equal benefit sharing to all Conservancy members e.g meat and money

Litapero mauwa kuva- tungimo vamu conservancy (e.g. maliva, nyama)

Equal benefit sharing with Conservancy members (*)

Community level - environmental

Kunenita kuntene damatita kumeno ugha shore

Removing grass at the sites before clearing the field

Kunenita kuntene damatita kumeno ugha shore

Removing of grass before field clearing (*)

Kukenita shitaura kumurudi shakuvura kukandana mundino 

wamaparambo

Cleaning of roads at borders to stop fire

Kukenita shitaura kumurudi shakuvura kukandana mundino wamaparambo

Cleaning of roads at borders to stop fire

Kumana kukoka kudimita tanko ntina ghuna kutiwikira naruyendo oko 

ghunatanika

Extinguish fire before going to your destination

Kumana kukoka kudimita tanko ntina ghuna kutiwikira naruyendo oko 

ghunatanika

Awareness raising on accidental fire risk (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku unandima 

wambuto

Strategies related to agriculture

Nditito yayiwa

Conservation farming system

Nditito yayiwa

Establishing conservation farming system (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income generation

Ndjenditito dakuhamena ku madeuro

Strategies related to training

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kumundiro

Strategies related to fire

Table 12: Strategies that were mapped into the model of Muduva Nyangana Conservancy 
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Community level - social 

Kurumba mbatero

Asking for assistance

Kurumba mbatero

Enquiry for assistance (*)

Conservancy va wane mbatero yakutulitapo projeka mudimukunda

Conservancy should get assistance helping them to put up projects

Conservancy va wane mbatero yakutulitapo projeka mudimukunda

Provision of Conservancy assistance for new projects (*)

Ndjenditito dakuhamena kuviyeramo

Strategies related to income generation

Kutulitapo vipata mukene mukunda mukuwa nenamo viya tu 

kughaniteku projeka dadinene 

Putting up gardens in villages to generate income for larger projects

Kutulitapo vipata mukene mukunda mukuwa nenamo viya tu kughaniteku 

projeka dadinene 

Building village gardens for income to start larger projects (*)

existing strategy

planned strategy

Ndjenditito dakuhamena lishinto 

lyamaparu ghavantu

Strategies related to change of livelihood

 

 

Observations: 

8) Twice as many direct positive influences on the system 

than possibly negative ones  Shows that most 

strategies are relatively easy to implement and have a 

high level of effectivity   

9) The eradication of social problems (especially 

concerning education and the economic situation of the 

participants) seems to be the focus of the strategies 

10) Highest density of positive influences in cultural field – 

great lack of education and training in several fields 

showed that there is great demand for more, longer, and 

improved workshops and educational measures – was 

tackled through several strategies (shows participants’ 

focus on this area) 

11) Strategies tackling cultural problems were at the same 

time hindered by many institutional or governance-

related elements showing that their support is highly 

important from many perspectives (financially, 

knowledge-wise, communicatively etc.)  the 

participants have realized that one of their major 

obstacles is the lack of knowledge and skills in many 

areas 

12) Factors emitting particularly many negative influences on 

strategies and are thus :  

o “Decrease in support for Conservancy”  

o “Lack of money for conducting awareness and 

buy assets required” 

o “Donors need to fund projects based on people’s 

needs not according to their level of education” 

13) The participants are aware that they are not able to 

implement all positive changes to the system on their 

own, but that they need help from external organisations 

– the following strategies prove that: 

o Enquiry for assistance (*) 

o Provision of Conservancy assistance for new 

projects (*) 
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Ndimitito yayiwa

Conservation farming system
3 2 3 3 2 3

Madeuro

Trainings
3 2 3 3 2 3

Kuyitapo ntanga dadipe dakuyerura muyangu

Introduction of new seeds to improve yield (*)

Kutadaru fughoruharu mwe rwalifuva

Conservation of one part of the field for future use (*)
2 2 2 2 2 2

Kutjindja tjindja mbuto

Crop rotation system
2 2 2 2 2 2

Rutoko

Manure
3 3 3 3 2 3

Kuromba mbatero

Procurement of assistance (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

Maliva

Money
3 2 3 3 2 3

Kuyitapo vipata vyakughwedererako vyiyitepo maliva ghahepero kuproyeka dadinene

Further introduction of gardens in each village to generate funding for larger projects (*)

Madeuro ndi marongo

Trainings or workshops
3 2 3 3 2 3

Kuwana viruwanita

Procurement of enough tools (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

Mema ghakugwana gha ntekerwa

Enough water for gardening
3 2 3 3 2 3

Muyangu 

wavikwalividi 

muvipato

Vegetable garden 

production

Muyangu 

wambuto

Crop production

Rating

Inter-Conservancy strategies 

 

These strategies were developed by both Conservancy groups together in a joint exercise. They depict common strategic ideas of the 

Conservancy members concerning their livelihood in the communities and villages. The strategy tables of each Conservancy (see 

above) contain the strategies listed below.  

Table 13: Inter-Conservancy strategies  
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Matjingito

Advertisement
3 2 3 3 2 3

Vaghuli

Customers (*)
3 2 3 3 2 3

Livango lyakughulitira

Place for sale
3 2 3 3 2 3

Ghuyendero

Transport
3 2 3 3 2 3

Magwanekero ghapafunguna

Telecommunication
3 2 3 3 2 3

Litapero mauwa kuva tungimo vamu nkungentjitwe (ghira maliva, nyama)

Equal benefit sharing to all conservancy members
3 2 2 3 2 2

Kuwanenamo uyivi ndi ukonene

Capacity building based on skills and knowledge
2 2 2 2 2 2

Kutapa madeuro kuvantu vamudimukunda

Training
3 2 2 2 3 2

Liruwaneno kumwe pakatji ka nkungentjitwe (MET, Rudi., Vatapi mabtero)

Cooperation between the conservancy (MET, T.A., donors)
3 3 2 2 3 3

Kuhangura kwa kutunga vantu na vikorama

Zonation plan
3 3 3 2 3 3

Kuwanenamo uyivi ndi ukonentu

Capacity building based on skills and knowledge
2 2 2 2 2 2

Likughwederero lyavikorama ngavikavhuke

Increase of skills and knowledge
3 2 2 2 3 2

Kutapa madeuro ku vahameni vamu nkungentjitwe (ghira kuputura vitaura, kuvavawira mundiro 

kuntateko ya shinema)

Training, cutline, and early burning

3 2 2 3 3 3

Kutapa mema na malyero ghakughwanena ku vikorama

Water infrastructure for animals
4 2 2 3 3 3

Livaruro vikorama

Game counts
3 2 2 2 3 2

Viruwanito vya 

muntjitwe 

kuvighulita 

mukuwanamo 

viyeramo

Selling natural 

raw material for 

generating 

income (devil's 

claw)

Lishano 

lyavadinguli

Hunting tourism

Muyangu 

wavikorama

Animal 

production
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Kutulita vigongi

Provision of workshops (*)
4 2 1 2 2 2

Kuwana mbapira pulitiro mukuteta vitondo vanangeshefa

Permit of tree harvesting
2 2 3 3 3 3

Kushendaura vitondo

Marking of trees
1 3 3 3 3 3

Ngoshefa dakughura vitondo

Introduction of a craft market (*)
4 3 3 3 4 3

Kutulita vigongi mudimukunda

Awareness meetings in the community
4 2 1 2 2 2

Kupiraura mbuto pa kukuna

Crop rotation
3 2 2 3 2 2

Ndjenditito yayiwa

Conservation farming system
4 2 3 1 1 2

Kuwapukura muyangu na kusheshupita maudito ghapakatji ka vantu na vikorama madimukunda

Improvement of yield and minimization of HWC  in community (*)

Dimudiru damandi

Reduction of nomadic lifestyles (*) 
2 3 3 1 1 2

Kuputura mafuva (Kuputura kehe mwaka)

Clearing of new land to expand fields
2 3 2 2 2 2

Kumborora mbora dakuweda dakuruwinita kuvitekera

Drilling of additional water points for crop production
2 2 3 2 3 2

Kushinta ndjenditito yakukoka mema ta yitunde kukurughwnita muholi, yiyende kuliyuva

Transformation of water points running on diesel to the use of solar panels (*)
3 2 2 3 3 3

Kutapeka vitondo vimwe

Planting of trees
3 3 3 3 4 3

Dicrostis cineria, Colophospermum mopane

Reduction of burning (*)
3 1 2 1

Kuputura vitaura ntjitwe tuna umono mundiro kuudimita

Cutlines for fire control
1 2 2 2 2 2

Twasha tetaura vitondo honashi pavea

Avoidance of illegal logging (*)
1 2 2 2 1 2

planned strategy

Kuruwanita 

marunone gha 

ntjitwe 

mukutunga 

ntani 

naviruwanito

Natural material 

use for tools and 

construction

Liruwanito 

marunone 

ghantjitwe ku 

vishongaura 

vya kughulita

Natural materials 

used for crafts to 

sell

Marunone 

ghamema

Water resource 

use

Kuwana vikuni 

ku marunone 

gha muwiya

Use of natural 

material for fire 

wood (coooking)

existing strategy
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Final observations, conclusions and remarks 

A - Conclusions and remarks based on the analysis of the strategies suggested by the workshop participants  

 

As a follow up of the workshop the before listed strategies were grouped further according to various fields of action and their level of 

initiation or implementation. However, these groups are interconnected and interlinked and should be seen as a set of suggestions to 

be initiated and implemented in close relation to each other in order to leverage the vulnerabilities of the region. While doing so, a 

continuous monitoring and adaptation according to the particluar situation at a certain point of time is recommended, too.  
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George Mukoya 

The following table depicts a summary of the gathered strategies. The strategies are grouped into eight fields of action according to 

what they relate to and are explained further in the subsequent chapters. The 101 gathered strategies of George Mukoya 

Conservancy consist of 51 complementary and 50 existing strategies. Out of these 12 relate to the ministry and governmental level, 

eight to the institutional-, NGO- and donor level, 34 to the Conservancy- and 43 to the community level.  

 

Table 14: Strategy summary of George Mukoya Conservancy  

Strategies related to 

Developed strategies 

Out of these 
are on the 

ministry level 

Out of these 
are on the 

institutional, 
donor and 
NGO level 

Out of these 
are on the 

Conservancy 
level 

Out of these 
are on the 
community 

level Total 

Out of 
these are 
complem

entary 

Out of 
these are 
existing 

Sustainable usage of resources & 
management incl. water & trees 

28 13 17 - - 13 17 

Training 15 11 4 1 - 14 - 

Income generation 13 5 8 5 2 - 6 

Fire 11 4 7 - - 6 5 

Agriculture, livestock, fertilizer use & 
food provision 

10 6 4 1 1 - 8 

Wildlife & human-wildlife conflicts 9 3 6 - 2 - 7 

External influence on Conservancies, 
Conservancy structure & safety 

8 6 2 2 4 2 - 

Infrastructure & education 5 3 2 2 1 1 - 

Total: 101 51 50 12 8 34 43 
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Enforcement of unlawful cutting down of trees 

Giving out of permits for tree harvesting 

Setting up of water harvesting from roofs etc. 

Setting up water harvesting 

Setting up solar powered boreholes in villages 

needing them 

Provision of solar powered boreholes to communities 

Establishment of patrolling 

Establishment of resource monitoring 

Provision of permits 

Drilling of boreholes for underground water 

Drilling of more boreholes, digging of more wells 

Digging of wells or drilling of boreholes if insufficient 

rainfall 

Increasing number of boreholes that run with alternative 

energy 

Utilization of other fuel alternatives instead of wood 

Utilization of solar pots 

Utilization of pots that use less wood 

Natural pan improvement for rain water storage 

Planting of trees

Planting of new trees 

Exploring the idea of planting trees 

Prevention of poaching

Prevention of damage on natural ecosystems & prevention 

of poaching 

Reducing the cutting down of trees 

Avoidance of illegal logging of forest 

Reduction of logging of important wildlife habitat 

Using wood in good ways

No cutting of trees without a permit

Avoidance of exessive tree cutting 

Stopping forest fire & controlling people harvesting timber 

No chopping down of trees in the game areas

Sustainable 

usage of 

resources and 

management 

incl. water and 

trees

(28 strategies)

Community

Conservancy 

Sustainable usage of resources & management incl. water 

& trees 

The amount of strategies that relate to sustainable resource 

use and  management is highest among all fields of action with 

28 gathered strategies, marking the importance of sustainable 

use of resources in the lifes of the community members. Out of 

these, 13 strategies are complementary and 17 are existing. 

From this group, six strategies were identified as important by 

the participants and mapped into the model. The entire amount 

of strategies appears to be initiated on the Conservancy and 

community level only with 13 strategies on the Conservancy 

and 17 strategies on the community level.  

A large amount of strategies relates to water and trees. In the 

view climate change and its implication onto changing weather 

patterns it can be recommended to set up rain water harvesting 

mechanisms in the villages as well to improve the natural pans 

to store rainwater in a sustainable way. This can be done, for 

example, by restoring natural vegetation in and around the 

pans. It can also be recommended to focus more strongly on 

solar powered equipment for the daily life of the communities in 

terms of groundwater harvesting and cooking with the help of 

solar pots. Further recommendations can be made regarding 

the introduction of tree planting around the villages for various 

purposes like fruit and wood harvesting, for shade, as natural 

cooling systems and biodiversity and biomass increase.  
*Some of the listed down strategies of the following tables are very similar, but were identified 

by the participants individually and therefore kept as single strategies without combining them, 

highlighting the need of various people for this strategy application. 

Table 15: Strategies related to sustainable resource use*  
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Ministry 
Awareness raising & training for sustainable use & mgmt 

of natural resources 

Training on agriculture to improve the land

Awareness & further training for better resource 

mgmt 

Encouraging community members to conserve 

environment 

Conducting more leadership training to enhance 

performance 

Increasing time to train people for knowledge 

enhancement 

Conducting more training on cooperative mgmt 

Training of people about smart financial capital 

mgmt 

Conducting further training on financial managment

Provision of training for people 

Conducting computer literacy courses

Information sharing and training 

Awareness raising (e.g. community meeting) 

Increasing the awareness of the farmers 

Raising awareness for reducing field burning 

Training

(15 strategies)
Conservancy 

Training 

The amount of training strategies (15) is second-highest among 

all identified strategies and highlight the importance that give 

community members to it. Out of these, only four strategies 

exist and 11 are complementary. Out of these, seven strategies 

were chosen as important and mapped into the model by the 

participants. All of these are all complementary and they are the 

highest amount of strategies mapped into the model out of all 

fields of action.  

New trainings as well as a continuation of existing strategies 

are strongly recommended according to the strategies listed 

down in the table. 14 strategies should be initiated on 

Conservancy level with one stragey that could also be initiated 

on ministerial/governmental level. The high amount of 

complementary strategies versus existing indicates the hope of 

the community members for further and depened training 

activities. 

From the workshop experience it can be recommended to have 

a strong participatory approach in an adaptive manner to keep 

the participants interested. 

Furthermore it can be recommended to include climate change 

mitigation and adaptation skills as well as knowledge into these 

trainings under each of the aspects listed down in the table. 

These skills and knowledge should refer to the above 

mentioned strategies of the subchapter dealing with sustainable 

usage of resources and management such as rainwater 

harvesting, use of solar energy, tree planting and pan 

restoration.  

Table 16: Strategies related to training 

 

Income generation 

The amount of strategies under this group accounts to 13 

strategies, whereby five are complementary and eight are 

existing strategies. Out of these are five strategies that should 
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Government should give rights to Traditional Authority over 

land 

Job provision through external authorities according to 

skills & knowledge 

Government responding to people's problems or 

complaints 

Giving contracts for local events catering to Conservancy 

members 

Increasing salary & food provision for inhabitants burning 

cutlines 

Setting up a community project (e.g. garden) 

Benefits distribution to Conservancy members or staff 

Provision of craft market 

Establishing crafts and weaving 

Farming with bees for honey production

Development of an orchard garden 

Setting up of vegetable gardens 

Establishment of trophy hunting 

Ministry 

Income 

generation

(13 strategies)
Conservancy 

Community

be initiated on ministerial level according to the workshop 

results. The institutional-, NGO-, and donor level contains two 

strategies, the Conservancy level has none, but the community 

level consists of six strategies. Only one strategy was mapped 

into the model by the community members during the 

workshop.   

Table 17: Strategies related to income generation 

 

This group is the third largest group of gathered strategies and 

highlights the importance of strategies that relate to further 

income opportunities in a sustainable way. It can be 

recommended to strengthen the existing strategies on 

Conservancy and community level further but to include, initiate 

and implement the suggested complementary strategies that 

appear exclusively  on the ministerial level, too. In this way the 

link between ministerial- and Conservancy level can be 

strengthened. 

Fire 

The next highest amount of strategies (11) relate to fire, 

whereby four strategies are complementary and seven already 

exist. These strategies appear only on Conservancy (6) and 

community level (5) and contain two strategies that were 

mapped into the model.  

It can be recommended to reduce the appearance of fire-

related clearance of the forests as it seems to be a threatening 

condition to the community members, being surrounded by 

forests with dry biomass on the ground. At the same time it can 

be recommended to increase fire-related safety measures like 

the development of cutlines,  training for fire-figthers and the 

provision of equipment to the community members in case of 

fires.  
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Training of a fire fighter 

Procurement of tools for fire fighting by Conservancy 

leaders 

Avoidance of frequent burning

Setting up of early burning cutlines 

Setting up of cutlines 

Setting up cutlines to prevent fire 

Reduction of fire 

Informing neighbours to avoid fire 

Prevention of forest fires 

Initiatives of people to stop forest fire 

No burning 

Fire

(11 strategies)

Conservancy 

Community

Table 18: Strategies related to fire 

Agriculture, livestock, fertilizer use and food provision 

This group contains 10 strategies out of which six are 

complementary and four are already existing at community 

level. According to the workshop results, one of the strategies 

applies to the ministerial level, one to the institutional-, NGO-, 

and donor level and eight to the community level. No strategy 

has been identified for the Conservancy level and no strategy 

has been mapped into the model.  

The complementary strategies contain suggestions of the 

workshop participants that relate to sustainable agricultural 

practices that can be implemented at community level. It can be 

recommended that these strategies are linked with training 

strategies and also with further income generation strategies in 

order to support the community when reducing the number of 

cattle or when reducing the extension of crop land that provides 

them with crucial necessities of daily life in the Conservancy.  

Two strategies appear on the ministerial-, institutional-, NGO-, 

and donor level where the community wishes for support from 

these levels. As this is an important land use in this area it can 

be recommended to establish sustainable agricultural practices 

together with the communities as the immediate implementing 

people as well as the mentioned levels. 

Table 19: Strategies related to agriculture and livestock 

 

Wildlife and human-wildlife conflict 

This group contains nine strategies, out of which only three are 

complementary and six are already existing. No strategies are 

gathered under this group for the ministerial- and the 

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow  = complementary; bright yellow  = existing)

Ministry Procurement of proper equipment for vegetable gardens 

Institutions, 

NGOs, donors 
Provision of seed storage infrastructure

Establishing of crop rotation 

Setting up of conservation farming system 

Stopping crop land extension 

Reducing the number of cattle 

Usage of fertilizers 

Provision of fertilizer 

Ensuring watering options 

Herding and keeping of livestock in Kraals all time 

Community

Agriculture, 

livestock, 

fertilizer use 

and food 

provision

(10 strategies)
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Improvement of land issue communication for development 

projects 

Spreading information on Conservancy structure & mgmt  

Acquisition of donors to implement projects at community 

level

Speeding up cooperative action of external authorities 

Provision of a clinic building (at the office) 

Increase of budget for fire fighting 

Reviewing of panel committee 

Conservancy with many members & a representative 

committee 

External 

influence on 

Conservancies,  

Conservancy 

structure and 

safety

(8 strategies)

Institutions, 

NGOs, donors 

Conservancy 

Ministry 

Conservancy level, but two strategies were identified for the 

institutional-, NGO-, and donor level and seven for the 

community level. Out of these strategies two were identified as 

important by the community members and mapped into the 

model. 

Various strategies to manage wildlife are already in place. 

However, according to the identified strategies in the table it 

can be recommended to look for opportunities to introduce a 

compensation scheme for human-wildlife conflicts with funding 

from institutions, NGOs or donors. The existing strategies that 

are mentioned here refer to land use competition between 

humans, their livestock and wildlife and could be implemented 

together with the strategies contained in the agriculture- as well 

as in the sustainable resource use group. 

Table 20: Strategies related to agriculture and livestock 

 

 

External influence on Conservancies, Conservancy 

structure and safety 

The group of strategies that refers to external influences and 

management structures of the Conservancy accounts to eight 

strategies. Out of these, six are complementary and only two 

strategies are existing. The ministerial level contains two 

strategies while the institutional-, NGO-, and donor level has 

four strategies. For the Conservancy level two strategies were 

identified by the community members with no strategies for the 

community level. One strategy was mapped into the model.  

Most of the strategies are complementary and apply to 

Conservancy, institutional-, NGO-, donor- as well as ministerial 

level. Therefore, it can be recommended to initiate the 

strategies of the table below that deal with funding and visibility 

of the Conservancy especially at the institutional-, NGO-, 

donor- as well as ministerial level as the levels that tackle 

external cooperation and networking. 

Table 21: Strategies related to external influence and management 

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Increase of budget for compensation of HWC 

Compensation for products/ property losses 

Improvement of yield & minimization of HWC in 

community 

Usage of chili and tin fence 

No settling & pastoralism on areas preferred by wildlife 

No settling & cattle herding on wild animal grazing pasture 

Marking of trees (to shy back wildlife)

No settling of people in game areas 

No livestock grazing in the wildlife zone 

Institutions, 

NGOs, donors 

Wildlife and 

human-wildlife 

conflict

(9 strategies) Community
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Improvement of infrastructure & mobility in Conservancy 

Introduction of accommodation at Conservancy schools 

Establishment of schools 

Institutions, 

NGOs, donors 
Provision of school material to the children 

Conservancy Provision of transport by Conservancy leaders 

Ministry 
Infrastructure 

and education

(5 strategies)

Infrastructure and education 

The group with the least amount of strategies (5) deals with 

infrastructure, mostly related with eductaion. Out of these, three 

are complementary and two are existing with two strategies at 

the ministerial level, one at the institutional-, NGO-, and donor 

level and one at the Conservancy level. However, two out of 

five have been identified as important for the community 

members and were mapped into the model.  

Therefore, it can be recommended to identify opportunities to 

address the infrastructure needs of the community members for 

schools and education. Implementing these strategies also 

improves and eases the implementation of the various 

strategies related to training.   

Table 22: Strategies related to infrastructure and education 
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Muduva Nyangana 

The following table depicts a summary of the gathered strategies of Muduva Nyangana Conservancy. The strategies are grouped into 

nine fields of action according to what they relate to and are explained further in the subsequent chapters. The 100 gathered strategies 

consist of 63 complementary and 37 existing strategies. Out of these 22 relate to the ministerial and governmental level, three to the 

institutional-, NGO- and donor level, 38 to the Conservancy- and 37 to the community level.  

The recommendations appear to be similar to the recommendations for the George Mukoya Conservancy. However, for easy 

reference they are included in the subsequent chapters for Muduva Nyangana, too.  

 

Table 23: Strategy summary of Muduva Nyangana Conservancy  

Strategies related to 

Developed strategies 

Out of these 
are on the 
ministry 

level 

Out of these 
are on the 

institutional, 
donor and 
NGO level 

Out of these 
are on the 

Conservancy 
level 

Out of these 
are on the 
community 

level Total 

Out of 
these are 
compleme

ntary 

Out of 
these are 
existing 

Income generation, quality of life & change of 
livelihood 

17 11 6 2 1 5 9 

Agriculture, livestock & fertilizer use 15 8 7 - - - 15 

Training 14 11 3 3 - 11 - 

Sustainable resource use, incl. water & trees 14 8 6 3 - 7 4 

Infrastructure 11 9 2 7 1 2 1 

Fire 8 5 3 - - 2 6 

Wildlife & poaching 8 3 5 2 - 4 2 

Patrolling & penalty 7 4 3 2 - 5 - 

Implementation, cooperation & spatial planning 6 4 2 3 1 2 - 

Total 100 63 37 22 3 38 37 
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Provision of committed & educated Conservancy member 

Salaries should be improved

Institutions, 

NGOs, donors
Provision of money 

Marketing of products

Setting up of advertisement 

Equal benefit sharing with Conservancy members 

Ensuring benefit sharing 

Provision of money & meat by Conservancy 

Producing quality vegetables

Building village gardens for income to start larger 

projects 

Enquiry for assistance 

Provision of Conservancy assistance for new projects 

Developing community garden & other income options 

Buying of natural resources

Provision of market place 

Establishment of trophy hunting 

Changing of livelihood

Community 

Income 

generation, 

quality of life 

and change of 

livelihood  

(17 strategies)

Conservancy 

Ministry 

Income generation, quality of life & change of livelihood  

The amount of strategies that relate to income generation, 

quality off life and livelihood is highest among all fields of action 

for the Muduva Nyangana Conservancy with 17 gathered 

strategies, highlighting the importance of income generation for 

the community members. Out of these, 11 strategies are 

complementary and six are existing. The strategies appear to 

be initiated on the ministerial level with two strategies, on the 

institutional-, NGO-, and donor level with one strategy, on the 

Conservancy level with five strategies and on the community 

level with nine strategies. From this entire group, six strategies 

were identified as important by the participants and mapped 

into the model. 

A large amount of strategies on the community level refers to 

community gardening and vegetable production inclduing its 

marketing and selling. As for the George Mukoya Conservancy, 

it can be recommended to strengthen the existing strategies on 

the community level further but to include, initiate and 

implement the suggested complementary strategies that appear 

on the Conservancy, institutional-, NGO-, donor- and ministerial 

level, too. These strategies deal especially with marketing and 

selling of the products of the community gardens and providing 

salaries for workers when they prepare cutlines for example.  
*Some of the listed down strategies of the following tables are very similar, but were identified 

by the participants individually and therefore kept as single strategies without combining them, 

highlighting the need of various people for this strategy application. 

Table 24: Strategies related to income generation  

 

Agriculture, livestock & fertilizer use  

The second-highest amount of strategies (15) relates to 

agriculture, livestock and fertilizer use, whereby eight are 

complementary and seven are existing strategies. The 

strategies gathered under this group seem to apply to the 

community level exclusively with no strategies identified for the 
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ministerial-, institutional-, NGO-, donor- and Conservancy level. 

Only one of the strategies was mapped into the model.  

Table 25: Strategies related to agriculture, livestock and fertilizer use 

 

As for the George Mukoya Conservancy, the complementary 

strategies contain suggestions of the workshop participants that 

relate to sustainable agricultural practices that can be 

implemented at community level. The existing strategies 

indicate a substantial set of strategies to improve their 

agricultural yield in a sustainable way. However, the large 

amount of strategies altogether in this group, consisting of 

existing and complementary strategies marks the importance of 

these strategies in the lifes of the community members.   

To further introduce sustainable strategies in this group it can 

be recommended that the complementary as well as the 

existing strategies are linked with training strategies and also 

with further income generation strategies in order to support the 

community when reducing the number of cattle or when 

reducing the extension of crop land that provides them with 

crucial necessities of daily life in the Conservancy. 

Training 

The third-largest amount of strategies relates to training and 

contains 14 strategies. Out of these, 11 are complementary and 

only three are existing. The ministerial level contains three 

strategies and the Conservancy level 11. No strategies were 

gathered for the institutional-, NGO-, donor- and community 

level. However, the community members identified six 

strategies in this group as important and mapped them into the 

model. Together with income generation strategies they are the 

largest amount of strategies identified as important by the 

community members and mapped into the model. 

The large amount of complementary strategies that appear only 

on Conservancy and ministerial level indicate the wishes of the 

community for education and training initiated on these levels.  

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Stopping of shifting cultivation

Introduction of new farming techniques 

Stopping extension of crop land 

Establishing conservation farming system 

Reduction of cattle numbers 

Keeping animals close to avoid their weight loss 

Provision of fertilizer, manure 

No crop residue burning but incorporation into soil 

Training on agriculture to improve the land

Conserving one part of the field for future use

Application of crop rotation 

Introduction of new seeds to improve crop yield 

Avoidance of non-rotational cultivation 

Usage of fertilizers

Provision of fertilizer 

Agriculture, 

livestock and 

fertilizer use

(15 strategies)

Community
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Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Provision of literacy classes by MOE and donors 

Provision of 3 to 6 months capacity building training 

Provision of health status education for people 

Conducting capacity building on skills and 

knowledge 

Increasing of skills and knowledge 

Provision of training 

Giving workshops to Conservancy members

Improvement of local training strategies 

Acquisition of knowledge and wisdom 

Providing workshops on survival in villages 

Giving advice to villages

Conducting of awareness meetings 

Conducting awareness meetings to reduce risks 

Awareness raising by Conservancy on fire fighting 

Ministry 

Conservancy 

Training 

(14 strategies)

Table 26: Strategies related to training 

 

New trainings as well as the continuation of the three existing 

strategies are recommended according to the strategies listed 

down in the table. 11 strategies should be initiated on 

Conservancy level with three stragey that could also be initiated 

on ministerial/governmental level. The very high amount of 

complementary strategies versus existing indicates the hope of 

the community members for further and depened training 

activities. As mentioned before for the George Mokoya 

Conservancy it can be recommended from the workshop 

experience to have a strong participatory approach in an 

adaptive manner to keep the participants interested. 

Furthermore it can be recommended to include climate change 

mitigation and adaptation skills as well as knowledge into these 

trainings under each of the aspects listed down in the table. 

These skills and knowledge should refer to the above 

mentioned strategies of the subchapter dealing with sustainable 

usage of resources and management such as rainwater 

harvesting, use of solar energy, tree planting and pan 

restoration.  

Sustainable resource use, incl. water & trees  

The next large group of strategies (14) relate to sustainable 

resource use including water and trees. amount of strategies. 

Out of these, eight are complementary and six are existing. 

Three strategies are contained at ministerial level. The 

institutional-, NGO-, and donor level encompasses no 

strategies. The Conservancy level has seven strategies and the 

community level contains four. No strategies were mapped into 

the model.  

A large amount of strategies relates to water and the usage of 

trees. In the view climate change and its implication onto 

changing weather patterns it can be recommended, just as for 

the George Mukoya Conservancy, to set up rain water 

harvesting mechanisms in the villages as well to improve the 

natural pans to store rainwater in a sustainable way. This can 

be done, for example, by restoring natural vegetation in and 
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around the pans. It can also be recommended to focus more 

strongly on solar powered equipment for the daily life of the 

communities in terms of groundwater harvesting and cooking 

with the help of solar pots.  

Further recommendations can be made regarding the 

introduction of tree planting around the villages for various 

purposes like fruit and wood harvesting, for shade, as natural 

cooling systems and biodiversity and biomass increase. At the 

same time, mechanisms to protect the surrounding forests from 

deforestation due to overuse of timber seem to be necessary as 

well.  

Table 27: Strategies related to sustainable resource use  

 

Infrastructure 

This relatively large group contains 11 strategies that deal with 

infrastructure related issues. Out of these, nine are 

complementary and only two existing, whereby the ministerial 

level contains 7 strategies, the institutional-, NGO-, and donor 

level one, the Conservancy level two and the community level 

one. No strategy of this group was mapped into the model by 

the communty members.  

Table 28: Strategies related to infrastructure  

 

The large amount of complementary strategies indicates the 

strong wishes of the community members especially from the 

ministerial level and it should be recommended to identify 

opportunities for sustainable development of infrastructure like 

a clinic, a school, and a gravel road. The community members 

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Solar powered borehole provision by MOHSS & donors 

Development of garden/field for cultivation 

Development of cutlines by MOF and donors 

Drilling more boreholes

Harvesting water from roofs etc. 

Further introduction of solar power 

Provision of sufficient water for gardening 

Provision of water infrastructure for animals 

Digging of more wells 

Provision of rain 

Planting of new trees 

Using alternative sources of firewood 

Reduction of cutting down trees

Controlling of people harvesting timber

Conservancy 

Community

Ministry 

Sustainable 

resource use, 

incl. water and 

trees

(14 strategies)

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Car provision by Ministry of Transport & donors 

Building of clinics 

Building of office with bricks provided by donors

Construction of school in rural area 

Building of hospitals by MOHSS and donors 

Provision of road maintenance 

Development of gravel roads by MOF & donors 

Institutions, 

NGOs, donors 
Provision of transport 

Provision of solar panel for Conservancy 

Provision of sufficient tools 

Community Establishment of phone connections 

Ministry 

Infrastructure 

(11 strategies)

Conservancy 
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also identified strategies regarding phone connections and the 

need for tools for their daily lives. Implementing these strategies 

also improves and eases the implementation of the various 

strategies related to training and implementation, cooperation 

and spatial planning.  

Fire 

Another realtively high amount of strategies (8) relates to fire, 

whereby five strategies are complementary and three already 

exist. These strategies appear only on Conservancy (2) and 

community level (6) and contain one strategy that was mapped 

into the model.  

Table 29: Strategies related to fire 

 

As mentioned for the George Mukoya Conservancy, it can be 

recommended to reduce the appearance of fire-related 

clearance of the forests as it seems to be a threatening 

condition to the community members, being surrounded by 

forests with dry biomass on the ground. At the same time it can 

be recommended to increase fire-related safety measures like 

the development of cutlines,  training for fire-figthers and the 

provision of equipment to the community members in case of 

fires. 

Wildlife & poaching 

This group contains eight strategies, out of which only three are 

complementary and five are already existing. Two strategies 

are gathered under this group for the ministerial level, but none 

for the institutional-, NGO-, and donor level. Four strategies 

were identified for the Conservancy level and two for the 

community level. Out of these strategies no strategies were 

mapped into the model. 

Various strategies to manage wildlife are already in place. 

However, according to the identified strategies in the table it 

can be recommended to identify opportunities to introduce an 

anti-poaching strategy that includes fines and enforcement as 

well as to facilitate the achievement of the yearly quota. At the 

same time an assessment of wildlife is recommendable in order 

to identify the actual sizes of the game populations from where 

the hunting quote should derive.   

The existing strategies that are mentioned here refer to land 

use competition between humans, their livestock and wildlife in 

combination with poaching and could be implemented together 

with the strategies contained in the agriculture- as well as in the 

sustainable resource use group. 

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Making of cutlines at borders to stop fire 

Conducting controlled burning 

Extinguishing of cigarette before leaving 

Removing of grass before field clearing 

Cleaning of roads at borders to stop fire

Awareness raising on accidental fire risk 

Prevention of forest fire

Stopping of forest fires

Fire 

(8 strategies)

Conservancy 

Community
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Table 30: Strategies related to wildlife and poaching 

 

Patrolling & penalty 

The group that refers to patrolling and penalty contains seven 

strategies out of which four are complementary and three 

existing. The ministerial level conatins two and the 

Conservancy level five strategies, but the institutional-, NGO-, 

donor- and community level none. One of the strategies out of 

this group was mapped into the model.  

The amount of these strategies seems to highlight the wishes of 

the community to regulate the resource use and occuring fires 

in their Conservancy better. The existing strategies refer to 

patrolling and fire control, whereas the complementary 

strategies also include fines and the introduction of a penalty 

system that should be recommended so that the community 

members can manage their resources sustainably without 

losing it to illegal activities. 

Table 31: Strategies related to patrolling and poaching 

 

Implementation, cooperation & spatial planning 

The group of strategies that refers to implementation, 

cooperation and spatial planning accounts to six strategies. Out 

of these, four are complementary and only two existing. The 

ministerial level contains three strategies while the institutional-, 

NGO-, and donor level has one strategy. For the Conservancy 

level two strategies were identified by the community members 

but no strategies for the community level. Only one strategy 

was mapped into the model. 

Most of the strategies are complementary and apply to 

Conservancy, institutional-, NGO-, donor- as well as ministerial 

level with the ministerial level containing the most 

complementary strategies. The strategies suggest a 

strengthened cooperation between the Conservancy and the 

Ministries. Furthermore, it can be recommended to identify 

opportunities for compensation of yield loss due to bad weather 

conditions on ministerial level. According to the suggested 

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Consideration of conflict causing game species in policy 

Facilitation of yearly quota fulfilment by MET 

Conducting game count 

Reporting of illegal poaching activities 

Awarding of hunting permits to hunters 

Increasing of fines if poachers are found 

Bringing of wild animals into the Conservancy 

Separating of human & wildlife habitats 
Community

Ministry 

Wildlife and 

poaching 

(8 strategies)

Conservancy 

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Patrol provison by MET, MSS & Conservancy staff 

Joint patrolling every 3 months 

Setting of heavy fines for illegal harvesters 

Introduction of penalty system 

Giving fines to people that set a blaze 

Conducting fixed root patrol

Conducting of patrol & monitoring 

Ministry 

Conservancy 

Patrolling and 

penalty

(7 strategies)
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strategies in the table below it can also be recommended to 

increase cooperation and collaboration between the 

Conservancy, the ministerial level as well as the donors.  

Table 32: Strategies related to implementation and cooperation 

 

  

Strategies 

related to

Level of 

initiation
Strategies 

(dark yellow=complementary; bright yellow=existing; thick font=mapped into model)

Government attendance to people's affordable needs 

Compensation of crop loss according lost yield value 

Provision of increasing O.V.C. support 

Institutions, 

NGOs, donors 
Cooperation of Conservancy, MET, T.A. & donors 

Joint venturing of Conservancy, MET & donors 

Development of a zonation plan 

Ministry Implementation

, cooperation 

and spatial 

planning 

(6 strategies)

Conservancy 
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B - Conclusions mainly based on observations during 

workshops and interaction with participants 

 

B.1. Methodology, participation and workshop results 

 

1. The team of consultants was impressed by the level of 

commitment shown by the workshop participants and the 

level of information that was finally generated. The 

slightly adapted MARISCO methodology worked very 

well on this occasion in engaging the local community 

and harvesting meaningful information to be applied in 

strategies for future development.  

2. During the first workshop general concepts, terms and 

procedures were introduced to participants using a less 

technical language than usual. A few steps were 

simplified (e.g. criticality assessment). Everything from 

ecosystem types, key attributes, biodiversity objects, 

ecosystem services as well as stresses, threats and 

contributing factors were introduced and assessed by all 

participants.  

3. Earlier working steps were constantly revisited and 

permanently visualized, which proved to be effective in 

building knowledge capacity and understanding amongst 

the local stakeholders.  

4. An initial introduction by the workshop team that included 

personal in-field observations of the project site was an 

integral and very useful part of the kick-off session. 

Integral to the MARISCO method is the staged feedback 

and reflective discussions. Regular peer-reviewing and 

discussion offers participants the opportunity to revise 

and fine-tune statements and analysis of the situation. 

5. The frequent reviewing process also encourages the 

recording of nuances that might otherwise be lost 

amongst more general perceptions and observations.  

6. Spiritual belief is very important to the communities, 

more specifically, the role played by God in shaping and 

steering the lives and conditions of the local inhabitants. 

At least once it was expressed that much of the 

problems of climate change were believed to be the 

result of divine punishment to be accepted.  

7. The participants were encouraged to put any ideas to the 

conceptual model, as there would not exist any right or 

wrong. The moderators/coaches did organize the 

conceptual model, e.g. tidying it up, grouping similar 

factors, always carefully explaining eventual changes 

and asking for posterior validation. Participants reflected 

in ad hoc presentations, especially during peer 

presentation to the members of the other Conservancy, 

about the complex interrelationships of elements and 

how everything is connected.  

8. By the end of the first workshop a complex picture of the 

socio-environment landscape emerged complete with an 

assessment of the threats, stresses and contributing 

factors to both these. The path was now laid for the next 

stage of analysis during the second workshop, which 

was to be the analysis of ‘multi-leveled’ strategies 
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beginning with those that directly relate to personal 

livelihoods, land use and ecosystem management. 

Others included more institutional strategies designed to 

operate at higher levels of organization including the 

Conservancy, NGO and GO levels.  

9. The parallel and interactive work with two neighbouring 

Conservancies running through the working steps, 

reporting about achievements, and also reviewing the 

other group’s results proved to be effective in sharing 

knowledge and ideas. The method supported a broad 

participation of all group members, regardless gender or 

age. The fully interactive approach, transparency and the 

ongoing documentation inherent in the MARISCO 

method sustained interest and motivation amongst 

participants. The variation of work styles, such as 

analyses in break out groups, wrap-ups, plenary 

discussions, work with coloured cards and stickers as 

well as large maps/satellite images allowed for 

maintaining the attention and work flow.  

10. The results of the first workshop are a model example for 

a profound community-based and ecosystem-based 

vulnerability analysis, which represents a rather new 

approach in Namibia and beyond.  

 

 

B.2. Conservancies and further institutional aspects 

 

11.  The Conservancies clearly represent an added value in 

the conservation of the region and help to introduce 

innovative thinking as well as encourage support from 

organizations outside the region, including donor 

institutes and NGOs. The members identify themselves 

to a certain degree with the instrument, but also 

precisely identify the weaknesses and challenges. A 

number of issues were raised during both workshops. 

Participants expressed concern about the fact that the 

losses due to abstention from use of natural resources 

(hunting as such, but also ban of uses from wildlife zone) 

is not appropriately compensated. Certain patience can 

be observed, but discontent can be critically nourished 

by governance problems, e.g., when the management 

committees do not work transparently. It was striking that 

whilst working on the situation analysis of the 

Conservancies’ territories the problems related to the 

use of hunting and wildlife management were mentioned 

relatively late. Classical land use, agriculture and mainly 

livestock herding, are much more in the focus of the 

farmers. 

12. What was clear from observation of discussions and 

interactions between participants was the value 

stakeholders attached to the opportunities given to them 

to air their concerns and to be able to have their views 

recorded in some official manner. Participants prove a 
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good capacity to complexly analyse interwoven 

problems; this should be a good basis for a broader, 

more holistic management approach addressing a wider 

range of needs and concerns of the members, support 

them in facing environmental change and empower their 

organisational capacities. 

13. The members of both Conservancies are well aware of 

shortcomings and limitations. Even if they recognized 

that the management of a larger territory (e.g. combining 

both Conservancies) could be beneficial they rationalize 

that logistics would hinder them from doing so (too long 

walking distances between villages for coordination 

meetings).  

14. As would be expected of any remote community living 

under harsh conditions there was limited knowledge and 

understanding of extrinsic threats and pressures beyond 

the boundaries of both Conservancies. Participants also 

appeared to have limited knowledge about challenges 

related to spatial overlap of Conservancies and land to 

be given to third parties. However, arising or existing use 

conflicts with people coming from outside were clearly 

addressed.  

15. The Conservancies are not embedded in an institutional 

structure of higher order that potentially could coordinate 

and foster their organization and representing 

Conservancy interests towards governmental or 

nongovernmental entities (e.g., a Conservancy lobbying 

organization, ‘Dachverband’).  

16. Members of the Conservancies do not necessarily 

recognize the benefit of having Khaudum National Park 

as a neighbouring territory. Instead they tended to 

perceive the park as a source of problems including 

bush fires.  

17. When quizzed about future trends and possible 

outcomes as a result of persistent threats most 

participants showed little cause for apprehension 

possibly because much of their life is dominated by 

extreme, immediate hardship. Beyond that, there was 

too much uncertainty to merit concern.  

18. The participants identified several weaknesses relating 

to institutional structures, including governmental 

programmes, but they also indicated clear wishes and 

proposals for improvement. Regarding education and 

capacity-building, local folk are interested in more long-

term and more intensive training.  

19. The merits and benefits of structuring local communities 

as Conservancies was clear and can be positively 

interpreted as another vehicle of linking local people with 

authorities and donors. However, at the same time they 

seem to exist as parallel structures, which are not well 

embedded within a larger system. A corresponding 

potential for institutional development can be interpreted. 
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C - Conclusions mainly based on field observations and 
literature 

 
C.1. Ecosystems, ecosystem management and climate change  

 
20. The ecosystems in both Conservancies clearly have 

experienced dramatic change and continue to alter as a 

result of human activities, especially in the last decades 

since colonisation of the area by cattle farmers.  

21. The main drivers of this change are burning and 

uncontrolled fires as well as grazing/browsing of 

domestic animals. The changes are long-term shifts in 

forest cover from what must be assumed to be an 

original Pterocarpus-Burkea forest (teak woodlands) to 

degraded and more inflammable scrub communities. 

Both biological composition and structure of vegetation 

have been altered.  

22. Ongoing loss of tree biomass can be analysed when 

comparing selected stands using Google Earth imagery 

and in-field observations. One of the more obvious signs 

of change in the landscape was the high proportion of 

old tree die-back, most of it linked to fire damage, which 

are not replaced in the mid-term. Clear and widespread 

signs of frequent and repeated bush fires lead to 

assumptions of fire-induced shifts in vegetation that also 

prevent recovery towards more mature systems such as 

the original teak forests. Young secondary growth with 

little mature or old growth habit dominates the landscape 

and with it comes a simplifying of ecosystem function 

and structure.   

23. Carbon and organic matter storage, water retention 

capacity, shading, cooling, temperature fluctuation 

buffering capacity, and overall resilience are thought to 

be seriously reduced. Continued pressure from 

increasing livestock production has already had a severe 

impact on the landscape and continues to degrade 

woodlands towards open scrub and finally dwarf desert 

scrub vegetation.  

24. Water abstraction from boreholes and the mid to long-
term effects this may have on the ecosystem should be 
urgently addressed by future research. For many years, 
researchers have been suggesting that boreholes 
management in dry Kalahari areas is unsustainable 
depleting fossil water reservoirs1. Therefore, we do not 

                                                           
1
 E.g., Thomas DSG (2002) Sand, grass, thorns, and...cattle: the modern Kalahari 

environment. In: Sporton D, Thomas D (eds) Sustainable Livelihoods in Kalahari 
Environments. 
(https://books.google.de/books?id=S66YyiiokX0C&pg=PA31&lpg=PA31&dq=fodder
+production+cattle+kalahari&source=bl&ots=Imrlth7Sf8&sig=GJX2daAnsKjvjmOZ-
Hm5rQjdYLA&hl=de&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjx6drS_brJAhVFXg8KHbBnAZEQ6AEIPTA
D#v=onepage&q=fodder%20production%20cattle%20kalahari&f=false; accessed 
on 1 November 2015). See also: “The lack of direct Government concern over this 
issue, as demonstrated by the continued drilling of boreholes, suggests that the 
extent of groundwater supplies needs clearly quantifying and cost implications of 
the greater depth of drilling that may be required to be stated. As yet, no data has 
been collected on rates of borehole depletion, but cases of borehole exhaustion 
have been noted (Thomas & Shaw, 1991). Such cases prevent continued livestock 
farming in the affected areas and therefore clearly represent a major threat to the 
sustainable agricultural utilization of semiarid rangelands based on such sandy 
soils” (A. DOUGILL, L. HEATHWAITE & D. THOMAS 1997. Cattle ranching and 

https://books.google.de/books?id=S66YyiiokX0C&pg=PA31&lpg=PA31&dq=fodder+production+cattle+kalahari&source=bl&ots=Imrlth7Sf8&sig=GJX2daAnsKjvjmOZ-Hm5rQjdYLA&hl=de&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjx6drS_brJAhVFXg8KHbBnAZEQ6AEIPTAD#v=onepage&q=fodder%20production%20cattle%20kalahari&f=false
https://books.google.de/books?id=S66YyiiokX0C&pg=PA31&lpg=PA31&dq=fodder+production+cattle+kalahari&source=bl&ots=Imrlth7Sf8&sig=GJX2daAnsKjvjmOZ-Hm5rQjdYLA&hl=de&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjx6drS_brJAhVFXg8KHbBnAZEQ6AEIPTAD#v=onepage&q=fodder%20production%20cattle%20kalahari&f=false
https://books.google.de/books?id=S66YyiiokX0C&pg=PA31&lpg=PA31&dq=fodder+production+cattle+kalahari&source=bl&ots=Imrlth7Sf8&sig=GJX2daAnsKjvjmOZ-Hm5rQjdYLA&hl=de&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjx6drS_brJAhVFXg8KHbBnAZEQ6AEIPTAD#v=onepage&q=fodder%20production%20cattle%20kalahari&f=false
https://books.google.de/books?id=S66YyiiokX0C&pg=PA31&lpg=PA31&dq=fodder+production+cattle+kalahari&source=bl&ots=Imrlth7Sf8&sig=GJX2daAnsKjvjmOZ-Hm5rQjdYLA&hl=de&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjx6drS_brJAhVFXg8KHbBnAZEQ6AEIPTAD#v=onepage&q=fodder%20production%20cattle%20kalahari&f=false
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echo the strategies proposed by the workshop 
participants to strongly intensify borehole drilling. It 
rather may bear dangerous long-term risks. 

25. The Conservancies’ ecosystem complex has entered a 

‘degradation vortex’ as typically found in many (semi-

)arid systems, where vulnerability to (especially climate 

change-related) disturbance and degradation are 

increased by ongoing negative feedback loops. Climate 

change is thought to exacerbate problems that were 

caused by inappropriate ecosystem management. 

Ecosystem-based Adaptation (EBA) must focus on 

fostering ecosystem functions that reduce the sensitivity 

against climate change-related extremes and 

disturbances (such as extreme rain fall, extreme 

temperatures, increased aridity, reduction of available 

water etc.; see below under recommendations). 

  

                                                                                                                                        
ecological change in the Kalahari, Botswana: a hydrological perspective. 
Sustainability of Water Resources under Increasing Uncertainty (Proceedings of the 
Rabat Symposium SI, April 1997). IAHS Publ. no. 240). 
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Recommendations 
 

As consultants tasked with the responsibility of preparing, 

conducting and documenting the MARISCO workshops as well 

as facilitating a systematic and strategic vulnerability analysis of 

the Muduva Nyangana and George Mukoya Conservancies in 

the Kavango region, it is a logical step in the process to 

conclude with recommendations for the various target groups 

involved in the exercise. 

An overall recommendation to all actors is to explore the 

potential for shared learning and participatory management 

provided by the Conservancies in a holistic way, going beyond 

wildlife management. As the problems that make up the general 

situation of the communities within the Conservancies are very 

complex, the strategic portfolios must reflect this complexity.  

There are no simple and isolated solutions. This is a key insight 

and message also from the workshops that shall be further 

reflected and spread. Complex solutions and strategies are not 

necessarily complicated, but are characterized by high degrees 

of integration, combination and interactions – of measures, 

people and organizations. 

The abundance and diversity of strategies developed by the 

workshop participants (see above, section A.) illustrate the 

preparedness of the Conservancies’ inhabitants. But they 

definitely need support also from higher organizational levels, 

as clearly reflected by the strategy triangles.  

 

For the further support and development of Muduva 
Nyangana and George Mukoya Conservancies 
 

Use of workshop results in Muduva Nyangana and George 

Mukoya Conservancies 

 

1. It is important to share the present documentation 

with as many authorities and members of the 

Conservancies as possible. Apart from the full 

document to be handed over to the workshop 

participants, a summarized version for diffusion should 

also be made available to all the participants and 

interested members of the local community in the area.  

2. As supporting material for future Conservancy 

meetings it shall be useful to have the conceptual 

models and the ‘strategic triangle’ printed on large-

size and robust banners that can be folded and 

unfolded without being damaged. If they were 

permanently put in offices or meeting rooms the results 

of the workshops can achieve a better presence in the 

Conservancies. 

3. Participants of the workshops should ideally be trained in 

the use of the models for discussions about the 

situation in the Conservancies.  

4. The Conservancies shall be accompanied in using the 

collection of the strategic ideas, summarized in the 

strategy triangle and also presented in detail in the 
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previous section, for the processes of annual 

planning and the formulation of eventual strategic 

plans. 

5. The Conservancies should be encouraged and 

supported to write letters to different relevant 

institutions, such as governmental or non-

governmental organisations, summarizing the 

results of the workshops and thereby presenting 

needs and ideas regarding the sustainable 

development of the Conservancies based on a 

thorough participatory analysis.  

 

 

Ecosystem management and Ecosystem-based Adaptation in 

Muduva Nyangana and George Mukoya Conservancies 

 

6. On the level of the ministries, the programme and the 

project, it is recommendable to ground the concept of 

ecosystem-based adaptation to climate change on 

the very fundaments of ecosystem science and 

support the elaboration of corresponding didactic 

material. Ecosystem-based adaptation to climate 

change encompasses any attempt to try and reduce 

vulnerability to the problems of climate change in both 

natural and cultural systems that can only be achieved 

by working according to the principles of ecosystem-

functioning and evolution. In line with recent science, 

main principles are the following: 

i. Natural resource use has to strive for 

maintaining structures and functions that  

 moderate energy and water capturing 

and storage,  

 facilitate buffering of temperature and 

humidity fluctuations, and  

 allow for cooling effects.  

ii. Many of the above-mentioned functions are 

related to water, which is more easily retained in a 

system that is richer in biomass and organic 

matter. Therefore, the loss of biomass and the 

mineralization of organic matter in and on top 

of the soils have to be prevented as much as 

possible. This applies to all types of land, not just 

agricultural fields. The goal would be an 

ecological intensification, maximizing all kinds of 

ecosystem services per area. 

7. Demonstration villages would provide ideal means of 

developing experiments, demonstrating good practice 

and of sharing knowledge between experts and 

inhabitants of the Conservancies. The idea of developing 

a “Conservancy campus” for sustainable living, 

representing a facility for ‘research & demonstration 

ecosystem management’, would greatly enhance local 

capacity-building. It would be important to not just 

implement isolated measures, as done very often – a 

homegarden in one village, support of handicraft in 

another - but strive for complete, interrelated 
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packages of solutions to land, water and energy-use 

jointly developed and adapted with local farmers, 

and integrated under an ecosystem-based 

approach2. Among others, such a demonstration village 

could comprise the following modules: 

i. Water capture, supply and recycling facilities 

ii. Health and sanitation assistance 

iii. Homegardens and experimentation plots for 

organic farming/ conservation agriculture 

iv. Experimentation plots for fodder production and 

grazing rotation 

v. Learning sites for the observation of fire impacts 

vi. Renewable energy supply (e.g., solar cookers, 

pumping) 

vii. Fire wood and construction wood plantations in 

combination with ‘cooling groves’ (see below) 

viii. Applied science & development tourism (working 

holidays for volunteers and research internships 

for national and international students) 

ix. Education facilities. 

8. Any fire-fighting activities are of utmost importance. 

Land use practices must be encouraged to abstain from 

the use of fire as much as possible (no burning for the 

purpose of establishing agricultural fields or improving 

                                                           
2
 A comparable approach, for a different type of environment and society, 

has been realized in Wales: Centre for Alternative Technology 
(http://www.cat.org.uk/). This centre combines displays about energy supply, 
water supply and treatment, and organic farming, among others. 

pastures). Fire management must strive for the reduction 

of intensity and frequency of fires. Cutlines seem to be 

functional, but must be accompanied by further 

measures of fire prevention.  

9. Despite the fact that agriculture, with climate change, 

seems to become ever less important in the region, it 

should not be abandoned altogether. The concept of 

conservation agriculture has been introduced to the 

region, but it must be promoted more intensively. The 

massive production and application of manure, mulch 

and compost has to be explored aggressively. This 

would start in the communal gardens, but would also 

involve agricultural plots. The idea of soil conservation 

and ‘building’ has to be made understandable and 

‘touchable’. All known strategies of ecological farming, 

from rotation with nitrogen-fixing plants, agroforestry etc. 

should be developed as part of a polycultural farming 

system.  

10. The vegetation of northern Kalahari is very vulnerable to 

permanent grazing with domestic animals and livestock 

management is a key element of ecosystem 

management. Intensive sustainable management of 

livestock farms would encourage better site practice 

targeting the retention of more biomass in the wider 

landscape.  

i. Experiments with fodder production are 

encouraged that would reduce pressure on the 

woodlands. In the southern Kalahari there is 

http://www.cat.org.uk/
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experience with the cultivation of tsamma melons 

"as a source of both food and water. The use of 

tsamma melons, especially after heavy rains, 

reduced pressure on pasture and water points, 

since tsamma melons have a lot of water inside 

them”3. Experiments with fenced plantations with 

perennial palatable plants as additional fodder 

resource in the surroundings of the villages are 

recommended (ideally, silvo-pastoral systems 

with grass-tree combinations to be used under a 

rotation system4). 

ii. The implementation of grazing rotation systems 

are thought to be beneficial but require 

advanced management and corresponding 

resources. The management ideally would try to 

                                                           
3
 Zviripi Munjoma 2013. VULNERABILITY OF LIVESTOCK FARMERS IN SOUTHERN 

KALAHARI; THE CASE OF MIER IN RIETFONTEIN, SOUTH AFRICA. Department of 
International Environment and Development Studies (Noragric) Norwegian 
University of Life Sciences (UMB). 
(http://brage.bibsys.no/xmlui/bitstream/handle/11250/187897/Timothy's%20Thes
is.pdf?sequence=1; accessed 1 November 2015) 

4
 This kind of practices is well known in Namibia (e.g., 

http://www.namibian.com.na/index.php?id=120235&page=archive-read) and 
involves native and non-native species. Compare also Anthony R. Palmer and 
Andrew M. Ainslie 2005. Grasslands of South Africa. In GRASSLANDS of the WORLD. 
Edited by J.M. Suttie, S.G. Reynolds and C. Batello 
(http://www.fao.org/docrep/008/y8344e/y8344e08.htm#bm08; accessed 1 
November 2015). 

 

work as energy and water efficient as possible. As 

it has been mentioned in the area, animals ideally 

would be brought to more distant pastures when 

fodder and water are less scarce, in the more 

humid season, in order to preserve pastures in 

the surroundings of the villages for the dry 

season. 

11. Contrary to the views of the workshop participants, forest 

restoration through a process of reforestation and 

silvicultural management should be considered as a 

serious contribution to an integrated, long-term 

‘research & demonstration ecosystem management’.  

i. Experiment with differentiated plantations with 

fruit trees, woody plants for fire wood and 

construction, close to/within villages. 

ii. Restore / promote ‘cooling groves’ with fast-

growing trees for the provision of shade for 

humans and animals within villages. 

12. Promote simple alternative technology that allows 

for the reduction of firewood (e.g., energy-efficient 

stoves, solar cookers). 

 

  

http://brage.bibsys.no/xmlui/bitstream/handle/11250/187897/Timothy's%20Thesis.pdf?sequence=1
http://brage.bibsys.no/xmlui/bitstream/handle/11250/187897/Timothy's%20Thesis.pdf?sequence=1
http://www.namibian.com.na/index.php?id=120235&page=archive-read
http://www.fao.org/docrep/008/y8344e/y8344e08.htm#bm08
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A potential bigger framework for community-based 
conservation in northern Kalahari 
 

13. On a regional scale, related and socio-ecologically 

similar Conservancies could benefit from a formal 

coalition or from a territorial entity dedicated to 

regional sustainable development (‘nested systems’ of 

implementation).  

14. Such a territorial entity could also embrace non-

Conservancy areas, such as protected areas. In the 

case of the two Conservancies there is a natural and 

important relationship to the Khaudum National Park, 

especially as the wildlife populations strongly depends 

on animals coming from the park; another ecological 

connector is fire. Ideally, management would be 

coordinated between managers and local peoples living 

across the much larger landscape. Expanding the area 

of community management from beyond the borders of 

the two Conservancies to the wider surrounding 

landscape, including the river system to the north and 

the national park to the south would represent an ideal 

opportunity for developing a Biosphere Reserve 

according to the UNESCO MaB programme. As there 

is a strong approach and first experience with 

community-based conservation and sustainable 

development, Namibia has the potential to create a new 

and model-like type of Biosphere Park. The country has 

already been interested in this tool of sustainable 

development and conservation5, but so far it is one of a 

number of countries still without any designated site. 

There is international support for the development of 

Biosphere Reserves, among others becoming manifest 

in a couple of projects and publications6.  

15. It is recommended to develop a feasibility study for 

such an East Kavango-Khaudum Biosphere Park. 

                                                           
5
 Conversation with Dr. Thomas Schaaf, former Director, Division of Ecological and 

Earth Sciences, UNESCO, who very much encourages actors to consider such a 
Biosphere Reserve in north-eastern Namibia, taking into account a potential mid-
term vision of establishing a Transboundary Biosphere Reserve with Botsuana. 
6 See: BfN project Implementation of the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve concept in 

Southern Africa: Instrument for conservation, sustainable development and 

regional integration: “As part of this project, the international workshop "UNESCO 

Biosphere Reserves - Added Value for Sustainable Development and Conservation" 

was held from 12 to 14 November 2013 in Gaborone, Botswana. Representatives 

of governmental and non-governmental organizations from Botswana, Lesotho, 

Namibia, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Ghana and Germany participated. The workshop 

aimed to highlight the added value that can be achieved through the establishment 

of a biosphere reserve with regard to an environmentally sensitive and sustainable 

development. Based on case studies, among others, the following potential of 

biosphere reserves could be illustrated: the alleviation of poverty through income-

generating activities, conflict management, regional and bilateral integration and a 

"Community-based Natural Resource Management" model. Opportunities for 

applying education for sustainable development and research in bioshere reserves 

were also presented” (https://www.bfn.de/20618+M52087573ab0.html).  

See also: German Commission for UNESCO (2015). Management Manual for 

UNESCO Biosphere Reserves in Africa 

(http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0022/002269/226919E.pdf). 

https://www.bfn.de/20618+M52087573ab0.html
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0022/002269/226919E.pdf
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Eventually, such a model region for sustainable 

development could even comprise further Kalahari lands, 

south of Khaudum Park. Here, another two 

Conservancies are located, Na-Jaqna and Nyae Nyae. A 

first step of a feasibility study could be participatory 

situation and vulnerability analysis. 

16. The outlined region would represent an excellent starting 

point for a Northern Kalahari Transboundary 

Biosphere Park that could be jointly established with 

Botswana. It would embrace a significant part of the 

home region of the Ju/'hoansi / San culture, which is also 

transboundary. The challenge would be to balance 

development needs of indigenous people and other local 

people with the interests of protecting with the rich 

biodiversity of the landscape, an integrated ecosystem-

management, a Biosphere Park dedicated to ecosystem-

based sustainable development. It could become a 

flagship member of the global network of Biosphere 

Reserves.  

 

 

A Biosphere Park would represent a unique opportunity for 

territorial integration of Conservancies and protected areas.  
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For the further support and development of Namibian 
conservancies in general 
 

General strategic and institutional aspects 

 

17. At a higher institutional level it is recommended to use 

the workshop results for a general reflection about the 

challenge and the potential of a much broader 

application of the concept, thinking beyond wildlife and 

hunting management.  

18. At least in certain conservancies, with an appropriate 

institutional setting, a good capacity of individuals in 

charge, and promising socio-ecological conditions, 

recommendations are proposed for membership and 

leaders to embrace a more holistic management of 

natural resources, officially adopting a community-

based ecosystem management.  

19. Institutionalise strategic ecosystem-based 

management and learning for Conservancies. On a 

regional (or even national scale) it could be worthwhile 

considering an institutional structure of higher order, 

an ‘umbrella association’, for coordinated support 

and the representation of Conservancy-related 

interests towards governmental or nongovernmental 

entities (e.g., a Conservancy lobbying 

organization,‘Dachverband’).  

 

Potential rollout of MARISCO application to further 

conservancies 

 

20. MARISCO can be used for a systematic empowerment 

programme for Conservancies that embraces both 

ecosystem and community-based situation and 

vulnerability analyses as well as strategy 

assessments. Apart from directly benefitting further 

Conservancies that would develop a more holistic and 

integrated vision of ecosystem management, the 

application of a standardized method would allow for 

establishing a horizontal learning network between 

Conservancies and communities.  

21. For a more systematic and wider application of 

MARISCO to a larger number of Conservancies, a 

couple of steps are suggested: 

i. Select a group of promising national 

professionals, who could serve as coaches, to 

be trained and accompanied for a certain time. 

Ideally they would belong to one institution, but it 

is not a necessary requirement. It would be 

recommendable to establish an interdisciplinary 

team that combines ecological, socioeconomic, 

and moderation knowledge.  

ii. Provide theoretical and practical training in 

different contexts (e.g. practicing a MARISCO 

exercise as a group, participating in real-life 

MARISCO workshops with decreasing intensity of 
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on-site coaching and backstopping provided by 

well-experienced MARISCO trainers).  

iii. A full training of coaches to be certified should 

comprise various real-life exercises (at least 4-6 

workshops, i.e. 2-3 complete Conservancy 

exercises, each consisting of a vulnerability 

analysis and a strategy workshop). 

iv. Prepare adapted training materials: 

 Illustrated ‘dynamic’ online and print-on-

demand guide7 to adapted methodology for 

community based MARISCO (can be 

mainly generated with pictures taken at first 

workshops, and simplified graphs) 

 Prepare an adapted curriculum for coaches 

certification, also focusing on 

documentation and interpretation of 

MARISCO results. 

 Establish a scheme of long-term quality 

management for coaches (‘mileage 

certification’). 

v. Realise MARISCO exercises with further 

Conservancies that provide opportunities for 

‘training on the job’ for coaches candidates. 

These exercises ideally would be implemented in 

different socio-ecological contexts to get 

acquainted with a higher diversity of situation 

                                                           
7
 The guide would not be printed (as a published book) before consolidation of an 

adapted MARISCO methodology for Conservancies, tested with national coaches. 

analyses. Start with ‘simple’ workshops (one 

conservancy), and continue with ‘double’ or ‘triple’ 

workshops that also provide opportunities for peer 

learning across conservancy memberships. 

vi. Guarantee a systematic knowledge 

management with an appropriate 

documentation of lessons learned and regular 

adaptation and amendment of training 

materials. The results of the situation analyses 

should be organized electronically, and eventually 

be accessible online (for [potential] coaches as 

well as for organisations working with 

conservancies). 

vii. For institutionalising strategic ecosystem-based 

management and learning for conservancies (see 

17.), envision to support a ‘conservancy 

umbrella organization’, involving trained 

national MARISCO coaches that would 

continue promoting an integrative ecosystem 

management in conservancies and also 

maintaining a learning network of coaches 

(and a corresponding knowledge management 

system). 
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Annex 
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Workshop 2 
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Annex 2: Field trips  
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Day 2 
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Annex 3: Rating tables   
 

Workshop 1 
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Workshop 2 

  Nawa unene shiri 
Excellent 

Nawa 
Good 

Kuditopa 
Problematic 

Kurumbwangera 
Poor 

Mutompo 
Feasibility 

Marunone 
Resources 
 

Marunone naghantje 
ghahepero mpoghali 
 
 
 
All resources that are 
needed are available 

Shingi shamarunone 
ogho ngaghakarohepero 
kuvhura kughaghwaneka 
nauveru 
Most of the resources 
that are needed are likely 
to be available 

Marunone ghamasheshu 
kwakara hepero, ngoli 
udito kughaghwaneka 
 
Quite a few resources are 
needed, but are difficult to 
get access to 

Marunone ghamangi 
kwakara hepero, ngoli 
udito kughaghwaneka 
 
 
Many resources are 
needed and are difficult 
to get access to 

Litamburo 
Acceptance 
 
 

Vantu navantje ovo 
vyaguma kunatambura 
ngenditito 
 
 
All relevant people are fully 
accepting the strategy 

Shingi shavantu ovo 
vyaguma kunatamburako 
ngenditito  
 
Most of the relevant 
people are accepting the 
strategy 

Vamwe va vantu ovo 
vyaguma 
ngavakatamburako 
ngenditito 
 
 
Some of the relevant 
people are accepting the 
strategy 

Hambara (kunyara) 
vantu navantje ovo 
vyaguma kapi 
ngavakatambura 
ngenditito 
Almost none of the 
relevant people are 
accepting the strategy 

Mutompo 
ghwa 
ukonentu 
Technical 
feasibility 

Ngenditito ureru kuyitura 
muviruwana nawa nawa  
The strategy is easy to 
implement 

Ngenditito kuvhura 
kuyitura muviruwana 
 
The strategy is more or 
less possible to 
implement 

Ngenditito udito kuyitura 
muviruwana 
 
The strategy is difficult to 
implement 

Ngenditito kundereko 
kuyihua muviruwana 
 
The strategy is very 
difficult to implement 
(impossible to 
implement) 
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Vishoroka 
Impact 

Nkondo 
dakushonona 
maudito  
Ability to solve 
problems 

Ngenditito kuvhura 
yikoshonone udito 
mwamunene 
 
The strategy is very likely to 
solve the problem 

Ngenditito kuvhura 
yikoshonone udito 
 
 
The strategy is likely to 
solve the problem 

Ngenditito 
ngayikoshonona ukahe 
ghwa udito 
 
The strategy will only 
partly solve the problem 

Ngenditito 
ngayirumbwangera mu 
kukoshonona udito 
The strategy is unlikely to 
solve the problem 

Lighitopo 
lyamaudito 
ghamape 
Creation of 
new problems 

Ngenditito kapi 
ngayighitapo maudito 
ghamape 
The strategy will not create 
new problems 

Ngenditito kapi 
ngayivhura kuyitapo 
maudito ghamape 
The strategy is unlikely to 
create new problems 

Ngenditito kuvhara 
yikaghitepo shivaro 
shangandi sha maudito 
The strategy is likely to 
create a number of 
problems 

Ngenditito ngayi 
kaghitapo maudito 
ghamape 
The strategy will create 
new problems 

 Shivaro 
Total 
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Annex 4: Attendance 

List of participants WS 1 
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List of participants WS 2 
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Annex 5: Evaluation 

Evaluation WS 1  
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Evaluation of WS 2 
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Feedback WS 2
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